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Kurzfassung

In der vorliegenden kumulativen Dissertation wird geometrische Abstraktion als eine
Strategie zur Generierung eines integrierten Visualisierungssystems für räumliche wis-
senschaftliche Daten beschrieben. Die hier behandelte Herangehensweise abstrahiert
räumliche Daten auf zwei Arten. Diese Methode erschafft eine Vielzahl an Repräsenta-
tionen. Entlang der Achse für Räumlichkeit werden räumliche Details graduell entfernt,
während die Merkmale entlang der Achse für visuelle Details zunehmend aggregiert
und durch unterschiedliche visuelle Objekte repräsentiert werden. Diese Darstellungen
werden in weiterer Folge in einen konzeptionellen Abstraktionsraum integriert, welcher es
Benutzern erlaubt, mittels effizienter Steuerung der Repräsentation das Abstraktionslevel
an eine gewünschte Aufgabe anzupassen. Um es dem Experten zu ermöglichen, Überein-
stimmung zwischen diesen Repräsentationen herzustellen, werden animierte Übergänge
eingesetzt. Schlussendlich speichert der Abstraktionsraum Benutzerinteraktionen und
bietet visuelle Indikatoren an. Damit wird der Experte in Richtung interessanter Reprä-
sentationen für eine bestimmte Aufgabe und Datensatz verwiesen. Mentale Modelle der
Experten spielen eine wichtige Rolle im Verstehensprozess abstrakter Repräsentationen.
Sie werden daher beim Design des Visualisierungssystems berücksichtigt, um kognitive
Beanspruchung des Benutzers gering zu halten. Der hier vorgestellte Ansatz wird anhand
der beiden unterschiedlichen Felder der Plazentaforschung und des in silico Designs von
DNA Nanostrukturen demonstriert. Beide Forschungsfelder nutzen geometrische Abstrak-
tion zur effektiven visuellen Untersuchung sowie für spätere Modellierungsaufgaben. Das
Adenita Toolkit, eine Software zum Entwerfen neuer DNA Nanostrukturen, implemen-
tiert die hier vorgestellten Visualisierungskonzepte. Dieses Toolkit, zusammen mit den
vorgeschlagenen Visualisierungskonzepten, wird derzeit von einigen Forschungsgruppen
im Bereich Nanotechnologie eingesetzt.
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Abstract

In this cumulative thesis, I describe geometric abstraction as a strategy to create an
integrated visualization system for spatial scientific data. The proposed approach creates
a multitude of representations of spatial data in two dominant ways. Along the spatiality
axis, it gradually removes spatial details and along the visual detail axis, the features are
increasingly aggregated and represented by different visual objects. These representations
are then integrated into a conceptual abstraction space that enables users to efficiently
change the representation to adjust the abstraction level to a task in mind. To enable the
expert to perceive correspondence between these representations, controllable animated
transitions are provided. Finally, the abstraction space can record user interactions
and provides visual indications to guide the expert towards interesting representations
for a particular task and data set. Mental models of the experts play a crucial role
in the understanding of the abstract representations and are considered in the design
of the visualization system to keep the cognitive load low on the user’s side. This
approach is demonstrated in two distinct fields of placenta research and in silico design
of DNA nanostructures. For both fields geometric abstraction facilitates effective visual
inspection and modeling. The Adenita toolkit, a software for the design of novel DNA
nanostructures, implements the proposed visualization concepts. This toolkit, together
with the proposed visualization concepts, is currently deployed to several research groups
to help them in nanotechnology research.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

I may not have gone where I
intended to go, but I think I have
ended up where I needed to be.

Douglas Adams

In this thesis, I am describing a technological strategy to reform the geometry of spatial
structures in their visualization and propose a novel abstraction space concept that guides
users towards interesting representations. In the visualization research field, the goal is
often to develop a particular set of representations that deals with features relevant for
particular tasks. In this thesis, the application-cases require several levels of detail to
fulfill user tasks. The underlying idea of this thesis is, hence, to provide expert users with
a rich spectrum of visual encodings that can dynamically adapt to a given task in mind.
The rising complexity of spatial data requires new ways of simplification. Scientists often
study phenomena where many different levels of detail carry information. For example,
in architecture, the entities of interest can vary between bricks, walls, rooms and entire
buildings. Depending on the task, some features are better observed at some levels than
others. Scientific data carry information that is relevant for specific tasks and requires
different representations to emphasize these features. Abstraction is applied to reduce
the complexity of the data so that only the relevant information remains. The proposed
geometric abstraction in this thesis is a pipeline with several steps. In the first step, it
deals with the abstraction of scientific data into simplified representations, aiming to
reduce the cognitive effort that is needed on the side of the user. Mental models will be
considered for the visual encoding of the spatial structures. In the second step, I integrate
these representations into a conceptual abstraction space that gives the user control
to effectively switch and perceive correspondences between visual encodings through
animation. In the final step, I augment this abstraction space, which represents the
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1. Introduction

expert’s scope of interaction possibilities, with visual clues to guide the user to potentially
relevant views.

There have been great advances and discoveries made in many sciences, where the
structural shape is of key importance. In medicine, novel image acquisition and processing
techniques lay the groundwork and output spatial data that call for advanced visualization
and inspection methods. In the emerging nanotechnology field, structures at the nanoscale
have first to be visualized and synthesized with the computer (in silico design), before
wet lab experiments can be carried out. The need for the synthesis of computational
models requires interactive modeling capabilities. Visualization plays a fundamental
role in presenting the spatial structures in both fields. With technological advances,
we have now the tools at hand to study structural phenomena in a way that was not
possible before. But the premise is that data with high structural complexity is presented
appropriately, so human perception can process it effectively. The challenge here is to
determine the appropriateness and find out at which level of detail the data should be
presented to the user. This problem is demonstrated in Figure 1.1 that depicts two
common representations of a bio-molecular structure. In the atomistic representation
(Figure 1.1a), all the detail can be perceived, but the abstract representation (Figure 1.1b)
is far more suitable to understand the high-level features, such as the DNA strands
and the protein secondary structure. This example shows why visual abstraction is
necessary for structural simplification. In my thesis, I propose a geometric abstraction
approach that integrates both, high and low detail levels together and combines their
advantages. Especially, the design of nanostructures requires an adaptive approach, since
one representation cannot reveal all the rich structural details. The challenge here is to
uncover the entire richness of features, while at the same time to transform the data into
a more simplified, but comprehensible version of itself. It is not possible to serve both
necessities with one representation. But a set of representations that dynamically adapts
to the user’s needs could solve this. In this case, methods for perceivable change between
different abstraction levels have to be introduced to depict the relationship between the
representations.

Researchers have developed many specialized methods to explore and analyze structural
phenomena. The problem is that the more specialized a tool becomes, the more its
specialization deems itself to be utilized for only revealing a particular part of the rich
structural characteristics. Multiple specialized visual tools could deal with this challenge.
Keeping the user in control of such a transformation of the representation is often an
overlooked challenge, especially their relationship to each other. As a result, the missing
coherence between tools is unnecessarily taxing the mental processing abilities with tasks
that could be otherwise externalized. The idea of this thesis is to transform this cognitive
task into a perceptual task, to keep the efforts of interpreting representations low.

The validity of this integrative approach can be demonstrated in case studies of two
distinct fields, one being the traditional field of medicine, and the other being the emerging
field of nanotechnology. In both cases, the structural characteristics are of tremendous
importance, but spatial complexity is also hiding many features of interest. The problems
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(a) Concrete: The structure has high visual
complexity as all atoms and bonds are depicted.
In this representation, high-level features cannot
be perceived.

(b) Abstract: The DNA single strands are vi-
sualized as tubes. The protein is depicted in
its secondary structure using SAMSON’s visual
model [47].

Figure 1.1: The abstraction of a nucleosome (PDB-ID: 1AOI). Two representations depict
the same molecular structure but highlight different features.

in both fields go significantly beyond the basic understanding of shape. Different spatial
arrangements are required for an unhindered view of the data. The richness of structural
information and the needs of both fields for complexity reduction drives new advances of
geometric abstraction in visualization systems. Therefore, this thesis proposes geometric
abstraction as a dynamic method for exploring such structural richness.

Based on the two long-term case studies in collaboration with domain scientists with
various backgrounds the results for this thesis were obtained. In the first case study, I
collaborated with clinical experts and researchers that investigate the in utero placenta.
The experts had a particular requirement for the structural simplification of the placenta
for assessing fetal health. The initial idea towards geometric abstraction was developed
in this case study. The goal was to abstract the spatial properties of the placenta by
virtually flattening it. PlacentaMaps (Paper A) reformats the highly variable shape
into simplified 2D representations, enabling expert users a straightforward inspection
of this vital organ. Geometric abstraction of spatial properties developed into a more
refined concept in a second case study, where the goal was to create a visual tool for
the design of DNA nanostructures. As these structures are large and consist of several
hundred thousands of atoms, the scene is cluttered with visual details that need carefully
designed representations (Paper B). The spatiality and the visual details are considered
as the main ways, how structural simplification could be achieved. Together these two
ways of abstraction construct a conceptual abstraction space that provides the expert
users with a way to navigate to visualizations that suit their tasks optimally (Paper C).
The developed visual tools are integrated into the Adenita [40] toolkit that expert users
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1. Introduction

adopted to design novel static nanostructures, as well as DNA nanorobots.

1.0.1 Definitions

A level of detail, as used in this work describes the degree of complexity in the inspected
data and its representation. Abstraction follows the definition of Viola and Isenberg [67]
and describes the transformation, where only key concepts and details are preserved and
visually emphasized. The non-relevant details can be attributed to noise or information
that is not important for conveying the intended meaning. The term geometric abstraction
describes a reduction of shape details in object space, rearranges them in their spatiality
and maps the features of interest to the visual details to create effective representations.
The abstraction itself is understood as a transformation, while the result of this process
is the representation. The two ways of how the structure can be geometrically abstracted
(spatiality and visual details) are described as abstraction axes. On an abstraction
axis, representations are defined at uniform distances, which are also referred here as
abstraction levels. If the representation is the result of geometric abstraction then the
level of detail is referred to as abstraction level. The term spatiality refers to spatial
dimensions as it refers to the positional features in the data. The term visual detail refers
to the shape parameters and color of the used geometric primitives for the representation.
The two abstraction axes form a 2D coordinate system that defines a representation at
each coordinate. This coordinate system is referred to as an abstraction space. The term
spatial data describes data sets that contain information about physical objects.

1.1 Problem Description
The topic of geometric abstraction is built from the bottom-up based on the research
carried out in the two case studies. The case-specific goals are described in detail in the
individual publications in Section 1.4. In this section, I will give a domain characterization
[46], by summarizing the tasks and describing their requirements for the developed visual
encodings.

1.1.1 PlacentaMaps

The first case study was conducted in the PlacentaMaps project. The placenta influences
fetal health, such as birth weight [43] and neuro-development [48]. Therefore, the idea
of the medical experts was to create 2D representations to quickly compare multiple
placentas with each other and gain new insights for their research of this vital organ.
The tasks of the medical experts are to assess a large number of placentas and to
find commonalities and pathologies. They would like to visualize biomarkers, such as
overall appearance, shape, attachment area to the uterine wall and other pathological
occurrences. The problem is that the placenta is highly versatile in shape, which makes
a comparison challenging. Unfortunately, the 3D shape is limiting the ability to analyze
and compare multiple in utero placentas, which is crucial in large population studies. A
volume rendering would depict the 3D shape without distortion, but a comparison would
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1.1. Problem Description

be difficult due to the inherent occlusion and necessary interactions. First, the experts
want to investigate the fetal side to look for pathological appearances with respect to the
umbilical cord insertion and vessels. On the maternal side, they would like to investigate
the cotyledons of the placenta. A slice-by-slice view is the most detailed inspection of the
placenta tissue, however, this viewing method would be cumbersome when comparing
multiple volumes as the slicing would not take the structure of the placenta into account.
A necessary requirement was that the approach creates additional views automatically.

Therefore, the goal is to automatically complement the 3D shape with a standardized
visual representation of the fetal and maternal side. First, an automated segmentation will
extract the placenta from the fetal magnetic resonance images (MRI). A structure-aware
slice method extracts a distance field from the segmented mask and creates offset surfaces,
which are then flattened into two standardized views of the isolated placenta sides. The
main problem of this approach is the distortion of the flattening approach, that could
result in 2D images that are hard to relate to the 3D shape. More details on the problem
characterization can be found in Paper A.

1.1.2 DNA Nanotechnology Visualization

For the majority of my PhD, I worked as a visualization researcher and developer in the
MARA project [4]. The goal of the project itself was to develop a DNA nanorobot that
target pathogens, such as antibiotic-resistant bacteria. As the design process of such
a complex structure is mostly computational, my goal was to develop the visual tools
enabling the scientists to design these structures. Thereby, visualization is a crucial part
as it lays the foundation for subsequent analyses and modeling tasks. In this project,
it was more difficult to identify the goals, due to the novelty of the field itself and
its challenges. The idea of structural simplification through geometric abstraction has
already been initiated in the PlacentaMaps project. This idea was continued and matured
in the MARA project. Another ambitious goal was to go beyond a concept and develop
a tool that will be released to expert users for designing novel DNA nanostructures.
The typical tasks of the domain scientists are described as follows: First, they come
up with a conceptual design of the targeted architecture using hand drawing. In this
stage, only rough measurements and the high-level geometry, such as the shape and sizes
are considered. Usually, some experimentally tested components are used to assembly
higher-order entities. In the next step, the experts plan how this target architecture
can be created using DNA as a building material. The experts rely here on schematic
drawings, where crossovers and the routing of the single strands are well observable.
Hereby, the architecture is not only guaranteed by the routing of the single strands,
but also the sequences of the nucleotides that determine how the single strands bind
to each other to form the characteristic double helix. Once the structure is designed,
the sequences of the DNA bases are exported as a text file. One problem here is that
the relationship between the applied visual tools is not explicitly shown. For example,
the sequences correspond to strands in the DNA schematics, but the representations are
not linked in any way. Another problem is the mismatch between the required level of
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1. Introduction

detail and certain tasks. For example, to design the structure, they have to settle on one
level of detail at the beginning. If a high level of detail is chosen, e.g. atoms and bonds,
then the expert has the most precise way of modifying a structure. However, having to
model the individual atoms would not be feasible if a large structure has to be created
that consists of hundreds of thousands of atoms. On the other hand, if a low-level of
detail is chosen, then large structures can be easily designed, but precise tasks, such as
adding bonds cannot be carried out on this level. The main problem of features that
exist on different levels of detail is demonstrated here by the different visual tools that
are used to accomplish these tasks. This problem is aggravated by the fact that it is not
clear how modeling operations behave across several abstraction levels. Therefore, an
integration of the different abstraction levels is crucial for the effective in silico design, as
described in Paper B. The experts also use different layouts for designing structures.
For example, in the most popular tool caDNAno [16], the DNA can be only drawn in the
2D layout. Inspection can be performed in a linked view that depicts the 3D architecture.
The experts cannot carry out the same operations in 3D, 2D, and 1D, but instead, all
operations have to be made in the 2D schematics. For example, in a nanotube, it is
important to select those strands that are on the inner side of the tube. This simple
task requires the user to select the appropriate elements in 3D. DNA crossovers are
connections between the double helices, which can be easily detected in 2D as they are
depicted as vertical connections. Finally, the lengths of strands can be easily determined
by inspecting the 1D view, where all strands can be linearly aligned. Since there are many
different representations and tools in use, it becomes increasingly difficult to understand
how the representations relate to each other. The experts are required to mentally match
between these representations, which makes the design cumbersome. A more detailed
domain characterization is given in Paper C.

1.2 Research Challenges and Goals
The main goal is to create multiple abstraction levels that highlight relevant features
to serve user tasks and to integrate these representations into a continuous abstraction
space. This goal consists of several subgoals that are described in the following:

The abstraction of data by tight collaboration: In a multi-disciplinary setting, a
knowledge gap between the visualization researcher and the domain scientists has to be
closed before the collaboration can be efficient. The ultimate goal for the visualization
system is to solve the target domain tasks. Characterizing the tasks and data in the
language of the domain is the first and most crucial step to create appropriate abstractions
of the data [46]. First and foremost, the tasks from a high-level to a low-level have to be
characterized. At a high-level, the experts could describe a general challenge, such as
“I want to be able to view the maternal side and compare it to other placentas.” or a
specific low-level task can be formulated, e.g. “I want to identify DNA strands, that are
candidates for connection and insert a specific sequence of bases to merge two structures.”.
Close collaboration is essential for characterizing the domain and its visualization-related
challenges.
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1.2. Research Challenges and Goals

Develop an integrated visualization system with various levels of abstraction:
To deal with the variation in tasks, the visualization system has to inevitably produce
a set of representations that can be quickly adjusted to the level of detail required. In
addition to creating the right visual encodings, the visualization system has to provide
order for these representations. The representations can be ordered in a way that enables
the user to quickly find the right abstraction level for a given task, for example, going
from concrete to abstract. Necessary interaction possibilities have to be provided to the
users so that they can quickly adjust the abstraction level to fit a given task. Later, the
concept of abstraction axis will be described as the first step to reach this goal. The final
goal is to develop the conceptual abstraction space that orders the representations into a
controllable space.

Describing a mental model-aware abstraction process: In the visualization field,
the concept of visual metaphors is central to make complex information more comprehen-
sible. As Lakoff and Johnson [37] stated, the human conceptual system is fundamentally
metaphorical in character. In this context, the tasks go beyond finding visual metaphors,
since the challenge is to consider the preexisting mental models of the targeted experts
and how they can be interfaced. By characterizing the domain, the mental models could
be interfaced. Usually, experts in one field went through similar education and were
exposed to the same concepts while learning and building these mental models. Choosing
the right visual metaphors is a challenge and is aggravated by the fact that users need to
accomplish different tasks and therefore, might require different visualizations. Once the
right metaphors for the visual encodings are chosen, the entire visualization concept has
still to be created in such a way that the cognitive effort is kept low. In simple terms,
it should be self-explanatory and easy to grasp. On the one hand, this concerns the
interactions with the visualization system. On the other hand, this concerns how the
individual elements in the visualization design are related to each other. Of course, the
mental models that the experts apply to interpret the data are difficult to understand for
an outsider. However, when learning their workflow and characterizing the domain, the
visualization researcher can acquire the domain language and understand the associated
mental models better. The experts are familiar with the concepts and especially the tools
used in their workflow. In many instances, it makes sense to not re-invent the wheel but
instead the familiarity with existing methods should be employed as reference point and
incorporated into novel visualization systems in some way. The decision to be embedded
in the domain team was crucial.

From cognitive to perceptual task: As the main idea of abstraction is to emphasize
particular features of interest at a given moment, multiple representations have to be
created that highlight different features. By creating multiple specialized representations,
one problem is solved, while another one is introduced. As the isolated representations
depict the same underlying data, they are related to each other. For the user, establishing
the correspondence between these representations would be a cognitive task. The process
of relating these representations in their mind puts an unnecessary cognitive load on the
user and thus it should be converted to a perceptual task. Either coordination between
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1. Introduction

views or transitions show this correspondence explicitly. Effective ways of animation
between the representations will be described that enable the user to take control over
the pace of the transition.

Guide the user to important representations: The mental models of a user and
their effect on the tasks are hidden from the visualization researcher. Trying to understand
them by learning the domain of the experts is the first step. While high-level feedback
can be provided by the experts, the actual interaction of a user with the visualization
system could be an important source to derive additional insights about the user interest
in a representation. A more quantifiable way would be to allow expert users to record
the history of interactions with the visualization system and the usage of the different
abstraction levels. This approach would be helpful to understand the real interest in
certain representations for specific tasks. Therefore, I propose a method for recording
and visualizing the user behavior and provide feedback to the visualization researcher.
At the same time, such visualization could also guide other novice users to important
representations of a specific data set for a given task.

1.3 Research Questions
The main intention of visualization is to effectively present information through visual
imagery. While a large portion of the human brain is dedicated to processing visual
stimuli, one should not disregard the associated cognitive effort when an expert is exposed
to a visualization system, especially if it is novel. The cognitive effort might be even
larger if there are multiple representations with different visual encodings. While often
the complex spatial data is presented through (scientific) visualizations, the expert’s task
is still to solve a problem by gaining insight into the underlying data. Therefore, an
important challenge of developing an applied visualization method for a domain is to
keep the added cognitive load low.

In visualization as well as in the domain sciences, highly specialized representations are
created to help experts to solve their difficult tasks. In many cases, not one isolated but
instead multiple representations are required to gain a comprehensive understanding of
the complex data. In medical images, for example, three principal planes are used to
provide a view from orthogonal directions into the data. In molecular biology, the data is
often hierarchically organized and, at the highest detail level, there are simply too many
objects to be visualized individually.

The representations, resulting from geometric abstraction, have to be organized into an
abstraction space to be seamlessly linked with each other. The visualization designs are
novel to the targeted group, however, it was the best practice to still provide familiar
views for the experts to relate between novel and established visualizations. A novel
visualization system first requires the user to fully understand it, to unfold its effectiveness.
One challenge of a novel visualization system is that the user has to invest time and
effort into learning it. Especially, when they have an existing workflow where visual tools
are used. One could use a strategy to show the explicit relationships of features between
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the old and the novel visualization system. This could promote the understanding of the
novel visualizations.

In the following step, the idea is to establish correspondences between all representations
in general. While Coordinated Multiple Views (CMVs) [53] is a method that can handle a
few representations well, a more elaborate scheme has to deal with numerous views, which
is the case in DNA nanotechnology. Controlled transitions can depict the correspondences
between representations explicitly. In the end, entire interactive abstraction spaces should
be constructed to integrate all visual tools.

Scientists often have to handle data with high structural complexity on the one hand and
on the other hand, representations are needed that are highly effective in depicting the
desired features of interest. As the sciences advance, the acquired data and the associated
tasks often deal with such challenges. As straightforward the problem statement is, all
the more difficult and multifaceted it is to develop appropriate solutions. The overall
problem can be divided into the following research questions:

• How can mental models be used in the visual abstraction of spatial scientific data?
The targeted users and their understanding of subjects influence the way how they
respond to representations. Geometric abstraction of the data should be applied
in such a way, that the mental models are taken into account as demonstrated in
Figure 1.2. To create such representations, the understanding of tasks of experts
and subsequently their mental models are required. Getting insight into these
mental models is not trivial, but essential when abstracting the data.

• How can a visualization system deal with the variety of features of interest and their
representations? The domain experts are interested in different features of the data,
to answer a question. Not all details are important for a task and only selected
parts should be conveyed to the user. For example, for one task a particular visual
object is of interest, but for another task, the same object could be distracting or
even obstructing important features. The challenge of abstraction is to first isolate
the varying importance of features on demand to avoid overloading the user with
visual complexity. The challenge here is to maximize the expressiveness of single
representations and to provide a comprehensive set of views.

• How to create effective exploration and interaction spaces for abstract representa-
tions? The intention is not to simply create a set of representations, but also to
show the user how the visual objects are related. Besides, finding and switching
between representations is important to provide a smooth workflow, where the
abstraction level always fits the task. Increasing simplification, from concrete
towards abstract, is the general direction of geometric abstraction. Hence, the
resulting representations can also be ordered by this aspect. The challenge now
is to utilize this order of representations and to define a conceptual space that
provides the user to quickly explore and find appropriate representations.
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• How can a user quickly control the level of abstraction to adjust to his or her
mental model? Establishing the correspondence between representations might be
taxing the user as this is a cognitive process if no visual indication is provided.
The visualization system has to provide interactions to convey the correspondence
between representations through meaningful transitions. The challenge is to put
the user in control of the transition and adjust it to the pace of his or her mental
capacity in real-time.

• Can the visualization and modeling process be optimized by guiding the user to
relevant representations? In the visualization literature, often the final result of
a system is presented with some validation by domain experts. It is often not
discussed how the feedback can be incorporated back into the redesign of the
system. The challenge is that the interactions between user and system have to be
quantified. In this thesis, results in the visual quantification of user behavior are
shown. A promising aspect is to provide new users with a guide that reveals where
the important views are located in a vast abstraction space.

• How can abstraction help to create visualizations that serve both analysis and
modeling tasks? For DNA nanostructures, the task goes beyond the visualization,
but also to synthesize and modify them. The designed visualizations should
not only be able to depict the visual features of interest, but also be suited for
direct manipulation. The interactive modeling aspect will also be explored in this
thesis. Based on this conceptual abstraction space, new ways of applying modeling
operations and interactions can be developed.

1.4 Scope and Contribution
This thesis presents the main body of my research work since I started my doctoral studies
in October 2015. In two separate case studies in collaboration with medical experts as
well as with DNA nanotechnology experts, I developed systems to visualize complex
three-dimensional phenomena for the respective users to explore, analyze, and understand
the scientific data. Although the projects have been realized in multi-disciplinary settings,
the primary contributions of my research were made in the visualization field. The
goals were always to find ways to create structural simplifications and thereby, designing
specialized, but highly effective visual representations.

From the research and collaboration with domain scientists, several publications resulted,
of which three are most coherently connected and, therefore, included in this thesis. They
delineate the development of geometric abstraction as the overarching strategy, based
on the research in the case studies and the exposure to the challenges in the respective
domains. The main contributions of this thesis are from the PlacentaMaps [44] and
the MARA [4] project and their resulting publications. Figure 1.3 shows how these
publications fit together in the overall topic of geometric abstraction. The following
publications make up this cumulative thesis:
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(a) Virtual flattening of the in utero placenta. (b) The abstraction of a 3D DNA nanobottle.

Figure 1.2: The effect of mental models on the visualization design. In both cases, a 2D
representation is generated, but using different previous knowledge of the domain scientists.
In (a) the mental model is based on previous knowledge about the real-world behavior of
the placenta after birth. (b) shows the complex 3D shape of a DNA nanostructure that
is abstracted into a 2D representation based on familiar DNA schematics.

Paper A - Placenta Maps: In Utero Placental Health Assessment of the
Human Fetus. Haichao Miao, Gabriel Mistelbauer, Alexey Karimov, Amir Alansary,
Alice Davidson, David F.A. Lloyd, Mellisa Damodaram, Lisa Story, Jana Hutter, Joseph
V. Hajnal, Mary Rutherford, Bernhard Preim, Bernhard Kainz, M. Eduard Gröller.
IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics. 23(6):1612-1623, 2017.
[Best Paper Honorable Mention at the IEEE Pacific Vis Conference 2017]

Paper B - Multiscale Visualization and Scale-adaptive Modification of DNA
Nanostructures. Haichao Miao, Elisa De Llano, Johannes Sorger, Yasaman Ahmadi,
Tadija Kekic, Tobias Isenberg, M. Eduard Gröller, Ivan Barišić, and Ivan Viola. IEEE
Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics. 24(1):1014-1024, 2018.

Paper C - DimSUM: Dimension and Scale Unifying Map for Visual Abstrac-
tion of DNA Origami Structures. Haichao Miao, Elisa De Llano, Tobias Isenberg,
M. Eduard Gröller, Ivan Barišić, and Ivan Viola. Computer Graphics Forum. 37(3):
403-413, 2018.

The overall contributions of this cumulative thesis are:

• The concept of geometric abstraction for two domains using multiple visualizations
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Figure 1.3: The proposed geometric abstraction method creates a conceptual abstraction
space. This space is spanned by the spatiality and the visual detail axes. With every
publication, the coverage of this conceptual space could be increased. The dashed line
in the PlacentaMaps approach (Paper A) indicates that there is no transition defined,
hence there is no continuum. The multiscale visualization concept from Paper B provides
transitions across 3D representations and the DimSUM approach in Paper C covers the
entire abstraction space.

to highlight various features in the data.

• A novel geometric transition concept to connect multiple visualizations into a
conceptual abstraction space.

• A description of a visualization design process aiming to limit the cognitive load
when working with complex spatial data.

• An abstraction process that facilitates interactive modeling across different abstrac-
tion levels.

• A reflection on geometric abstraction and the application to other domains.

The contributions of Paper A are:

• An automatic approach to split the in utero placenta into the fetal and maternal
side.
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• A well-defined structure-aware slicing method that enables experts to inspect the
interior and exterior of the placenta.

• A visual mapping of the fetal and maternal side to standardized visual representa-
tions, allowing clinical experts a concise, comparative visual assessment.

The contributions of Paper B are:

• The domain characterization for DNA nanotechnology visualization.

• A novel continuous, multiscale visualization concept that reduces the complexity
of the DNA nanostructures through multiple consecutive detailed and abstracted
representations. The complexity of these structures is distributed among several
visual detail levels.

• A 1D abstraction space that integrates the consecutive representations using seam-
less, cohesive transition between them.

• A set of operations that facilitate consistent manipulation of DNA nanostructures
that is scale-adaptive.

• A general visual representation of DNA nanostructures that is able to depict the
result according to different DNA design concepts.

The contributions of Paper C are:

• The discussion of abstraction in illustrative visualization is further advanced. A 2D
interactive abstraction space that integrates novel and existing DNA nanostructure
visualizations.

• Using geometric transitions, the correspondence between established and novel
representations can be perceived by domain scientists.

• The proposed concept highlights information along two abstraction axes, the visual
details, and spatiality, including 3D, 2D, and 1D representations. The spatiality
is an important abstraction axis that goes from a concrete shape depiction to a
successfully simpler representation to gradually abstract the alignment of visual
objects.

• A number of specific user interactions are implemented to support the navigation
of the abstraction space as well as the analysis of task-specific interaction behavior,
including abstraction axis snapping, guiding (heat-)maps, and saving viewpoints.
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1.5 Thesis Structure
The thesis is divided into two parts. In the overview chapter, the overall strategy of
geometric abstraction for visualization and modeling is delineated. This topic provides a
contextual link and introduction to the publications Paper A, Paper B, and Paper C.
In this chapter, also the impact of the proposed method and its application in the use
cases are discussed. In the second chapter, the individual peer-reviewed publications are
included that make up this thesis.

1.6 Background and Related Work
The domain-related terminology, the background knowledge, as well as the related work
are outlined in this section. This thesis is related to abstraction, mental models, animated
transitions, and general visualizations for the respective domains. A more detailed
description of the related work can be found in the Publications chapter.

Domain Background: The DNA nanostructure as well as the in utero placenta are
both 3D structures that need simplification through abstraction of different aspects in
the data. The commonality of a placenta and a nanostructure is their need for structural
simplification into 2D representations. While the placenta is abstracted through a virtual
flattening method, the nanostructure is mapped to a 2D schematic layout. In both
cases, the challenge goes beyond creating these 2D representations. Another common
challenge is to relate the 2D with the 3D representations to depict how they correspond.
This form of complexity reduction of the placenta is a visualization approach that is
often employed to flatten anatomical structures [33]. The placenta is a highly versatile
organ that has two sides, one facing to the uterine wall (maternal side) and the other
one facing the fetus (fetal side)[6]. On both sides, some details might be of clinical
interest. It has been long known that the pathological findings in the placenta cause
preterm labor [3]. There is no standardized, 2D representation of the maternal and fetal
side that would allow clinical researchers an efficient analysis and comparison of the
placental structure. One consequence is that large population studies are difficult. A DNA
nanostructure distinguishes itself from the placenta in the acquisition. While the fetal
magnetic resonance imaging data is acquired from pregnant women, a DNA nanostructure
is a model that is designed in silico. As the name suggests, these nanostructures use
DNA as the main building material. The basic idea is to program the sequences of
DNA single strands so that they will self-assemble into a pre-determined architecture.
Using the DNA origami method [57], experts exploit base-pair complementarity [68] to
create pre-determined shapes when single strands form the characteristic double helical
structure. This self-assembly is achieved by programming the sequences of the single
strands. The principle is to use a long strand called scaffold that is folded together by
short, complementary staple strands. The double helices are locked into position by single
strands that cross over between double strands. The caDNAno tool [16] supports the
fast prototyping of scaffolded DNA origami structures using 2D schematics. This tool
provides the user with CMVs to enable his or her to design the target geometry in 2D
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and the inspection in 3D. There are automatic and semi-automatic methods, such as
DAEDALUS [65] and vHelix [7] that take a polyhedral structure as an input and output
the sequences for the experiments. As the field is young and rapidly growing, there is
a need for visualizing these structures effectively, so that interactive modeling can be
facilitated.

Visual abstraction: Viola and Isenberg [67] formalized abstraction in the context of
illustrative visualization. Visual abstraction differs from the conventional visualization
design as it transforms the data into a representation by removing details. The authors
refer to such an organization of representations as an axis of abstraction. This terminology
is adopted in the scope of this thesis as well. Low- and high-level abstractions were
also discussed by Rautek et al. [51] in the context of illustrative visualization. While
low-level visual abstraction concerns the visual styles, high-level abstraction techniques
exploit knowledge about the features and suppress and emphasize them according to
their importance. The geometric abstraction in this thesis corresponds to a high-level
abstraction.

Abstraction along the aspect of visual details: To some extent, the idea of geo-
metric abstraction along the visual details is rooted in the illustrative rendering field. For
expressive visualization and presentation of scientific illustrations, often non-photorealistic
rendering methods are employed. The object is thereby not only abstracted using dif-
ferent (virtual) depiction techniques, such as hatching [50, 71], stippling [41, 42], and
toon-shading [13], but features are also suppressed and occluding objects are moved aside
to depict internal structures for illustrative purposes [17, 66]. A cartoon representation is
often employed for molecular visualization. In biological visualization, different techniques
are used to represent molecular features. The abstraction of molecular surfaces has been
investigated in the past decades [32, 12]. Traditionally, researchers distinguish between
several techniques that can highlight different aspects of the molecules. For atomistic
models, the atoms and bonds can be represented with simple spheres or cylinders. In
structural biology, the different surface models are used to represent the surface properties
of a molecule.

Gradually reducing the complexity of the models is done if large molecular systems have
to be simulated. In molecular dynamics simulations, the systems consist of a large number
of atoms, which are computationally too expensive to simulate. The problem of these
large-scale systems is dealt with coarse-grained models that represent the complex system
in a reduced manner [30]. This coarse-graining is analogous to the construction of visual
detail levels as demonstrated in Paper B, where the representation are increasingly
abstracted. In DNA nanotechnology, the important features exist on several visual detail
levels.

Abstraction along the aspect of spatiality: There are many visualization methods
that abstracts the spatiality aspects in data. An important family of methods that
abstract 3D into 2D shapes are projections. Hence they are regarded as an abstraction
of spatiality. These methods are commonly used in engineering and architecture. A
traditional field is map projections that map the earth onto a plane. Depending on
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the preserved features (for example angle and area) different map projections have
been developed over the past millennia. In medical visualization, often some key shape
characteristics can be used to flatten organs and vessels into a 2D plane [33]. Within
a 2D plane, the layout of the elements can be changed [69]. Metro maps are schematic
drawings, that trade the exact geographical location for highlighting other features. In the
biological domain, the primary, secondary, and tertiary structures are abstract depictions
at different spatiality levels.

Correspondence between representations: A natural candidate of coordinating
representations are CMVs. They combine and link different views to increase the insight
into the data by showing local correspondences. Using brushing and linking, relationships
and connections can be discovered that would be hidden if no coordination between views
happens [10]. A more critical view on CMVs was given by Andrienko and Andrienko [2].
The amount of data poses a scalability problem for CMVs. If the features at the highest
detail level in the data are represented, then the screen space would be a limiting factor.
In Paper B and Paper C, it is the amount of data (number of atoms) that inhibit this
problem. The authors also state that there is a sheer number of existing visualization
methods and that it is difficult to find a combination of suitable and sufficient views.
This issue is addressed in this work by providing a large set of abstraction levels that can
be explored to find a suitable representation. Another limitation of CMVs are the small
number of views that can fit on the screen. Due to the limitations and new challenges in
the two case studies, controlled transitions are employed. To deal with varying tasks, one
established way is to employ complementary representations, such as CMVs, to provide
different ways of viewing. The challenge is to convert a cognitively demanding task into
a perceptual task [54]. Portions of cognitive workings should be shifted into perceptual
processing. The associated cognitive efforts can be reduced if the representations are
matching the mental ones. Existing mental models have to be understood first to
contribute to the design of a novel visualization system. Animation can be applied to
help the user to understand the correspondence between representations. Compelling
evidence for the efficacy of animated transitions in statistical data visualizations has been
shown by Heer and Robertson [26]. The efficacy of animations has also been discussed by
Tversky et al. [63]. From the cognitive science point of view, animation is regarded to be
less effective to convey complex systems than static graphics. The most relevant insight
of the authors is that interactivity can overcome the drawbacks of animations in general.
Hence, the idea in this thesis is to give the user control over the animation. Fisher
[18] stated that animation can be useful to show the logic behind an idea by depicting
the intermediate steps. The author also concluded that animation imposes a burden of
complexity and it should pay off. In Paper A the animated transition between views
was not necessary, as the correspondence between views was easy to establish due to the
small number of views. In Paper C the system transitions between 3D, 2D, and 1D.
The 3D representation is easily understood, as it is a model approximating the real shape.
The 2D and 1D representations are specialized layouts that require expert knowledge
of DNA structures. In this case, the transition was necessary to show the intermediate
steps between the 3D and the other views.
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The visual detail and spatiality axes can be united into the overarching concept, which is
referred to as an abstraction space. Van der Zwan et al. [64] illustrates the combination
of abstraction dimensions into an abstraction space. Multiple abstraction axes describe
the various aspects in the data with increasing levels of abstraction. The concept of
an abstraction space that enables the user to control the representation has also been
proposed by Mohammed et al. [45].

Visualizing domain-specific spatial data: A thorough discussion on the related
work concerning the visualization of the structural data for a specific domain is given in
Paper A, Paper B, and Paper C. The spatial qualities in 3D data are often of primary
interest, which makes the representation on typical 2D display media a common challenge.
For medical data, projections [58] and reformations [28, 34] are used to highlight various
features by arranging the visual elements according to an established standard. When
dealing with both, biological and medical data, the highly specialized representations
only convey partial aspects, but intentionally disregard details that are not relevant for a
particular task.

Interactive modeling: A primary purpose of the visualization done in this work is to
facilitate effective interactive modeling. Interactivity is thus a relevant aspect in this
thesis. Yi et al. [70] reviews interaction in information visualization. They propose
seven different categories of interaction techniques based on the user intent rather than
low-level techniques. The proposed interaction technique to control the abstraction level
would fit into the Abstract/Elaborate category.

The proposed abstraction space as an interactive element is implemented as a panel
that can be moved around on the screen. Marking menus [36] is an effective technique
to activate operations based on a particular position of the mouse. The abstraction
space could be extended as a context-dependent menu. In the computer-aided design
field, methods [56] have been proposed to design objects using several models. For the
modeling across several abstraction levels, previous work suggested using a reference grid
as view context for sets of complex geometry [21]. Glueck et al. [22] presents a continuous
multiscale navigation approach for client-server visualization system. The system creates
multiple levels of detail versions of the data to provide progressive loading.

Mental models: A theoretic foundation for the understanding of mental models has
been laid by the field of cognitive science. Sweller [61] studied cognitive load in domain-
specific knowledge-learning. Cognitive load refers to the effort put on short-term memory,
which can be seen as limited mental capacity. It is self-evident that the interpretation of a
visual encoding should tax the expert’s mental capacity. Therefore, visualization systems
should utilize the existing mental models of the experts as much as possible. Previous
knowledge and familiar concepts can be used for keeping the cognitive footprint low. The
preconceived knowledge is structured into concepts and their relationships that represent
real-world systems. These concepts are referred to as mental models [19]. The author also
states that nobody images all the world in their heads, but only selected concepts. This
fits well to the idea of using abstraction to create specialized representations of selected
sets of features in the data. Previous work in information visualization [52] already
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argues that the comprehension of information graphics is promoted by existing schematic
structures. As we use different mental models to understand the selected concepts, I
assume that the explicit depiction of the correspondences between these models can
further decrease the cognitive footprint.

Creating specialized and effective visualizations requires us to understand the domain
scientists and ultimately understand their previous experience with existing ways of
representation. The relevance of the interplay between mental models and visualizations
has been examined and found to be a key aspect in cognitive offloading [38]. The formal
work about this interplay and the application-driven nature of the case studies further
support the underlying importance of mental models for abstracting scientific data. For
visualization purposes, the preserved features have to be visually encoded to create a
specific representation. This (visual) model is the external representation to the experts
and has to be perceived and understood. To make the external model effective, an
important aspect is to take the mental models of the users into account. Liu and Stasko
[38] have already examined the interplay between the internal (mental) models and
external representations for information visualization. They define a mental model as
functional analog representation to an external interactive visualization system that
preserves structural and behavioral properties. Their discussion of the effect of mental
models on the visualization design and evaluation is relevant for scientific visualization
as well. Trafton et al. [62] described how scientists connect the internal and external
representation in scientific visualization. They found that scientists perform spatial
transformations on external scientific visualizations and align them with the internal
mental representations. The authors describe the spatial transformation as a cognitive
process on either an external or internal representation (e.g. rotation). The authors
believe that this transformation is represented by a visual component and a spatial
component.
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CHAPTER 2
Geometric Abstraction for
Effective Visualization and

Modeling

Animation can explain whatever
the mind of man can conceive.

Walt Disney

In scientific visualization, many representations have been developed that depict certain
features in spatial data that serves the exploration and analysis tasks of experts. Spatial
data describe 3D, 2D and 1D objects. Their structural properties are often the subject
of analysis. To depict the features of interest and communicate the intended meaning
to experts, the spatial data have to be reduced in complexity. The occlusion problem
is an inherent challenge in 3D visualization that has been addressed using different
strategies [17].

A key strategy to reduce the spatial complexity of the data is to visually encode only the
features of interest in the data and in this way create specialized representations. I will
describe ways and sources that can inspire such an abstraction process. In the next step,
a linear order of the representations has to be established. The proposed continuous
abstraction enables users to control the pace of the transisted animation between two
representations. The control over the speed of the animation is important, as it allows
the user to perceive and understand the transition at any pace. Finally, a novel way to
visualize the user’s interactions with the system is introduced. The visual quantification
of user behavior can reinforce or reject initial design decisions and hypotheses. For the
user, it acts as guidance towards relevant views, based on the behavior of other users.
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The complex spatial data contains details that are not always relevant to a specific
purpose. Dealing with the structural data, the spatial character is of interest, but not all
of it. The inspiration for such an idea comes from established structural representations
of DNA in the biology domain. A DNA molecule can be described as a sequence of bases
(primary structure), as the interaction between these bases (secondary structure), or as
the arrangement of the individual atoms in three-dimensional space (tertiary structure).
While all three structures represent the same DNA molecule, they depict different features
of the same real-world phenomenon. As real-world objects are often complex, we have
to sacrifice parts in the data to make selected concepts understandable. From these
observations, the idea of geometric abstraction developed. It describes the idea of a
transformation process that converts spatial data into multiple simplified representations
and in this way highlights features, depending on the task in mind.

2.1 Using Mental Models for Geometric Abstraction
A user’s mental capacity should be primarily used to solve the tasks and not to decode
the visualization. From this proposition, there are three ways, how mental models can
impact the effectiveness of the visualizations. First, the visualization researcher has
to understand the familiar concepts of the targeted user as much as possible and then
incorporate them in the new visual encoding. The users are observed and interviewed
to characterize the domain and to derive the requirements on the visualization tool
[46]. Both, the internal mental model and external representation are simplifications of
real-world systems that explain general or certain subjects.

Scientists often use their internal mental representations to help them solve problems
and reason when using scientific visualizations [62]. The scientists have to connect the
external with the internal representation. A close match between the expected internal
representation and the exposed external visualization should be aimed for. A mismatch
could cause spatial transformations, which in the worst case could potentially lead to
misinterpretation. Another pitfall could be that the capability of the targeted group
to interpret novel visualizations is overestimated. Considering their mental models
could be an important step in designing representations that can be interpreted better.
Furthermore, interpretation of the novel representation could be eased by animating the
transition to the old, familiar representation. Second, to accomplish a high adoption
rate of the visual tools, the abstraction levels should align with the tasks. One should
be aware that the novel visualization could be regarded as more tedious to fulfill the
actual tasks. Especially if there exist previous visual tools that experts have already
learned to use. An additional tool would require them to invest time to learn it. Research
often tends to be driven by novelty. One potential pitfall in the visualization research
could be that the established concepts from existing workflows and their used visual
elements are overlooked and deemed as inferior per default. Presenting the user with
an explicit depiction of the relationships between the existing and novel visualizations
could increase the comprehension of the latter. The existing views reveal much about the
existing mental models, and thus they should be considered in the abstraction process.
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Third, establishing the correspondence between representations should be a perceptual
task. In the course of this work, the explicit transitions through animation have shown
to be very effective in depicting the correspondence between representations and their
features. While it is not possible to look into the minds of the expert and to fully
understand the mental models, it is feasible to infer them from different sources as
described in the following.

Domain literature: To gain a better understanding of the mental models, it might
be interesting to investigate the literature they used to study. Especially, scientific
illustrations in textbooks play an important role in forming these mental models, as
scientists learn and study them during their education. An illustrator intends to make
expressive drawings to explain a certain phenomenon. In scientific illustrations, the
object of interest is often manipulated to show those features that should be emphasized.
Often, the illustrator deforms and distorts the geometric properties to reveal and depict
the intended message. The resulting illustrations often deviate from the real shape and
behavior of the objects as a trade-off for a more effective explanation of the intended
meaning. The scientific illustrator studied the topic and is well aware of the information
that should be communicated and hence emphasizes it. Another important source are
figures in publications. As the publication process is highly competitive, the figures
are powerful explanations, where a lot of knowledge is condensed and the concepts are
explained clearly. The illustrations from the publication in the respective fields could also
reveal how the experts imagine a representation and in the end, what their mental model
might look like. However, one should be aware that these illustrations are only static.
The design of the multiscale visualization concept in Paper B was inspired by many
depictions found in publications of the domain, e.g. the double-strand representation
as a cylinder is inspired by Castro et al. [11], the single strand depiction as differently
colored tubes with a direction is mainly inspired by the original work on DNA origami
[57] and the work of Benson et al. [7]. These depictions are commonly used in domain
literature. The usage of the DNA schematics for the 2D representations (Paper C) is
inspired by the figures used in many publications of the domain [16, 15, 57, 11].

I studied domain literature to derive the scales in the multiscale visualization concept
(Paper B), as shown in Figure 2.1. The scales are designed to be very familiar to
established and well-known representations of DNA nanostructures.

Existing workflows and views: Before starting a collaboration with the domain
scientists, they might already have visual tools in use. The importance of the existing
tools should not be overlooked, as they can determine how well the new visualization can
be understood and how they go beyond their current approach. From the collaboration
with domain scientists, it has been revealed that incorporating familiar corresponding
views is very beneficial for introducing novel representations. This approach makes the
advantages and features of the new system more apparent and at the same time, reveals
the short-comings of the existing views. Incorporating familiar concepts into the novel
visualization is obviously not a straightforward decision. One should first investigate and
question the existing methods and then implement the selected concepts and ideas that
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Figure 2.1: The figure shows a nanoscale cube generated with the approach by
Veneziano et al. [65]. It is visualized at different visual detail levels. The visual
details vary and the features, such as atoms, nucleotides, single strands, and double
strands are encoded differently.

are meaningful.

The existing workflows are not restricted to software tools. For example, in Paper A, it
was not clear for quite some time how to create a flattened two-dimensional representation
as there were no existing software tools. In this case study, the workflow of the after-birth
investigation of the placenta was a source of inspiration. After birth, the placenta is
usually placed on a table where it assumes a round flat shape, with one side facing up
and the other down. Figure 2.2a shows the after birth placenta that is very familiar to
the medical experts. The idea of splitting the placenta into the maternal and fetal side
before flattening reduces the distortion and in this way makes the flattened structure
more comprehensible.

Paper C proposes corresponding visualizations in 3D, 2D, and 1D for DNA nanostruc-
tures as shown in Figure 2.3. To create a new system that is familiar to the domain
experts, I spent much of the time working with the tools used in the current workflow
and reproduced their tasks to understand the current drawbacks. One key observation
is that the experts need to model in all spatial dimensions, which was not possible
with the existing tools, such as caDNAno [16]. Unfortunately, there are no real-world
examples of 2D layouts of DNA nanostructures that could be used for inspiration, as in
the PlacentaMaps project. Instead of developing entirely new representations, I based
the novel visualization concept on familiar 2D DNA schematics [57, 16]. This strategy
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(a) Fetal side (b) Maternal side (c) Splitting

(d) Fetal side (e) Maternal side

Figure 2.2: The comprehension of the virtual flattening approach is promoted by basing
it on the deformation behavior of the actual after-birth placenta, which is highly familiar
to the experts. (a) and (b) show photos of the deformation into a flat circular shape. (c)
depicts the virtual splitting approach into the fetal and maternal side. (d) and (e) depict
the resulting representations of the virtual flattening approach.

eased the way for the novel 3D and 1D views, especially in combination with controlled
transitions and their animations.

Hand-drawing and sketches: Another effective way to understand the experts’ needs
is to let them explain the problems and tasks through hand-drawn examples. In the
course of my PhD, this method has shown to be effective in discussing the needs of the
scientists. The biggest advantage of this method is that hand-drawing is not constraint
by the limits of existing tools and therefore, the expert can be more imaginative. As
a consequence, novel ideas could be created that are not just an increment of existing
tools. One should be aware that this approach might be limited by a user’s drawing
capabilities. For instance, three-dimensional structures are more difficult to draw and
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(a) 3D (b) 2D

(c) 1D

Figure 2.3: A nanorobot [11] is represented in different spatiality levels, from a 3D shape
to a 2D schematic layout to 1D sequences.

the expert might rather create two-dimensional depictions. But still, the unconstrained
way of explaining outweighs this limitation. Using hand-drawing has been helpful in
all three papers (Paper A, Paper B, Paper C) at early design stages, where ideas
were sketched out and later when improvements were suggested. Another interesting
observation is that the nanostructure designers and users of visualization systems create
hand-drawn drafts before they model the structure in the Adenita toolkit. The experts
noted that drawing on paper is fast and multiple concepts can be sketched quickly. The
interplay between sketching and the visualization system opens up exciting research
questions for the future.

2.2 Distributing Structural Complexity into Multiple
Representations

One aspect of using geometric abstraction is to design a representation that maximizes the
effectiveness in showing only certain features. As a consequence, multiple representations
are created along with the abstraction process. This idea distributes the structural
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complexity into multiple representations. Only those features that are relevant for
a specific task will be presented to the user at a given moment, while non-relevant
details are suppressed. The representations are ultimately depicting different, if not
mutually exclusive, features in the data. The fewer distracting features, the better is the
comprehensibility. Consequently, the cognitive load can be reduced.

The motivation for this approach is that the user cannot process and observe all the
details of the data at once. This approach is heavily applied in the case study of DNA
nanotechnology. Although DNA nanostructures consist of atoms, the expert thinks in
more abstracted representations depending on the task, as demonstrated in Paper B.
The same is also true in medical visualization, where usually different properties of the
organs are investigated. Sometimes, even the shape has to be depicted in an abstracted
form to reveal the features of interest. In Paper A, the 3D in utero shape of the placenta
is complemented with a standardized 2D flattened structure, as shown in Figure 2.2. This
idea of complexity reduction through multiple complementary representations is more
general than the described use cases. For example, in architecture, different abstraction
levels are deeply embedded in the workflow. Construction plans depict the 2D layout of
structural elements, but not the individual bricks. A construction worker can derive the
brick placement from these plans, however, an architect plans the building in terms of
higher-level entities, such as walls. For a city planner, the detail level changes to entire
buildings and their relationships. The complexity reduction happens here not only with
visual details, but also spatiality, as the plans are usually drawn in 2D. While 2D plans
are appreciated for their exact measurements, the 3D visualizations are often used to
convey a realistic impression.

The consequence of this approach is that along the abstraction many representations are
created to serve particular tasks. An argument for this approach can be made by the way
how humans perceive visualizations: We are only able to process a limited amount of
information, without overloading our cognitive abilities. Our brain has a limited capacity
for processing information and can filter out unwanted information [14]. A key function
of geometric abstraction is thus to prepare the data to reduce the unwanted information
in the visualization so that the selection process is reduced.

In Paper B, I first examined the abstraction levels that the domain scientists used to
describe tasks. For example, to explain the task of connecting DNA strands, domain
scientists draw tube-like structures or lines to represent the single strands and not the
atoms. Although the actual connection happens through atomic bonds, it would not be
feasible to carry out such an operation on a high visual detail level due to the visual
clutter. On the other hand, the atomic resolution provides a high degree of visual detail
that can be used for fine-tuned operations. Due to the task diversity, the structural
complexity of the DNA nanostructure is distributed across several abstraction levels
that are familiar to the domain experts. Examples are shown in Figure 2.1. Each
representation depicts certain structural features of the DNA without other details. The
effectiveness results from the simplified representation of the features of interest without
distracting details. Another advantage is that the domain scientists can operate on the
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abstraction level that fits their tasks the best. This way of abstraction reduces the visual
details and effects to the number of visual elements and the geometric primitives that
represent the underlying data. For example, biological structures have a hierarchy and
consist of many atoms at the highest detail level. Representing each atom with a visual
element, a sphere, would result in a high visual detail level. Values, such as the position
of grouped atoms can be aggregated to reduce the number of elements needed for the
representation. If only the aggregated value is represented by a visual element, the visual
detail level will decrease. The challenge is to decide at which visual detail level to present
the data.

Visual complexity cannot only be reduced in by decreasing visual details but also spatiality.
This way of abstraction refers to changes in spatial positions of the visual elements when
the re-positioning reduces spatial dimensions. With scientific data, the structure is often
of primary interest. A 2D representation can depict the details without the problems of
3D, but comes with the cost of losing spatial clues.

In Paper A, the abstraction of spatiality was not only done between the 3D and
the 2D representation, but also by splitting the placenta first and then flattening the
two sides individually. An advantage of the 2D images of the fetal and maternal side
is the easy comparability with each other. Depending on the visualization method, a
considerable number of interactions are required to inspect a volume. Comparing multiple
volumes would further increase the number of interactions, making the comparison a time-
consuming process. Besides, the variability, such as the location and shape of the placenta,
makes a side-by-side comparison of the volume cognitively straining. The virtual splitting
and flattening of the placenta create 2D images that make the comparison relatively
straightforward. Regularities, as well as anomalies, could be discovered by looking at
many placentas, which is made possible by the abstraction of spatiality. Still, 3D volume
rendering has also the advantage of preserving the spatial positions. Hence, I decided
to use CMVs to provide both 3D and 2D views to the user. This visualization concept
supports the idea of distributing complexity into multiple complementary representations.
In Paper C, the spatiality is also reduced through complementary 3D, 2D, and 1D
representations as shown in Figure 2.3. Each representation provides a different view of
the structural details. The 3D view shows the spatial model, the 2D view depicts the
DNA crossovers and the bound single strands better and the 1D view linearly aligns all
DNA strands.

2.3 Abstraction Spaces

As one representation is designed to depict only certain features in a highly effective
way, it can likely happen that, for a single task, several representations are required
to provide the user with all the necessary features. It is common that biologists use
molecular visualization tools such as VMD [27] or Maestro [59] and switch between several
representations to see different features in molecules. Usually, no transition is depicted
when switching to another representation, therefore, it is not shown how the features
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are related. As the abstraction approach in this thesis gradually removes details, the
representations can be ordered by the number of details removed. The result of geometric
abstraction are representations that can be organized into a space. This abstraction
space is a conceptual construct spanned by the abstraction axes. In this abstraction
space a position defines the representation. On the one hand, this method provides an
overview of all representations created by geometric abstractions. On the other hand, it
acts as an interaction element that enables the user an effective switch and transition
between representations to quickly find suitable visualizations.

2.3.1 Geometric Abstraction

In geometric abstraction, the details can be removed in two ways. First, the features can
be mapped to visual objects with different detail levels. This approach reduces the visual
detail and represents higher-level features. For example, the strand connectivity of DNA
is a higher-level feature. To show this feature, the atoms have to be abstracted away as
depicted in Figure 2.4. Second, the spatiality can be reduced by removing distracting
spatial features as shown in Figure 2.5.

High Visual Detail Level Low Visual Detail Level

Figure 2.4: An example of geometric abstraction along the visual detail axis of a DNA
double helix (PDB-ID: 1BNA). The visual detail level decreases and the shape becomes
more and more coarse until the entire double helix is abstracted into an elongated capsule.

2.3.2 Abstraction Axes

While it seems quite straightforward to remove undesired details in scientific data, it is
a challenge to represent the preserved features. Viola and Isenberg’s [67] investigation
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High Spatiality Level Low Spatiality Level

Image by Madeleine Price Ball

Figure 2.5: Geometric abstraction of a DNA double helix (PDB-ID: 1BNA) along the
spatiality axis. Spatial characteristics can be increasingly removed to emphasize certain
features, such as the chemical skeleton or primary structure.

Along the Spatiality Axis Along the Visual Detail Axis

Map Projection Glyph-based Visualization [9]
Anatomical Flattening [33] Molecular Structure Abstraction [32, 12]
Metro Map Layouting [69] Illustrative Visualization [50, 41, 66]

Table 2.1: Different approaches that geometrically abstract spatial data.

defines several ways in which the data can be reduced as abstraction axes.

Visual detail axis: The complexity in scientific data often arises from a large number
of visual objects, their positions, and relationships to each other. Especially, biological
data with an inherent hierarchy have such complexity, as there exist many individual
elements if the structure is large. Visually encoding all elements individually would not
be feasible to depict high-level features, as shown in Figure 1.1. The visual detail level
should depict those features the user is interested in, as shown in Figure 2.4. Aggregation
can be typically performed to reduce the visual elements and therefore to lower the visual
detail level, as demonstrated in Paper B. An example where the visual detail level is
gradually decreased is shown in Figure 2.1. The highest visual detail level of atoms are
depicted by the balls-and-sticks representation. In the first abstraction step, the atoms of
a nucleotide are aggregated to an average position. In this way, the atoms are abstracted
away and the entire nucleotide is represented by a single bead, instead of several balls and
sticks, hence the abstraction is reducing the visual details. Table 2.1 lists representative
methods that abstract the visual details. Glyph-based visualizations [9] visually encode
the features using a collection of visual objects. With increasing abstraction level, the
aggregation of data enables higher level features to be depicted. Therefore, also the
visual details will be reduced. In illustrative visualization [50, 41, 23], the intention
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is to explain certain phenomena. The focused features are depicted with high visual
detail, while the contextual structures are depicted with low visual detail. In molecular
visualization [31], bond-centric models depict the full atomistic details, and surface-based
methods show different surface properties, hence lower visual details.

Spatiality axis: As scientific visualization often depicts physical entities, the spatial
structure is often the subject of investigation. The abstraction along the visual detail
axis already creates visual encodings at different hierarchy levels, but does not rearrange
the visual elements at different positions in accordance with a certain layout. As typical
display media are two-dimensional, such as monitors and paper, there already exist many
representations that lay out the visual elements in 2D space. Abstraction along the
spatiality axis comes with loosing the actual positions of elements and bears the risk of
creating representations that have no spatial reference. Therefore, the advantages of such
an abstraction need to outweigh the disadvantages.

In Paper A the PlacentaMaps approach abstracts a segmented placenta in a 3D volume
into 2D images, showing the flattened maternal and fetal sides. The third dimension is
abstracted away by mimicking the real-world flattening behavior of the placenta after
birth. As shown in Figure 2.6, the 3D view provides a non-distorted view on the shape,
location, and structure. The 2D representations provide a complementary view on the
two sides of the placenta while sacrificing unimportant spatial features, such as the
location and the actual 3D shape. The flattened structures provide advantages, such as
simple comparability. In Paper C, the abstraction gradually removes spatiality from a
3D nanostructure. Using animation the transition between 3D shape to 2D schematics,
and 1D linear alignment of bases can be depicted. In 1D, the spatial reference is further
reduced and only neighborhood information is preserved (sequence of nucleotides).

In Table 2.1, representative visualization methods are categorized according to the
proposed abstraction approach. There are different map projection techniques, that either
preserve angle, area, or length satisfying different properties and usages in cartography.
These techniques flatten the earth into a 2D image, hence, abstract along the spatiality
axis. Researchers have also applied common map projections on molecular data [35].
Their technique deforms the molecular surface into a sphere which is then projected
to a 2D map. Metro maps are abstracting spatial characteristics to a degree that the
topological properties are highlighted. The tracks of the metro system are at different
depths. The depth is a detail that is completely irrelevant to the traveler and is thus
removed. Metro map layouting techniques [69] reposition the stations in a certain
layout (e.g., using octilinearity) to increase interpretability. In medical volumes, spatial
properties can occlude important parts. Anatomical flattening [33] approaches reduce
the spatiality based on anatomical features, but still depict the full visual details.

2.3.3 Perceptual Correspondence through Controlled Transition

At this point, multiple representations are defined along the two abstraction axes. As the
representation depicts the same underlying data, the user could establish the correspon-
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Placenta at gestational age of 33 
weeks…
Fetal & maternal side…
Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome…

High Spatiality Level Low Spatiality Level

3D 2D

3D

Figure 2.6: The geometric abstraction of the placenta along the spatiality axis. The
structure is flattened to gain a standardized view on the fetal and the maternal sides. In
the right end of the axis, the textual description contains little spatial information.

dence cognitively, but unnecessary cognitive effort would be the undesired consequence.
As the transition changes the geometry of the representation, it is also referred to as
geometric transition. In PlacentaMaps (Paper A), it was feasible to use CMVs to depict
the small number of views. Unfortunately, for DNA nanostructures, the required screen
space would be too large to fit all views. Hence, CMVs are not applicable in that case
study. To depict the correspondence, a continuum between the representations has to be
established. This continuum can depict the relationships between the representations
explicitly. Using animation the user can observe a continuum between the isolated
representations. This way, the user can perceive how one representation transitions into
another one. Traditional animation relies on staging or on a step-wise method to guide
the attention of the user to certain events. However, the constant speed of such an
animation might not necessarily match the pace under which the user can perceive and
process the geometric transition. In Paper B and Paper C, a user interaction element
is provided to allow users to directly manipulate the animation step by step. For this
control, the user is required to dedicate time to this interaction task. However, this
control over the transition is not only necessary to depict the correspondence between
views, but it enables the user to stop at the intermediate representations and perform
modeling and analysis tasks. The user is not required to use the transition and could also
jump directly to another representation. Hence, this approach would not cause additional
interaction efforts in comparison to selecting a representation from a list.
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Transition along the visual detail axis: This transition depicts how different visual
detail levels are related to each other. As higher visual detail levels depict aggregated
values, the transition animates how elements in one level are composed of elements
of another level. For example, as one goes from high visual details at the atomic
scales towards low details of entire structural entities, the transitions of the geometric
primitives are achieved by interpolating the shape parameters and colors. Figure 2.7
shows the superimposed intermediate states between the atomic and the nucleotide
representations. The defined atomic and nucleotide representations can be regarded as
keyframes and intermediate frames are created by interpolation. The atoms are the
constituents of nucleotides, which can be depicted by this controlled transition. As
one can observe in Figure 2.7, there are more visual objects at the atomic than at the
nucleotide representation. The relationship between one abstraction level to another is
thereby either 1:1 or 1:n. In this case, one nucleotide consists of several atoms. The
intermediate representation is thereby created by interpolating the parameters of several
atoms to the same nucleotide. The transition thereby behaves as if several visual objects
morph into one, going from high to low visual details. Figure 2.8 depicts the transition
between single strand and double strand representations in ten steps. Another type of
transition is blending between representations. The advantage of this method is that both
representations are shown at different transparency levels. This method could be used to
indicate that high-level structures are comprised of lower level structures. However, this
approach might create visual clutter, since representations are blended with each other.
Also, the correspondence between the representations is difficult to observe using this
approach. Hence, the transition through interpolation of shape parameters and colors
was chosen that creates a morphing animation.

Transition along the spatiality axis: The correspondence between different spatiality
levels is more difficult to mentally establish if all spatial positions of the visual objects are
different. The transition is achieved by interpolating the positions of the visual objects
between spatiality levels.

In Paper A, the flattening of the placenta introduces little distortion by splitting first
into the maternal and fetal side. Due to the low distortion (shown in Figure 2.6), the
correspondences can be easily established through the CMVs. The controlled transition
will not necessarily improve the perception of correspondence in this case. This highlights
the case when transitions are not needed. In addition, when comparing multiple placentas,
the correspondence of features cannot be established, which makes transitions infeasible.
Therefore, a juxtaposed view was chosen here.

However, the 2D schematics in Paper C require deep knowledge of the inner workings
of DNA in the context of nanotechnology.

Here, intermediate steps have to be made explicit when abstraction is performed along
the spatiality axis. The animation along this axis depicts correspondences through the
transition between two spatially abstracted representations. During the transition, only
spatial locations of the elements are changed. An important goal for such a transition
is to keep the distances between the locations as small as possible. The less the visual
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Figure 2.7: Superposition of ten steps of the transition from atomic to nucleotide
representations. The transition shows how the atoms morph together to form the beads
representing the nucleotide. The abstraction goes along the visual detail axis.

elements are translated and rotated, the better the overall animation can be perceived.
Figure 2.11 depicts an intermediate state in the transition from a 3D spatial structure to
a 2D schematic representation.

2.3.4 Continuous Abstraction Space

Various features are abstracted into representations that go from concrete to abstract. The
seamless transition and interpolation of the defined representations make this abstraction
space continuous. Picking any location in this space outputs a representation. The
spatiality and visual detail axes are abstracting different values. On the spatiality axis,
the transitional variable controls the interpolation of the positions of the visual objects.
On the visual detail axis, the transitional variable controls the interpolation of the shape
parameters and colors. These two axes are used to construct a coordinate system where
at discrete steps, representations are defined as shown in Figure 2.9.

Depending on the number of details removed, linear order of the representations on one
axis can be established. For the visual details, this linear order naturally emerges from
the hierarchical organization of the data. For example, in DNA, the suggested order
is atoms, nucleotides, single strands and double strands. For the spatiality, it depends
on the number of used dimensions, going from 3D, 2D, to 1D. A challenge arises when
within one level of detail, several representations exist. For example, in Paper B the
several representations for the atoms and bonds are placed along the visual detail axis.
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The order is hereby at these local parts not along the direction of reduced complexity, as
these representations depict different features but not necessarily fewer features. Along
the spatiality axis, the same case would be if there are several 2D layouts. The natural
hierarchy of the data would suggest only a global order, but at local parts, another
strategy has to be employed to order. For example, in Paper B level 0 and 1 depict
different features and neither representation is necessarily higher or lower in complexity.
In that case, the strategy was to let the size of the visual objects decide. Smaller visual
objects are ordered lower than larger ones, as this is anyway the trend along the entire
abstraction axis.

One could think of a more modular approach in the future, where representation can be
plugged into an abstraction space and at given levels of detail, certain representations can
be chosen. This would provide the user with the possibility to customize and design his or
her own abstraction space. So far, the distance between two neighboring representations
is uniform. In case the relationship between two neighboring representations is more
complex and the transition cannot be perceived in the given distance, smaller step sizes
can be made using one spinbox for each abstraction axis. In terms of interaction, one
disadvantage of using the spinboxes for transition is that only one variable is changed
at a time and thus the movement is only parallel to the axes. In the future, one could
imagine a non-linear, perceptually uniform abstraction space that is taking the number of
changes into account. The animation would make smaller steps in those transitions that
are harder to perceive, for example, if many visual objects are changed in appearance or
in location.

Figure 1.3 shows the continuous abstraction space and the part that is covered by the
resulting approaches of this thesis. This figure also depicts the progression of the idea.
It started first with representations in Paper A that can be placed at 3D and 2D
in the spatiality axis, but there were yet no transitions that show the intermediate
representations. With the second paper (Paper B) a continuous abstraction approach
of the 3D structure was developed. This approach covers the visual detail axis of 3D
representations. In the last paper (Paper C), the DimSUM approach provides means to
move freely in this abstraction space and adjust the abstraction level on the spatiality
and visual detail level accordingly.

2.3.5 Controlling Abstraction

Using animation that depicts the transition from one to another representation makes
the establishment of correspondence directly perceivable. The control of the abstraction
level is important as it allows the user to adjust the pace of the animation to his/her
cognitive ability to understand the transition. In contrast, an uncontrolled transition
would be an animation where the user cannot control intermediate steps. In Paper B,
the control over the animation is given to the user through a slider (Figure 2.8). The
user can move the bar on the slider to adjust the representation in real-time. A slider is
a user interaction widget that controls one position on an axis, which corresponds to one
of the abstraction axes, as described in Section 2.3.2. The slider also encodes a direction,
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for example from concrete (left) to abstract (right). Using one slider per axis is not ideal
if there are two abstraction axes. The issue here is that to change the representation, the
values have to be set on two sliders. Instead, the approach in Paper C directly changes
the abstraction level along the two axes by displacing a point in a 2D panel to control the
abstraction as shown in Figure 2.9. One current drawback of this approach is that the
user has to divert the attention from the representation to the abstraction space. The
user has to move the mouse in the user interface element, while the representation itself
changes with every movement. A very interesting extension of this user interface could be
marker menus [36]. A context-dependent menu that appears at the selected location on
the object to control its representation would enable the user to rest his or her attention
at the position. So far, the abstraction space is planned to contain all abstraction levels
and the user can decide to use a subset of them for a given task in mind.

Visual Detail Abstraction Axis

Figure 2.8: A slider to control the transition variable for one abstraction axis. Represen-
tations with decreasing visual details (atoms, nucleotides, single strands, double strands)
are defined on the slider that represents an abstraction axis. At the top, the transition
between the single strand and the double strand representation in ten steps is shown.

2.3.6 Guiding the User through the Abstraction Space

The proposed abstraction space contains many representations that are applicable for
different tasks. For some tasks, only a subset of representations might suffice. For
example, there are tasks, such as creating double-stranded DNA, that require high-level
representations with low visual details. Other tasks, such as modifying atoms, require
representations with high visual details. The user would need to first explore and discover
locations (representations) that can depict the features of interest. An indication of
relevant representations for specific tasks could guide the user’s attention towards them.
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Figure 2.9: The abstraction space as an interaction panel consists of the visual detail and
the spatiality abstraction axis. Changing the position of the icon controls the transition
in the abstraction space in real-time.

Similar to a sightseeing trip, there are only a few interesting locations and a guide could
recommend them to the user. Recording the interaction with the abstraction space by an
expert user, insight into the behavior can be acquired. The advantage of this approach
is two-fold. First, understanding the behavior of a user, especially an expert user, can
reveal insights that can be used to further improve the visualization system. Another,
maybe even more important idea, is the transferability of a user’s experience. A novice
user can learn from a more experienced scientist, where the relevant representations
can be found. A visualization of the interesting locations could immediately guide the
attention of a user to certain areas that others have found relevant.

Potentially interesting locations could be indicated by the amount of time a user spends
in viewing a particular representation, as done in Paper C. This metric might be not the
best indication of interest for one user, but in a setting where multiple users investigate
the dataset and perform the same task, it could be more expressive. What is certainly
necessary is to consider the context of the recorded interactions. Providing the context
information would be crucial for a meaningful interpretation of the proposed recorded
maps. For example, for the same dataset and the same task, a novice user would behave
differently and spent time at very different locations in the abstraction map than an
expert user. In Paper C, users were familiar with the dataset and the representations
when their interactions were recorded. In an exploratory scenario, there would be also
time spent at locations that are less relevant. In the future, one might think of additional
metrics, such as time-stamps to record a full history of the interactions. Also, it would
be very interesting to give the user the possibility to label the recorded interactions
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retrospectively.

As any location in the abstraction space is associated with a representation, the system
could record the time an expert spent viewing. The gathered data can then be loaded
and used for augmenting the abstraction space. The values can then be regarded as a
scalar field. Figure 2.10 shows how the abstraction space can be augmented with such
information. The isolines visualize the scalar field and indicate the interesting locations
like in a height map. Using this metaphor, the peaks are the most interesting locations
with the representations of interest. Besides, particular interesting locations can be
saved and depicted by icon-based visualizations as shown by the augmented images
in Figure 2.10. The arrows indicate which path through this large abstraction space
can be chosen for a particular task. In Paper C, an augmented abstraction space was
implemented. The approach is tested by recording experts while they analyzed different
nanostructures using the proposed abstraction space. Surprising insights could be derived
from the analysis of the results.

3D

2D

1D

High Visual Detail Level Low Visual Detail Level

Figure 2.10: A concept sketch of an augmented abstraction space that contains many
representations. It is augmented with additional information as shown here. The isolines
depict a height map concerning interesting locations, while the icons depict an explicit
path that a user took for carrying out a particular task.

2.3.7 The Usefulness of the Intermediate Representations

The recorded user interactions with the abstraction can also be incorporated as part of
the evaluation of the proposed approach. For example, the idea of using intermediate rep-
resentations as means of transition and creating correspondence between representation
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can be evaluated by recording the experts. The recorded could easily depict, whether
the expert spent time at the intermediate representations or not. By evaluating the
interactions of experts with the abstraction space while they carried out analysis tasks,
interesting insights into the preferences of the domain scientists for the intermediate
representations could be gained. The intermediate steps are meant to depict the transfor-
mation between two representations. However, the data shows that certain intermediate
representations are viewed for an extended time. The domain experts reported that the
intermediate position would also provide additional insight into the data. The users
appreciated the intermediate positions as they revealed a combination of two neighboring
representations in certain cases as explained in Paper C. The insights could be made
along both abstraction axes, as described in the following.

Abstraction along the visual detail axis: In Figure 2.12b the transitional state
between the nucleotide (Figure 2.12a) and the single strand representation (Figure 2.12c)
is shown. While Figure 2.12a shows the nucleotides through the individual spheres,
Figure 2.12c depicts the DNA strands through the differently colored tubes. The
transitional state enables the user to see the individual nucleotides as well as their
affiliation to the single strands as indicated by the coloring.

Abstraction along spatiality axis: Figure 2.11b depicts the transitional state between
a 3D structure and a 2D schematic representation. While the 3D structure in Figure 2.12a
depicts the helicity of the DNA, the schematic view in Figure 2.11c only shows the
connectivity through the crossovers. According to the domain expert, the transitional
state in Figure 2.12b enables a view on the preserved schematic 2D layout, while already
being able to observe structural properties, such as the helicity.

These two examples indicate how useful it is to quantify user behavior and subsequently
to improve upon existing visual encodings. These insights would have been hidden from
us, without the quantification of the experts’ interaction and the augmentation of the
abstraction space. In the future, the recorded data could provide more than a scalar field
from user sessions. A vector field indicating the actual paths taken by experts would
provide further interesting insights about the sequence of representations that are used
for a task.

2.4 Integrated Modeling through Geometric Abstractions

A key purpose of the proposed visualizations is to enable the user to interactively model
structures.

There exist commercial and open-source computer-aided design tools [5, 8] for 3D modeling
with sophisticated interaction techniques. On first thought, one could assume that they
might be sufficient for the interactive modeling nanostructures. These CAD tools already
provide many 3D interaction and modeling techniques that would be useful for the design
of nanostructures. However, the problem is that models created with these software do
not carry the semantics of DNA molecules. The models would be just some geometries.
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(a) More spatiality: 3D
shape model depicting the
location and neighborhood
of the elements.

(b) An intermediate repre-
sentation that interpolates
the positions from the 3D
shape model to 2D schemat-
ics.

(c) Less spatiality: A
schematic view depicting the
arrangement of the DNA on
a 2D layout.

Figure 2.11: The transition of a DNA nanotube along the spatiality axis from the 3D
shape to the 2D schematics. (b) depicts an intermediate representation. It shows the
correspondences and provides additionally a combination of the 2D schematics and the
3D shape.

(a) A nucleotide representation:
each colored sphere visually
encodes one of the four nu-
cleotides.

(b) A intermediate representa-
tion that interpolates the shape
parameters and colors of geo-
metric primitives.

(c) A single strand represen-
tation: the colored helical
tubes visually encode the sin-
gle strands.

Figure 2.12: The transition of a DNA nanotube along the visual detail axis from the
nucleotide to the single strand representation. The intermediate image still depicts the
nucleotides as spheres, but the transition towards the single strand color already provides
an indication of the nucleotides’ affiliation to the corresponding single strands.

For example, these semantics are needed to compute and visualize stability measures of
the nanostructures and to aid the modeling operations, based on the structural properties
of the DNA. In the case of this thesis, a DNA molecule can be represented by a tube,
a chain of beads, a collection of spheres, depending on the chosen abstraction level, as
described in Paper B and Paper C. The DNA nanostructures, although just several
tens of nanometers large, still consist of a great number of atoms and features. On that
level of detail modeling operations would be time-consuming and tedious. An early insight
was that there is a big difference between visualization for analysis and for modeling.
The geometry used to present the features have to be visualized in a way that is suitable
for being interacted with. Fortunately, the hierarchy of biological structures enables the
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application of modeling operations on groups of elements. The selection and picking of
elements of a group alone is an elementary task in modeling. Besides the size of the
structure, the high density of molecular data is also a challenge that needs to be solved
through visualization. Another problem is that the elements hide others. With the
proposed method, the user is equipped with an integrated solution to navigate to and
apply operations on any representation of desired visual detail and spatiality, as shown
in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.3.

2.4.1 Abstraction-based Selection

The selection of elements in the scene is the very basic interaction that needs to be enabled
before modeling operations can be applied. For analysis tasks, the selection and the
subsequent highlighting of the selected elements also enable the user to see correspondences
across different representations. For modeling, the task usually involves selecting one
or more elements from the scene. Selecting multiple associated visual elements can
be challenging if there are many of them and the scene is cluttered. However, using
the abstract representations, the selection can be done in different visual detail levels
(Figure 2.13) or spatial dimensions (Figure 2.14).

Selection along the visual detail axis: The abstraction process creates representa-
tions with different levels of visual detail. As a consequence, high-level features and their
representation using fewer geometric primitives can be facilitated to selected lower-level
features. Furthermore, primitives, such as spheres and cylinders have great advantages if
the elements have to be selected, translated, and rotated. For example, when visualizing
nucleic acids, the traditional ribbons and sticks (Figure 2.13a) are better suited for depict-
ing the orientation and position of nucleotides, but the selection can be better performed
on the spheres or cylinders (Figure 2.13b). Using spheres, it is easier to distinguish one
nucleotide from another one. In Figure 2.13c entire strands are represented by a simple
tube that is easily distinguishable. High abstraction levels are even more helpful, such as
in Figure 2.13d, since they enable the user to pick a base-pair or the entire double strand.

Selection along the spatiality axis: The advantage of spatiality levels are the different
examination possibilities of the visual objects. Each spatiality level can reveal certain
features of the data better than another level. The advantage that makes the inspection
process more effective, also makes the selection easier. In Figure 2.14, one DNA strand
is selected and highlighted across different spatiality levels of DNA nanostructures. 1D
(Figure 2.14a) is particularly advantageous to select a strand of a certain length or with a
certain sequence, which can be particularly well observed in the linear arrangement. 2D
(Figure 2.14b) shows how the single strands cross over from one double strand to another.
3D (Figure 2.14c) depicts the targeted architecture and enables one to easily access the
spatial location of the strand. Selection can be performed at the spatiality level that is
optimal for choosing the visual element with the appropriate set of characteristics.
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(a) Ribbons and sticks as nucleotides [27]. (b) Spheres and cylinders as nucleotides.

(c) Intertwined helical tubes as DNA single
strands.

(d) Spheres as base pairs and DNA double
strands.

Figure 2.13: (a) shows a common ribbon visualization of nucleic acids, which is not
optimal for interactive modeling of nanostructures. (b-d) show geometric primitives, such
as spheres and cylinders for efficient selection of grouped atoms. In (b-d) the selection of
atoms can be facilitated on a higher visual detail level.

2.4.2 Abstraction-adaptive Modeling

The goal of modeling is to modify, remove, or add elements to an existing structure or
create entirely new ones. The benefit of the proposed method for the user is that modeling
tasks can be performed at an ideal abstraction level where the feature of interest can be
observed the best. To exemplify this, a use case is shown in Figure 2.15. In Figure 2.15a
a DNA nanoshell is depicted. A double-stranded cross-bracing should be added at the
top part of the shell. Performing this task on the atomistic representation would be
tedious, as there are many atoms to insert. The atomistic representation would not be
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(a) 1D: Linear alignment (b) 2D: DNA schematics (c) 3D: Spatial model

Figure 2.14: The selection across different spatiality levels. The same strand can be
selected in any of the 1D, 2D, or 3D representations.

appropriate as the visual detail level is unnecessarily high for such a task. Instead, the
double strand at a low visual detail level (Figure 2.15b) provides a clear representation of
the width and length of the DNA double helix. This task does not require any inspection
of the atomistic details. Therefore, the user can choose to operate at a high-level of
abstraction, as shown in Figure 2.15c. The user does not have to worry about how
the modeling operations will change automatically other levels of abstraction, as the
operation automatically propagates across the entire abstraction space, as demonstrated
in Paper B. The advantage of this abstraction-adaptive modeling is that the user can
stay in the abstraction level that is most appropriate for a given task.

2.5 Evaluation
The research carried out for this thesis is application-driven and, hence, the targeted
users were involved in the evaluation of the proposed approaches. For the two case-
studies, different evaluation strategies were chosen. In the PlacentaMaps project, a
two-part survey was carried out with domain scientists with various backgrounds, e.g., in
fetal/placental imaging, gynecology, clinical data analysis. Their common interest is in
the clinical research of the placenta. In the first part, they rated three aspects (structure-
aware slicing, comparability, flattening) of the proposed technique based on pre-recorded
videos. This was done remotely. The second interactive part was conducted by providing
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(a) Atomistic representation before a cross-
bracing is inserted.

(b) Inserting the abstracted cross-bracing on
the atomistic representation.

(c) Using the same level of abstraction for
existing and inserted structure.

(d) The atomistic details are automatically
generated based on a high-level abstraction.

Figure 2.15: Modifying a nanoshell by adding a DNA double strand as a vertical cross-
bracing. (a) the structure consists of a large number of atoms, resulting in high visual
details. (b) the double strand is interactively inserted, using an abstracted representation
where the visual detail is low. (c) shows that insertion can be performed in other visual
detail levels. (d) depicts the propagation of the insertion to other representations, in this
case to the highest visual detail level.

scientists with the tool and having them test the functionalities. Through semi-structured
interviews, the feedback was collected, which is described in Paper A. Overall ratings
of readability, clinical applicability, research applicability were also discussed with the
experts. As this approach flattens the placenta, the area distortions were also measured.

There are some lessons learned from this approach. The goal of this project was
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straightforward and the evaluation was a matter of how satisfied the experts are with the
proposed technique with respect to their own tasks. For this, input from the respective
scientists was collected. The requirements were defined by high-level tasks [46], such as
"I want to understand the attachment to uterine wall", and by low-level tasks, such as "I
want to count and compare the cotyledons on the maternal side of the placenta". The
feedback for the prototypes was acquired during milestones, which could be a month
or longer. Sometimes plenty of implementation efforts have already been invested until
it was realized that the chosen prototype will not sufficiently solve the requirements.
In one instance, a research prototype was developed, where the placenta volume was
virtually inflated into a sphere and then using an azimuthal map projection approach
placenta was flattened into one 2D image. Although the result was a 2D image, the
introduced distortion was simply too high, making the visualization design not sufficient.
This mistake could have potentially been avoided if either more regular meetings or
extensive regular surveys would have been conducted. However, extensive surveys require
effort and time from both sides, the visualization researcher and the domain experts.
It is time-consuming to create the survey and to evaluate it, and it is organizationally
challenging to involve several experts, especially in an international and multidisciplinary
collaboration. A discussion of potential pitfalls is provided by Sedlmair et al. [60].

The change of project context from PlacentaMaps to Mara provided a chance to establish
a new type of collaboration and also evaluation strategy. In this project, the setup
enabled me to be directly embedded in the team of domain scientists. While it was
clear what the overall goal of the entire project is, i.e., "to create a visual tool that
enables experts to design a catalytic nanorobot", the actual visualization and interaction-
related problems had to be derived first. These tasks are described in Paper B and
Paper C. A particular challenge was that the nanotechnology domain did not receive
much attention from the visualization field and therefore, there was little research work to
start with. Also, the domain itself is young and quite complex. Much domain knowledge
needed to be learned to understand the underlying problems. Fortunately, the embedded
setup enabled an extremely fast feedback cycle that proved to be very beneficial for
several aspects. The domain language could be learned quickly, which increased the
understanding of the domain problems. Getting feedback was as simple as asking a
colleague in the shared office, or accompanying and observing the workflow of the in
silico designers or the researchers working in the wet lab. Required data was provided
instantly. This led to a rapid prototyping stage, where ideas were quickly gathered and
the utility of the visualization concept could be quickly tested on the available testers.
Another unforeseen consequence of such an embedded collaboration was that both sides
would understand the other better. It was not only to me, the visualization researcher
to get an increasingly in-depth understanding of the challenges of the domain, but the
domain expert would also become literate in the visualization field. In contrast to the
PlacentaMaps project, this collaborative setup avoided wrong assumptions, which then
saved valuable implementation time.

However, such an embedded setup does not come without challenges. The likely biggest
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challenge are diverging goals. Pursuing a PhD in visualization, one aims for publications
in this field. However, there is the goal of the project, where a tool has to be developed
that supports the domain scientists in their work. There is much engineering effort
needed, that could potentially stand in the way to publishing visualization research. This
needs to be communicated early on with the principal investigator of the domain so that
one does not become a technician for the domain experts. The work arrangement was
challenging, but the immediateness of the feedback on the usefulness by regular users
was essential for the progress in the research.

The visual tool was then deployed to in-house scientists who provided regular feedback
and input. In Paper B, the proposed multiscale approach was evaluated in a use case
where a tremendous increase in time-efficiency could be achieved when comparing to
the previous method. The use case was the connecting of components into higher-order
structures. As the existing and novel methods are different, it was also important to show
that the produced result of the proposed approach is valid. This was done by comparing
the produced sequences, which are the final outputs of the existing and novel method.
The sequences are sent to wet-lab experiments in the next step. After the experts carried
out the self-assembly, transmission electron microscopy images are acquired to show the
fabricated structure and demonstrate the design, using the proposed visualization concept
was successful. In Paper C, two use cases were demonstrated. For example, the adding
of bridging strands requires domain scientists to operate in 1D, 2D, and 3D. Here, the
recording of the interactions in the abstraction space was providing quantitative results
that are used for further questioning.
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CHAPTER 3
Reflecting Remarks

What I want to talk about is the
problem of manipulating and
controlling things on a small scale.

Richard Feynman

I described geometric abstraction as an approach to create effective representations
and to integrate them in a conceptual abstraction space. The idea of abstraction of
the spatiality was developed from the flattening of the placenta. Later, this idea was
developed further when the application domain changed into nanotechnology. The
resulting visualization system is not only a contribution to the visualization field, but
also to DNA nanotechnology. The visualization system is an integral part of the Adenita
toolkit [40]. This toolkit is realized as an extension to the SAMSON framework [47] that
provides additional modeling features for proteins combining with the structures created
with Adenita. As a co-developer, I created the visualizations and their features in tight
collaboration with Adenita users in the course of two and a half years. It was crucial that
I became embedded into the MARA team, supporting the scientists with visualization
and interaction tools. Under these circumstances, they applied the visualization concepts
regularly, as they use Adenita for algorithmic design as well as for modeling of DNA
nanostructures with novel shapes and functions, such as a DNA nanorobot.

3.1 Impact

Medical visualization, the context of the first use case, has been an important part
of the scientific visualization field. Concepts and tools developed here can now be
applied to emerging fields, such as nanotechnology, as demonstrated in this thesis. DNA
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nanotechnology has potential applications in medicine and could fundamentally change
the way how drugs are designed and administered in the future. First drug delivering
robots have been already created [15, 1]. The aim is to model arbitrary functional
structures at the nanoscale. The design is a highly computational process, as the
scientists need to create appropriate models in silico. Visualization is thus fundamental
in inspecting structural characteristics and applying interactions for subsequent modeling
tasks. As discussed in Paper B, the Adenita toolkit goes beyond the concept stage,
and it is applied to design nanostructures that are fabricated in laboratory experiments
by the collaborators. Also, the involved scientists used the visual tools and developed
several novel nanostructures that could not be designed with the existing ones. These
structures are now under experimental validation. The development progress of Adenita
was presented regularly at workshops, where it attracted the interest of other research
groups that focus on DNA nanostructures. In the meantime, the alpha version of Adenita
has been deployed to several research groups for helping them in their research. A beta
release of Adenita to the public will be available soon [4].

3.2 Discussion
The use cases investigated here provided a rich spectrum of challenges that geometric
abstraction tackles. The method I proposed puts the cognitive efforts into focus and
considers mental models in the design of novel visualization systems. I discuss the
different steps in the geometric abstraction in the following. Considering the mental
models could be useful in collaborations, when there are established existing workflows.
One should still keep in mind that sometimes, the strategy of keeping the cognitive
effort low might not be the best one. There are cases where existing workflows have to
be questioned and radically new representations have to be designed. They might be
unfamiliar first and require a strong effort in learning. If feasible, the transition that
depicts the transformation from the familiar representation into the novel visualization
could ease the steep learning curve for the latter.

The general application of my proposed approach to facilitate various abstraction levels
for depicting different features in complex data depends on several aspects. First of all,
the complexity of the data should make it necessary to create multiple representations.
Secondly, for the abstraction of visual details, the data needs to have a certain hierarchical
organization. When abstracting its spatial composition, different levels should also exist
for the data and clear transitions between the different representations need to be defined,
need to be meaningful, and the resulting representations need to be managed. This may
not always be feasible in all cases, and alternative approaches may be easier to realize.
For example, a recent approach [24] used visual embedding of one scale representation
in another for showing the scale hierarchy from the nucleus of a cell to the atomistic
composition of the DNA, without the need to define specific geometric transitions, as
described in Section 2.3.3 On the other hand, dedicated geometric transitions may allow
viewers to better understand how elements in one level related to the respective elements
in the next.
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Proteins are large complex molecules that consist of amino acid chains. Their composition
is similar to DNA and can be described by the primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary
structure. The similarity invites the application of geometric abstraction, as described in
this work. Furthermore, with the rise of protein origami [39], the requirements between
these two domains become very similar.

Many application scenarios of molecular data were provided already. To view this approach
in a broader context, one could also apply the geometric abstraction on astronomical data.
Generalizing the idea of the guiding abstraction space, it would be very interesting to stir
the attention of the user to interesting appearances in the vast outer space. Astronomical
systems distinguish from molecular data by the sparseness of the outer space and the
large size ratio between celestial bodies. Furthermore, the geometric transition would be
challenging to realize due to the large distances between celestial bodies.

The concepts described in this work could be applied to various other domains where the
above-mentioned aspects are fulfilled. A metabolic pathway visualization [55, 29] depicts
a large graph of metabolic reactions. The complexity is due to a large number of nodes
and their reactions with each other through the metabolites. Many reoccurring high-level
motifs are studied by experts. Such a network could benefit from several abstraction
levels and the geometric abstraction to analyze these networks.

One could also question whether the transitions should always be depicted. First, the
control itself enables the user to adjust the animation step by step. Perceiving the
correspondence might not always be necessary. From observations of the workflows, the
user is more likely to skip the transition when he or she is already more familiar with the
dataset.

The transition is based on the interpolation of the geometric primitives that are used
by the representations. Cylinders and spheres are often used in molecular visualization.
The geometric transition might be challenging to realize for other types of primitives.
For example, the transition between a sphere and a cube might be more challenging.
In such cases, blending could be another type of transition that might be applied as it
does not adjust shape primitives for interpolation. The current approach allows the user
to pick one location in the abstraction space and the system adapts the representation
accordingly. This is a limitation when features of different abstraction levels have to be
compared, as only one representation is depicted at a time. However, complementing the
proposed approach with CMVs could handle such tasks.

When changing the abstraction along the spatiality axis, the transition can be hectic
if many objects change spatial location at the same time. Although a brushing tool
(see Paper C) is provided, a sequential method could improve the perception of the
animation.

I described the abstraction of visual detail and spatiality as the two dominant ways,
how spatial structures can be changed in their geometry and visualized. I demonstrated
the idea in use cases from two different fields. Geometric abstraction only concerns
the model in object space. A generalization of this idea is to extend the concept of
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geometric abstraction to a general abstraction strategy that considers many other viewing
parameters. After choosing the appropriate abstraction level, an expert user is also
navigating the camera to inspect interesting features. The control of the camera could
also provide a novice user with an indication of interesting locations in the abstraction
space. The camera movement by the user can be added as another axis in the abstraction
space. The guidance in the abstraction space could be further extended by indicating
the relevant representations for a given task, as well as navigating the camera to an
advantageous position where important features are located. Managing the visibility is
another way, how the complexity can be reduced. In this work, the clutter is dealt with
abstraction. However, a combination with advanced visibility management techniques,
as already indicated in Paper B, could provide the user with even more effective design.
For example, one could imagine an abstraction-adaptive visibility management technique,
that changes the visibility of visual objects depending on the abstraction level. Creating
different visual encodings for the same data at different abstraction levels and the creation
of meaningful seamless transitions could be regarded as tedious and time-consuming.
Moreover, for different tasks within one domain as well as for applications from different
domains, the specific sequence of abstraction levels may not always be the same as it
very much depends on the mental models of the users. This means that also different
transitions may need to be defined depending on the given abstraction level sequence.
The advantage, however, is that each representation can be optimized in conveying
only certain features. Moreover, the integration into an abstraction axis diminishes the
additional interaction efforts to switch representations, as the abstraction-space panel
enables users to quickly transition between visualizations. The process of guiding viewers
towards interesting locations in the abstraction space as I have implemented is currently
limited by acquired data. The meaningfulness of time spent at locations depends on
the context of the interaction and has to be carefully interpreted when applied as an
indication for interesting locations. The strategy of geometric abstraction is driven by
the application field. In this way, the effectiveness is also demonstrated by the long-term
users that test and apply the resulting software. It also shows that the representations are
carefully designed and integrated to suit the tasks of these experts. One might assume
that only a few expert users exist. DNA nanotechnology is certainly a very specialized
field, however, the therapeutic applications are very promising as previously stated.
Furthermore, an increasing number of research groups started to apply the technology.
At the time of writing of the thesis, already more than 20 scientists requested access
to the current prototype of the developed software toolkit. In addition to the in house
scientists, an alpha version of Adenita was deployed to several research groups in Europe,
supporting them in the design of novel nanostructures. The potential impact of the
technology itself and the growing need for computational tools makes the research on the
visualization for this field timely and relevant.
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3.3 Conclusion and Future Work
The results suggest that complex scientific data, such as molecular structures and medical
volumes, can be abstracted into simplified representations when their level of visual
details and spatiality are reduced. The order, given by the amount of features removed,
is employed to create an abstraction axis of the conceptual abstraction space. The
resulting visualization and interaction system enable scientists to study and design DNA
nanostructures in a way that was not possible before. Although a prototypical toolkit has
already been developed in the course of this thesis, the research will continue. Figure 3.1
provides a montage of the visualizations that can be achieved with the proposed method.
The figure also sketches the future direction. Depicting the different levels of abstraction
locally in a focus region without changing the context could improve the modeling process.

Geometric abstraction extends the literature in several ways. The continuous abstraction
level and the creation of an controllable abstraction space shows great potential in how
we can deal with multiple representations. The controlled transitions are achieved by
interpolating the shape parameters, colors, and positions of the geometric primitives.
In scenes with many visual details, the transition might be cluttered as many elements
change at the same time. This problem is especially prevalent in transitions along the
spatiality axis. As Fisher [18] notes, it might be better to spare the users the animation
if everything on the screen is moving around. There is still definitely need for more
sophisticated transitions than the proposed interpolation-based method in this thesis.
One could think of a local method that preserves the context, but transitions a focus
region. The selection and highlighting of elements might mitigate this problem and make
following their transitions easier. Another idea is to dissect the transition into multiple
stages, as used in animated transitions between different types of information graphics
[26]. For example, the transition from 2D to 1D in Paper C could be dissected into
three stages, i.e., first the untwisting of the double helix, second the straightening of
strands and finally, the alignment of the straightened strands in 1D.

The advantage of the abstraction space is to have many representations at hand and
being able to easily switch to a representation that suits a task the best. The transitions
ensure that each representation can be understood better by relating it to more familiar
visualizations if there are any in the defined space. This idea can also be transferred
to other domains. The idea of a controlled transition between representations is not
necessarily restricted to medical and biological structures. In information graphics,
different representations have advantages and disadvantages. Enabling the user to
directly control the transition and observe the animation between two types of charts,
could help users to better understand the relation between two types of visualizations,
especially if they have different advantages and disadvantages. The control over the
transition could combine the advantages of two visualizations. Even within the molecular
domain, there might be data, where the proposed method can be applied. Although the
behavior is fundamentally different, a protein’s composition is similar to DNA. Instead of
nucleic acids, the building blocks of proteins are amino acids. The modeling of protein in
the context of DNA-protein hybrid structures have been already experimentally validated
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[49]. So it might also be interesting to investigate how the proposed abstraction approach
could be beneficial in this field. The same is true for RNA structures. RNA molecules
are structurally even closer to DNA than proteins. Nanostructures built from RNA have
also been proposed already [25, 20]. In conclusion, in the molecular domain alone, there
are many potential applications of the proposed method.

A very commonly demanded feature by the users is the integration of molecular dynamics
simulations into the visualization system. The simulation predicts whether the designed
structure will self-assemble under the defined conditions. Such predictions could further
improve the entire fabrication process itself.

One key result is that the different levels of abstractions act as the foundation for
interactive modeling. With the result of this thesis, the first steps towards a comprehensive
modeling pipeline are taken. In the future, the focus will be on the modeling process
itself. It requires sophisticated visualization and interaction techniques to design the
nanostructures with novel functionality. Helpful techniques, such as snapping and
alignment tools, need to be implemented to make the design process more efficient.
During interaction, helpful augmentations in the interface could create an enhanced and
optimized modeling process. If invalid modeling operations are performed, the system
could communicate this to the designer through appropriate visualizations.

One important feature of our modeling approach is the dependence of the representations
to each other. Operations carried out in one representation will automatically impact
others. The reason for this is the common underlying model. Right now, the interaction
is applied by one user at a time. In the future, this approach could be extended to
enable several users to operate in parallel and work on the same dataset. One user could
work on a high-level architecture of a structure and another could focus on the detailed
atomic modifications. This collaboration could be even further extended by sharing tasks
across different modalities. One could imagine an expert working on a desktop computer
using the 2D representations, while another is working in virtual reality using the 3D
representations.

In a wider context, these ideas fit into the automation of the fabrication process of
nanostructures. The in silico design is a crucial step and the visualization concept
proposed in this work points clearly towards the digital fabrication of nanorobots.

3.4 Authorship statement

The articles listed in this thesis were published during the doctoral studies. They were
developed in collaboration with multiple co-authors from the field of computer science,
medicine, biology, and physics. These projects were interdisciplinary, the publications
had contributions from domain scientists that helped in creating ideas, gathered data,
provided feedback, and tested the developed methods. These contributions are reflected
on the co-author list. However, the research was driven and carried out by the thesis
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author, who realized the technical implementation and wrote the main parts of the
publications that constitute this cumulative thesis.

• PlacentaMaps project (Paper A)
The exploratory nature of this project required the discussion and feedback of
experts with various backgrounds. The domain expertise for this project was
provided from collaborators in clinical data analysis, pediatrics, and gynecology
from King’s College, London. For the volume segmentation of the placenta, we
collaborated with researchers at the Imperial College, London. Furthermore, I
collaborated with a leading group in medical visualization at the Otto-von-Guericke
University Magdeburg, Germany. The idea was developed by the thesis author and
later refined together with the co-authors Bernhard Kainz and Gabriel Mistelbauer.
It was then evaluated with the involved team of medical doctors. They provided the
data, segmentation, and background information, and gave feedback in the context
of clinical research and diagnostics. The research and technical realization of the
conceptual idea was done by the thesis author. Gabriel Mistelbauer supported the
supervision and advised on the technical realization. Eduard Gröller led the project
and directed the overall research.

• MARA project (Paper B & C)
I was part of MARA team at the Austrian Institute of Technology, which is
specialized in applying DNA nanotechnology to develop molecular diagnostic tools.
Here, I developed the ideas of both publications. With Inria (France), I collaborated
on the topic of visual abstraction in the context of biology. The technical realization
of the visualization concepts and the research was mainly done by me. Further
responsibilities were the development of the software for the MARA project together
with Elisa De Llano (a physicist), who helped with the implementation of the
underlying data model for the visualization. The main supervisor Ivan Viola
sketched the plan to carry out this research and guided the research vision. Co-
supervisors Tobias Isenberg and Eduard Gröller refined subsequently the ideas and
together with Ivan Viola helped to condense them into research papers. As this
is a highly interdisciplinary project, the principal investigator Ivan Barišić as an
expert in DNA-based diagnostics and modeling was the co-supervisor in the field
of DNA nanotechnology. He and Elisa De Llano were also the main users of the
developed methods. The other authors provided the data and helped to define the
visualization concepts by regular discussions and by their feedback while working
with the software.

The development of the thesis topic did not start and end with the publications in this
cumulative thesis. The following papers were also published in the course of the PhD
studies:

CoWRadar: Visual Quantification of the Circle of Willis in Stroke Patients.
Haichao Miao, Gabriel Mistelbauer, Christian Nasel, M. Eduard Gröller. Proceedings of
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Eurographics Workshop on Visual Computing for Biology and Medicine (EG VCBM).
Sep 14-15, 2015, 1–10. [Best Paper Honorable Mention at the EG VCBM 2015]

Visual Quantification of the Circle of Willis: An Automated Identification
and Standardized Representation. Haichao Miao, Gabriel Mistelbauer, Christian
Nasel, M. Eduard Gröller. Computer Graphics Forum. 36(6): 393-404, 2016.
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Placenta Maps: In Utero Placental Health
Assessment of the Human Fetus

Haichao Miao, Gabriel Mistelbauer, Alexey Karimov, Amir Alansary, Alice Davidson, David F. A. Lloyd,
Mellisa Damodaram, Lisa Story, Jana Hutter, Joseph V. Hajnal, Mary Rutherford, Bernhard Preim,

Bernhard Kainz, and M. Eduard Gröller,

Abstract—The human placenta is essential for the supply of the fetus. To monitor the fetal development, imaging data is acquired using
ultrasound (US). Although it is currently the gold-standard in fetal imaging, it might not capture certain abnormalities of the placenta.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a safe alternative for the in utero examination while acquiring the fetus data in higher detail.
Nevertheless, there is currently no established procedure for assessing the condition of the placenta and consequently the fetal health.
Due to maternal respiration and inherent movements of the fetus during examination, a quantitative assessment of the placenta requires
fetal motion compensation, precise placenta segmentation and a standardized visualization, which are challenging tasks. Utilizing
advanced motion compensation and automatic segmentation methods to extract the highly versatile shape of the placenta, we introduce
a novel visualization technique that presents the fetal and maternal side of the placenta in a standardized way. Our approach enables
physicians to explore the placenta even in utero. This establishes the basis for a comparative assessment of multiple placentas to analyze
possible pathologic arrangements and to support the research and understanding of this vital organ. Additionally, we propose a
three-dimensional structure-aware surface slicing technique in order to explore relevant regions inside the placenta. Finally, to survey the
applicability of our approach, we consulted clinical experts in prenatal diagnostics and imaging. We received mainly positive feedback,
especially the applicability of our technique for research purposes was appreciated.

Index Terms—Placenta, Fetal, Flattening, Structure-Aware Slicing, Peeling

F

1 INTRODUCTION

THE development and functions of the human placenta
affect the fetus and, consequently, influence indicators

of fetal health such as birth weight and growth [1], prematu-
rity [2], and neuro-development [3]. There is also evidence
that assessment of the placenta facilitates predictions of
future health problems in adulthood [4]. This vital but barely
studied organ controls the transmission of nutrients and
hormones from the maternal to the fetal circulatory system
and is essential for the fetal immune defense.

Placentas are currently primarily examined ex vivo by
placing them on a flat table and assessing their structure [5].
The lack of standardized in utero representations of the
placenta’s structures renders clinical examinations and large
population studies a challenging task. Figure 1 shows an
ex vivo placenta augmented with a virtual compass for
navigation purposes. The ex vivo placenta has predominately
a disk-like, flat and round shape [5]. However, due to the
limited space in the mother’s womb and fetal movements,
the placenta is deformed in utero, resulting in a highly
diverse shape compared to the ex vivo placenta. As it grows
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differently across subjects during gestation, its diversity
is increased leading to an unpredictable random shape.
This shape heterogeneity is a limiting factor when large
population studies are carried out.

In order to enable in utero assessment of the human
placenta we propose a novel visualization and deliver a
proof of concept. On the one hand, conventional slice-by-slice
volume inspection is a cumbersome task that requires mental
matching of slices. On the other hand, volume rendering
provides a good overview, but occlusion requires substantial
interaction to inspect the placenta from different viewing
angles. A standardized 2D representation would not only
facilitate a faster inspection but also a comparison of multiple
placentas across subjects. Motivated by standardized visual-
izations in medicine, such as the Bull’s eye plot of coronary
arteries [6] or CoWRadar of the Circle of Willis [7], we
propose a novel standardized representation of the human
placenta in utero, referred to as placenta maps, mimicking the
familiar shape of the placenta ex vivo. The contributions of
this paper are the following:

• An automatic identification of the fetal and maternal
side of the placenta in utero,

• a structure-aware slicing approach to inspect the
interior and exterior of the placenta in a well-defined
fashion, and

• a standardized visual representation of the placenta
showing the fetal and maternal side in two separate
images allowing clinical experts a concise, compara-
tive visual assessment.

In the context of large population studies of the human
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(a) Fetal Side (b) Maternal Side

Fig. 1. Two photographs of a healthy placenta extracted during a cesarean
section. The fetal side is shown in (a) and the maternal side in (b). Since
the placenta exhibits a disk-like shape when inspected on a table ex
vivo, we decided for a circular visualization using a compass analogy for
navigation, as overlaid.

placenta, the proposed approach could serve as a baseline vi-
sualization fostering in utero placenta research, as confirmed
by our clinical collaborators.

2 RELATED WORK

In order to develop a standardized visualization of a three-
dimensional object such as the placenta, a two-dimensional
representation of the fetal as well as maternal side is a viable
option. The placenta is inspected ex vivo on a table without
any further interaction due to the removal of perspective
occlusion. To achieve this, a projection from three to two
dimensions is required and should be chosen carefully to
preserve certain properties of the original object.

The shape of internal organs including the placenta can
be highly irregular. Therefore, we need to globally analyze
the input shape in terms of geometry. Saroul [8] investigates
geometrical properties of two-dimensional surfaces in three-
dimensional space. In particular, projection methods between
two surfaces are inspected with respect to introduced dis-
tortions, e.g., lengths between points in the original surface
may change in the projected surface. For medical experts the
amount of such distortions is critical, as sizes and positions
of anatomical features may not be measured with sufficient
precision. Equiareal projections preserve areas of anatomical
features across the entire placenta surface and conformal
projections preserve orientations of the features with respect
to angles. Only developable surfaces can be projected while
preserving both areas and angles with isometric projections.
Since the placenta surface is not developable in our case, we
attempt to reduce both types of distortion, as they influence
the interpretation of the data.

In the standard rendering pipeline, several voxels
might contribute to a single image pixel of the final two-
dimensional representation. To avoid this visual overload,
clinical experts rely on two-dimensional slice views of the
data. Complex structures of the human body, e.g., heart
ventricles, vessel trees, bones in the rib cage region, may be
incomprehensible on planar two-dimensional slices. Projec-
tion and reformation, as described by Preim and Botha [9],
go a step further in terms of complexity and effectiveness.
The authors identified three types of projections: anatomical
unfolding, anatomical planar reformation or projection, and
map projection.

Reformatted images can be computed to alleviate mental
efforts and support examination [10], [11]. The reformation
process relies on the principle that an arbitrary surface R
can be parametrized with two parameters u, v and then
mapped to a rectilinear coordinate system, suitable for
common display hardware. The reformation surface R is
often selected in such a way that it passes through relevant
anatomical features. Interpretation of the reformation images
requires the viewer to understand the location and the shape
of R. Therefore, standardization of the reformatted images is
important in the medical domain. The technique described
by Mistelbauer et al. [11] utilizes a so-called anatomical layout
in order to connect various branches of a vessel tree. As
a result, a medical expert can quickly identify the vessel
currently being investigated. Moreover, one can seamlessly
browse through the connected vessels.

Kretschmer et al. [10] propose anatomy-driven reforma-
tion (ADR), an approach that considers the overall shape
of the assessed object for reformation. In this case, the
ADR surface coincides with R. They additionally compute
offset surfaces in the positive and negative half-spaces of R.
These two surfaces represent boundaries of the sub-volume
that is being reformatted. With the parametrization of R,
this technique tends to preserve the overall shape of the
relevant object. The authors use the harmonic triangulation
by Floater [12] and iteratively reduce distortions during an
as-rigid-as-possible transformation. The step is required as
this technique targets objects with different shapes, such
as various bones in the human body. The initial harmonic
projection reduces distortions in terms of the Dirichlet
Energy. This can be thought of as getting a minimally
stretched membrane over several protruded objects. While
positions of the offset surface are locally optimized in order
to minimize distortions, ADR does not explicitly minimize
distortions between neighboring reformatted surfaces. This
could be disadvantageous when investigating organs where
connections between various tissues have to be preserved.

A standardized reformation of the myocardium is pre-
sented by Termeer et al. [6]. Representing the volume data
with a volumetric Bull’s eye plot, the technique allows the
user to investigate the distribution of scar tissues within the
myocardium. The myocardium is unfolded into a cylinder
in such a way that all samples from a particular magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) slice, exhibiting a certain distance
to the epicardium and endocardium, are arranged into a
circle. While the structure of the myocardium may locally
vary across different patients, the overall shape of it remains
rather constant, leading to a standardized representation for
the myocardium.

The visualization techniques described by Kanit-
sar et al. [13] are designed for reformatting the vascular
structures in the human body. While taking the curvature
of blood vessels into account, these methods differ in
preserved properties. For example, the straightened curved
planar reformation (CPR) preserves the length measured
along the vascular structures and the stretched CPR leaves
the curvatures unchanged. Since these methods require a
centerline of the reformatted object they can only be applied
to tubular-shaped objects. Vilanova et al. [14] discuss the
unfolding of the colon surface. In order to achieve this, the
centerline of the colon is extracted. Then, the surface of the
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colon is parametrized using 2D coordinates and the unfolded
image is generated using nonlinear ray casting. However,
this method requires a well-defined centerline.

Krone et al. [15] apply well-known map projections from
cartography to the domain of molecular visualization. Using
gradient vector flow, they deform an arbitrary molecular
surface to a sphere in order to facilitate map projections.
Most of the techniques described in this section simplify
the display of 3D anatomy in the 2D image space through
reformation and projection. Since they cannot directly be
applied to the human placenta due to its highly diverse
shape, we introduce a flattened view of the placenta surface
and allow the user to inspect its interior as well as exterior.
Such advanced functionality provides crucial support for
placenta research, as stated by our collaborating clinical
experts.

3 MEDICAL BACKGROUND

Research on fetal MRI techniques [16] made it possible to
image the placenta in greater detail than provided by routine
ultrasound (US) examinations at week 12 and 20 of gestation.
Besides US, MRI is the second non-invasive option to acquire
image data from fetuses in utero, as other possibilities involve
ionizing radiation or intervention. T2-weighted MRI has
shown to exhibit good tissue contrast for fetal organs in
several early studies [16], [17], but additional measurements
like diffusion-weighted imaging and the identification of the
maternal attachment area are becoming more popular [18].

MRI provides improved contrast and reduced noise in
the acquired data of the fetal anatomy to detect abnormalities
during pregnancy such as placental pathologies [19]. MRI
is also considered to be safe after the first trimester [17]
for 1.5 T [20] and 3 T [21] without the use of contrast
agents, which may cause teratogenic effects on the fetus.
It additionally enables researchers and clinical experts to
analyze correlations between the childhood development
and different prenatal abnormalities.

Motion corruption limits visual inspection and current
visual exploration tools, as depicted in Figure 2. Advanced
in utero studies of the placenta in 3D on large populations
have not been conducted yet due to this problem [5]. In
combination with fast sequences, such an imaging technique
plays an essential role in the fetal diagnosis [16], in particular
where US fails to provide sufficient data to diagnose certain
conditions. MRI acquires high resolution slices from the
uterus with a larger field-of-view in comparison to US.
Furthermore, the only functional imaging option of US
is Doppler imaging. MRI is of special interest because
it can image the placenta as a whole, is able to acquire
various functional data, and can show structure that is
physically impossible to capture with US. However, there
are still inter-slice artifacts, which consequently limit reliable
diagnostics to individual slices. The observed motion of
the placenta is of unpredictable nature, since it consists
of maternal respiration movements, fetal movements and
bowel movements. Predictable motion, like respiration, can
be corrected with image navigator techniques or special
MRI sequences [22]. But it is only possible to account for
bowel and erratic fetal movements after image acquisition

using heavy oversampling of the input space, slice-to-volume
registration, and super-resolution techniques [23], [24].

A quantitative assessment of the placenta is commonly
done with respect to its volume. For example, Steven-
son et al. [25] present a semi-automatic approach for mea-
suring the volume of the placenta from motion-free 3D
US data using a random walker algorithm. This method
provides good inter-observer reproducibility, but requires
some user interaction and several minutes per segmentation.
Wang et al. [26] present an interactive method for placenta
segmentation using MRI data, which requires an initial seed-
point inside the placenta. Their approach performs well on
a small cohort of six subjects, but shows a user-dependent
variability in segmentation accuracy. In our work, we use
the method presented by Alansary et al. [27] to achieve
a motion-compensated segmentation of the placenta. This
provides a solid baseline for our proposed standardized
visual assessment approach. The achievable reconstruction
quality using this approach has been evaluated in detail by
Alansary et al. [28].

Image-based diagnostics are usually based on comparing
to a memorized or actual normative anatomical appearance
and on reproducible measurements on these images. Creating
a standardized image is difficult for an organ like the
placenta and requires specific methods discussed in this
paper. The key benefit of placenta maps is that it is the
first approach that allows the user comparative studies
over large populations of placentas. Providing a method
that is able to map the placenta into a normative space,
primarily facilitates a comprehensive diagnostics of the
placenta. Selected example pathologies, where a technique
like placenta maps will have a direct impact, are twin-to-
twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS), preeclampsia, preterm
birth, and stillbirth. The visualization of relevant biomarkers,
such as the overall appearance, texture, lesions, functional
properties, and measurement of the attachment area, is eased
through our approach. In clinical literature [29], [30], such
biomarkers are considered to be vital measurements to assess
the likelihood of complications during pregnancy.

Our collaborating clinical experts apply MRI to investi-
gate TTTS. This syndrome is specific to monochorionic twins
gestations, since the blood supply could be imbalanced and
one of the twins is insufficiently supplied from the single
shared placenta. In the case of TTTS the vessels branching off
the two umbilical cords are interconnected with each other.
TTTS is treated with endoscopic laser surgery to interrupt the
vessel communications. Without intervention this syndrome
is lethal to either one or both twins.

Cotyledons are small lobules that cover the entire ma-
ternal side, as shown in Figure 1b ex vivo. Ten to 40 cotyle-
dons [5] are attached to the uterine wall and are responsible
for the exchange of oxygen and nutrients between fetal and
maternal blood. Because of the crucial function of cotyledons,
they are of particular interest when examining the in utero
placenta.

4 METHODOLOGY

In order to mimic the ex vivo assessment of the placenta
we propose a novel visualization approach, outlined in
Figure 3. It consists of the following four major automatic
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(a) Motion-corrupted cutting planes

(b) Motion-compensated cutting planes

Fig. 2. Three orthogonal cutting planes through a motion-corrupted
dataset of T2-weighted MRI slices covering the uterus at a gestational
age of 33 weeks are presented in (a). The motion-compensated recon-
struction of the dataset [23] is shown in (b). The placenta is depicted by
the white arrows.

steps: segmentation, slicing, splitting, and visual mapping.
Firstly, the placenta is segmented and secondly, a distance
field and its iso-surfaces are created. In the third step, the
fetal and maternal side are automatically identified and
fourthly, both three-dimensional meshes are projected into
two-dimensional space. This workflow offers a standardized
layout, and also favors inter-subject comparison. Subse-
quently, each step is explained in detail.

4.1 Segmentation
The input datasets were acquired by a 1.5 T Philips Achieva
MRI system using a 32 channel cardiac array for signal
reception. A total of four placentas with gestational age
ranging from 24 to 37 weeks were motion-compensated
by the technique of Kainz et al. [23] and segmented using
the approach of Alansary et al. [27]. The resulting motion-
compensated placenta masks are defined on a 0.75× 0.75×
0.75 mm volumetric lattice and are shown in Figure 3 in the
segmentation step.

We post-process the segmentation masks by applying a
morphological opening with a spherical structuring element
of radius five voxels to remove small local noise and objects.
Afterwards, we perform morphological closing to fill small
holes, again with a spherical structuring element but of
radius ten voxels. The final mask of the placenta is then used
in the subsequent steps.

4.2 Structure-Aware Slicing
Motivated by traditional axial, sagittal, and coronal slicing
through the data for exploratory purposes, we apply this
concept to the structure of the placenta itself. Instead of
slicing along a defined axis, we compute the Euclidean
distance field from the surface R of the placenta using the
method described by Danielsson [31].

We then compute offset surfaces ofR at discrete distances
of 1 mm. Since these surfaces define layers, we denote R
with L0, the surfaces inside the placenta with positive indices
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Fig. 3. Our automatic pipeline consists of four steps. Segmentation
generates the mask for the placenta. Slicing creates the layers based on
the placenta structure. For demonstration purposes we slice every 2 mm.
Splitting separates the layers into a fetal and maternal side and each is
then flattened. Finally, Visual Mapping creates a standardized view of
the isolated placenta. Each location on the fetal and maternal side can
be addressed with latitude (1− 3) and longitude (1◦ − 360◦) coordinates
using the compass overlay.

and the ones outside with negative indices. The layers are
illustrated in Figure 4. Slicing into the placenta is practical,
as it reveals the interior layer by layer. However, we also
provide means to display the context of the placenta by
slicing outside of the placenta. With outside slicing, we
can visualize the uterine wall on the maternal side and
the amniotic cavity on the fetal side with respect to the
placenta structure. The slicing leads to a set of layers Li, each
consisting of a set V of vertices vk ∈ R3 and faces fj ∈ F .
The image of the slicing step in Figure 3 shows the distance
field on the left as well as the internal layers on the right.
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SLICING & SPLITTINGFetal Side Maternal Side

stomach
fetus 1

back
fetus 2

umbilical
cord

F−9 F0 F5 M5 M0 M−9

Fig. 4. The layers of the placenta. First, the layers L−9 . . .L5 are split into a blue fetal side (F−9 . . .F5) and a yellow maternal side (M−9 . . .M5).
Layers are shown in 3D and at the bottom in the standardized, flattened view. In 3D, it can be seen that the shape gets smaller and smaller as layers
are removed. F−9 shows the two twins. The structural appearance inM0 (maternal) indicates the cotyledons.

In contrast to our approach, the ADR technique by
Kretschmer et al. [10] uses the normal vectors of a surface to
compute its offset surfaces. However, this possibly leads to
self-intersections and not well-defined surfaces, especially in
regions with high curvature or in case of large offsets. Using
a distance field, we avoid these types of problems.

Since we flatten each layer in the subsequent step and
provide a two-dimensional map, the user can scroll through
the different layers of the placenta in the usual fashion. This
offers the possibility to see structures at a certain depth or
height, such as vessels, cotyledons or diseased tissues.

4.3 Splitting
We divide each extracted layer into two parts that reflect
the fetal and maternal side as shown in the splitting step in
Figure 3. We refer to this fetal and maternal side detection as
simply splitting.

As we rely on a coarse orientation of the placental shape,
we perform principal component analysis (PCA). The basic
idea is to consider the vertices of the layer Li as a set of 3D
points that is projected into a linear subspace. This resembles
fitting a plane to the surface, where the two axes of the plane
describe the direction of the highest and the second highest
variance in terms of mesh point positions. The best fitting
plane is found by using a linear least-square fitting method,
which minimizes the sum of squared distances from all points
to the plane, as shown in the image of the splitting step in
Figure 3. As the normal vector p of this plane represents the
direction of the least variance, it reflects the thickness of the
placenta. Vector q is defined as the opposite of p.

In order to split Li into two parts Fi and Mi, we first
find two faces fA and fB such that fA ∈ Fi and fB ∈ Mi.
They are found by intersecting the mesh with a line defined

by the vectors p and q and a point O at the or close to the
center of the placenta. We set the origin of our coordinate
system to this point. Consequently, O has to be located
inside the placenta at a central position. We define O as a
single member of the skeleton S that minimizes the sum
of distances to the remaining skeleton points. We apply the
voxel-based skeletonization approach by Lee et al. [32] that
uses topological thinning to extract the skeleton S of an
object. From the skeleton voxels we find O as follows:

O = arg min
X∈S

∑
R∈S
‖X −R‖2. (1)

This formula is based on the geometric median, however, it
minimizes the sum of distances to a member of the skeleton.
As O is located on the skeleton of the placenta it is ensured
that O is always located inside the placenta. This is not
guaranteed if the centroid or the center of mass is used. They
could lie outside the shape if the in utero placenta is concave,
which is rather common.

To separate Li into the two parts Fi and Mi cor-
responding to the fetal and maternal side, we combine
the silhouetteness property of faces with their breadth-first
traversal. We construct a graph where vertices are mesh faces
and edges connect adjacent faces. The faces fA and fB are
the starting points of the breadth-first traversal. During the
traversal, all neighboring faces of fj are visited first and with
each face, the cost of 1 is added to include the approximate
distance to fA and fB . This way we guarantee that each part
is a connected set of faces, which is a requirement for the
flattening. For each face fj we compute two costs, i.e., one
for belonging to the fetal part cF (fj) and one for belonging
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to the maternal part cM (fj):

fj ∈
{
F, if cF (fj) < cM (fj)

M, otherwise
, (2)

cF (fj) = cF (fj−1) + s (n (fj) ,q) + 1, (3)
cM (fj) = cM (fj−1) + s (n (fj) ,p) + 1, (4)

cF (f0 = fA) = 0, cM (f0 = fB) = 0, (5)
s (n (fj) ,v) = ∠(n (fj) ,v). (6)

where n (fj) denotes the normal to the face fj and cF (fj−1)
and cM (fj−1) are the costs of the previously traversed
face fj−1. The underlying idea of the silhouetteness term s (·)
is that fj is more likely to belong to F if n (fj) is aligned
with q. Therefore, we use the angle between n (fj) and q,
which is motivated by the common approach to detect sil-
houettes in rendering. The silhouetteness term s (·) measures
the angle in radians. The cost is increased by 1 if n (fj)
points in the same direction as q and by 1 + π if the two
vectors have opposite directions. If only the silhouetteness
term is considered, local curvature changes may cause the
assignment of the faces to the wrong side due to the change
of face normals. By accumulating the costs, we ensure that
fj is connected to f0 inside either Fi orMi. This means that
the more distant fj is to f0, the higher is the cost. These two
terms ensure that crossing from one side to another is very
costly. This splitting of the initial surface into two parts is
shown in the splitting step of Figure 3 and in Figure 4.

We compute which of the sides is the fetal and which is
the maternal one. Anatomically, the fetal side is proximal,
i.e., facing towards the body center, and the maternal side is
distal, i.e., facing away from the body center. The proximity
is estimated with respect to the volume center. We can
safely assume that the fetus is located in the volume center,
as it coincides with the region of interest during the data
acquisition of the fetal MRI.

In the case that the principal component analysis (PCA)
fails, e.g. if the input shape is sphere-like, which is unlikely,
then we suggest a fallback solution: the user can manually
specify fA and fB . The remaining splitting step would still
be automatic.

Flattening
The surface of the placenta can exhibit large local cur-

vature. This hampers its investigation in conventional slice
views commonly used by the clinical experts. Following the
standard procedure of physical examination of the placenta
ex vivo, we ease the exploration of the placenta in utero by
flattening it. As a result, we create a standardized view of
the placenta, as shown at the bottom of Figure 4.

Our method is based on the fact that the ex vivo placenta
can be physically deformed into a disk shape (see Figure 1).
The clinical experts distinguish between the fetal and the
maternal side of the placenta. Therefore, we split the original
placenta surface into these two parts and flatten each part
separately. Because of the disk shape, we do not need
additional transformations after we flatten the surface with
the mean value coordinates approach of Floater [33]. In this
flattening, the original in utero shape information is lost.
However, the specific placenta shape is functionally not
important [5]. The surface P must be open, which we achieve

by splitting the entire layer into two parts as described in
subsection 4.3. The boundary points of the surface P are
mapped to a disc. Projections of the remaining points are
then determined inside the disk via the convex combination
mapping. The convex combination mapping utilizes the
mean value coordinates of each point in the convex basis
formed by neighboring points [33]. After the flattening we
refer to the flattened fetal and maternal side as Fi

′ andMi
′

respectively. The faces that form the corresponding meshes
are denoted as fj

′.
In Figure 5 we map a checkerboard pattern onto the

placenta surface to show the angular distortion between
the original and the flattened meshes. To quantify the area
distortions, we compute the relative face-area deviation and
color-code it. The area deviation of a face fj is thereby
computed as follows:

η
(
fj
′) = ∣∣A (fj ′)−A (fj)

∣∣
A (fj)

, (7)

where A (fj) denotes the area of fj .

4.4 Visual Mapping
A placenta map is a visualization that consists of two views,
as shown in Figure 4. The first view is a 3D visualization of
placenta layers and the second one is the separate flattened
reformatted visualization of the fetal and maternal sides. In
the last image of Figure 3, we overlay a compass onto the
maternal side for navigation purposes. The compass divides
each side into four quadrants. Each quadrant is specified by
a cardinal direction (north, east, south and west) for a rough
guidance. For a more accurate addressing, latitude (1 − 3)
and longitude (between 1◦ and 360◦) coordinates are used.
For example, in the first two images of Figure 5 the red part
is marked at (2, 315◦−45◦). This specifies a latitude of 2 with
a longitude between 315◦ and 45◦. The compass is thereby
standardized and overlaid over the 3D and 2D view. This
enables experts to mark diseased portions on the placenta
utilizing a link between the 3D and 2D view.

This way we present the fetal and maternal side si-
multaneously without occlusion as shown in Figure 5. By
traversing all layers, the clinical expert can quickly browse
through the placenta and investigate its interior with an
easier navigation in reformatted and standardized images
than in conventional slice views.

Using standardized flattened views, the comparison of
multiple placentas becomes feasible. The overlaid compass
can be reoriented manually to match several placentas. The
comparison of placentas from different patients or multiple
time-stamps of the same patient is an interesting extension
to existing methods in placenta research. It may reveal
new insights about diseased regions and their influence
during the gestation. In order to enable the comparison, we
juxtapose the flattened placenta images. Using the compass
overlay, the expert can match regions on the flattened images
from different subjects and time-stamps. With slice views
or volume rendered images, such a comparison is rather
difficult, because the placentas vary significantly in shape.
Thus, the mapping between two or more placentas is too
complicated to easily support a mental model.

Clinical experts can potentially investigate diseases, such
as TTTS, and track vessels on the fetal side. Having just
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Fig. 5. Flattening of the fetal and maternal side. The images on the left show the placenta maps of the fetal as well as maternal side. A compass
is projected onto both sides in 3D and 2D. Two areas highlighted in red correspond to each other. In the central images, a checkerboard
pattern is orthogonally projected along p to demonstrate the angular distortion between the 3D and 2D views. p is then aligned with the
direction to the viewer. On the right side, the area distortion η (·) is shown per face, with colors representing the intervals
[0; 0.2), [0.2, 0.4), [0.4, 0.6), [0.6, 0.8), [0.8,+∞) respectively.

conventional slice views, the expert would need to build up
a mental model of the placenta and its vascular structures.
Our technique shows in 2D and at once the entire fetal side
where the vascular structures are located. The vessels inside
the placenta could be easily investigated with our structure-
aware slicing method.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

Placenta maps use the Qt, the ITK, and the VTK framework,
executed on an Intel Core i7 CPU with an NVidia GeForce
980 Ti GPU. The structure-aware slicing and splitting are
performed on the CPU. For the mean value coordinates
technique and the PCA we use the CGAL library [34]. In
order to provide an interactive investigation of the data, the
layers of the placenta are automatically flattened beforehand.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we demonstrate our approach on three
datasets, shown in Figure 4, Figure 6 and Figure 7. Each
dataset is discussed and we explain how potential findings
can be achieved using placenta maps. We also discuss how
to simulate cotyledons and how our slicing displays them.

The placenta of a subject at a gestational age of 26 weeks
having monochorionic twins and the diagnosis of TTTS is
shown in Figure 4. The top image depicts the segmented
placenta and an exploded view of our structure-aware slicing
method with the split fetal and maternal side. Layer F−9
displays both twins, the first twin is located at the north in
the placenta map and the second twin is partially visible
at the south. As the twins are visible on the fetal side, this
suggests that our automatic splitting technique correctly
classifies both, the fetal and maternal side. F0 andM0 show
the initial surface of the segmented placenta. Within our
proposed placenta map in F0 the suspected umbilical cord
insertion is visible at (3, 160◦). In the maternal layer M0,

the cotyledons are depicted, though in low detail due to
yet insufficient quality of the data acquisition. F5 andM5

display internal tissues of the placenta. The placenta maps
allow physicians to monitor the development of the in utero
placenta in a standardized way.

Another subject at a gestational age of 30 weeks is
presented in Figure 6. Earlier occurrence of the TTTS is
suspected in this subject, but laser surgery was not applied.
One twin died in week 23, but the other survived. The uterine
wall is partially depicted in M−10. The surviving twin is
visible on the entire placenta map in F−10. Amniotic fluid
appears as bright matter, exhibiting high intensity values and
surrounding the twins. In F−10, showing the amniotic cavity,
the umbilical cord of the surviving twin can be seen in the
East quadrant, precisely at (2, 45◦ − 160◦). The insertion of
the cord on the fetal side at F0 is at (2, 45◦).

The last subject is at a gestational age of 37 weeks
and shown in Figure 7. Although the placenta is healthy,
the subject suffered a cytomegalovirus infection, causing
microcephaly in the fetus. The anatomical context at F−10
displays the fetus. This indicates the correct automatic
splitting of the placenta into the fetal and maternal side.
At F0 the insertion of the umbilical cord to the fetal side
is at (2, 140◦ − 150◦). Cotyledons appear on the maternal
sideM0. F3 andM3 present slices inside the placenta. Here,
vessels branching from the umbilical cord can be observed
at (2, 160◦) in F3.

Figure 8 depicts artificial cotyledons. Since the fetus is
focused during the data acquisition, the signal-to-noise ratio
of the placenta is low. This makes the visual assessment
of the placenta a challenging task, especially of structures
with low contrast, such as the cotyledons. Our collaborators
explicitly want cotyledons in the visualizations to gain
an understanding of the uterine attachment when using
placenta maps. In order to demonstrate such functionality,
we artificially created cotyledons in a concept study. Based
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on the ex vivo appearance of cotyledons, we modeled them
as spheres with center points on the maternal side. The
intensity values of the voxels inside a cotyledon are defined
as I = [1− (d/r)

s
] · 2000, where d is the Euclidean distance

to the center of the sphere and s controls the fall-off in
intensity values. We empirically set radius r to 25 voxels
and s to 1.7. The pattern of the cotyledons remains stable
with respect to the layer depth. Hence, our technique shows
internal structures with rather small distortions between
adjacent layers.

7 EVALUATION

To assess the applicability and acceptance of the proposed
technique to in utero examination of the placenta, we
conducted a survey. It was based on questions with an-
swers on a five-point Likert-scale and open questions. The
questions were grouped into the following three core aspects
of our technique: structure-aware slicing, comparability, and
flattening. The first part of the survey consists of pre-recorded
(R) videos that demonstrate the technique to the clinical
experts. The videos showed the three aspects separately and
the experts rated their usefulness. To assess the acceptance of
our technique, we designed the second part of the survey to
be interactive (I). The experts tested our tool with multiple
datasets and rated the usability of the same three aspects.
Finally, the participants assessed the overall readability of
placenta maps. We asked summary questions regarding
the applicability of our technique to placenta research and
also to clinical routine. Figure 9 depicts the results of the
survey, where the answers from the pre-recorded (R) and
the interactive (I) presentation of the aspects are separated.
For the pre-recorded part, we received four responses from
clinical experts, where three are radiologists specialized in
prenatal diagnostics and one is a pediatrician. The interactive
part of the survey was conducted by three experts.

Our proposed structure-aware slicing was rated by the
experts with a score of 4.4 (R) and 4.0 (I). The experts
especially appreciate the ability to display the isolated
placenta and the slicing in order to see the internal tissues
layer by layer with little mental effort. We assume, this offers
the experts an efficient way to go through the different tissue
layers. One expert stated that our slicing approach is very
promising for tracking blood vessel, e.g., in case of TTTS.

The comparability of our standardized visualization got
the best scores among the three aspects, with 4.3 (R) and
5.0 (I). The increase of the score after the experts tested the
tool shows that this is the most valued aspect of placenta
maps. Also, the qualitative feedback so far was clearly
indicating that this feature is very important if a large
number of placentas has to be investigated within a study.
Ultimately, we aim to provide quantitative measurements
and comparisons of the fetal and maternal sides.

We get a 2D view of the fetal and maternal side with
flattening at the expense of accuracy, since each side is
distorted as shown in Figure 5. This feature was rated with
scores of 4.2 (R) and 4.3 (I). From the earlier qualitative
feedback of one of the experts, we know that this feature
can be very useful for placenta research, as it provides a
fast overview of the fetal and maternal side. We quantify
the introduced distortions later in Figure 10 to validate our

F−10 M−10

F0 M0

F3 M3

umbilical
cord

uterine
wall

maternal
aorta

umbilical cord
insertion point

Fig. 6. Subject at a gestational age of 30 weeks with twins. The placenta
map F−10 shows the context of the placenta where the surviving twin
is visible. The amniotic fluid has high intensity values, mapped to white.
The layer F0 displays the surface of the fetal side, where one umbilical
cord is visible as a dark spot. F3 andM3 show the internal tissues of the
placenta when three layers are already removed. The three-dimensional
views clearly show the decrease of the layers in size caused by their
successive removal.
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Fig. 7. Subject at a gestational age of 37 weeks with a healthy placenta,
but suffering from an infection. F−10 andM−10 display the context of
the placenta and clearly delineate the fetus in the amniotic cavity in F−10.
This indicates that our splitting approach correctly detected the fetal and
maternal side.M0 shows the surface of the placenta with cotyledons in
low detail on the maternal side. F3 andM3 display the internal placenta
tissues, after removing three layers.

M−4 M0 M4

Fig. 8. Artificial cotyledons modeled as spheres across the maternal side
of the placenta. The different layers demonstrate the depth of the artificial
cotyledons.

flattening technique. To satisfy the clinical requirements
concerning accuracy, we additionally display axial slices
that are linked to the placenta maps and the 3D view, as
shown in the segmentation step of Figure 3.

The overall readability of our method received a score of
4.3, but could be improved. We suspect that the readability
is attributed to our compass overlay, which is a novel way to
address the heterogeneous placenta surface and, as stated by
one of the experts, needs some familiarization time.

Regarding the clinical applicability, our technique got a
score of 4.5. While the radiologists in general gave better rat-
ings, the lowest rating of three was given by the pediatrician.
We assume that this is attributable to the fact that he is less
experienced with reading MRI data than radiologists.

The research applicability was rated with the best scores
of five from all participants. According to one of our experts,
the attachment to the uterine wall is of potential interest.
However, a large number of placentas will have to be
investigated, which would be feasible with placenta maps.
The high rating gives a clear indication that our technique
has potential to be applied in the research of placentas, which
has been the main motivation of our approach.

In the open questions part of the survey, we asked
the participants about their preferences, shortcomings of
the technique, and further suggestions. We inquired which
different diseases and conditions could be investigated
with placenta maps. TTTS, placental infarction, previous
laser treatment, and placenta praevia has been mentioned by
two participants.

Regarding the preferences, two experts liked the possi-
bility to compare multiple placentas enabled by our stan-
dardized, flattened views. Two participants appreciated the
compass overlay on the placenta and consider this feature
useful to visualize diseased portions.

Regarding the shortcomings, all experts agreed that the
signal-to-noise ratio of the original data is insufficient for
perceiving the features of interest, such as cotyledons and
vessels. The primary cause of this issue is the used MRI
sequence that does not target the placenta tissues specifically.

We also got suggestions for improvement. One expert
recommends to enhance the segmentation result before
mapping it to a 2D structure. This concerns the quality of
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Fig. 9. The outcome of the survey. We differentiate between a pre-
recorded (R) and an interactive (I) part. The scores are from one being
poor to five being excellent.

the data, but not our technique. The clinical experts were
convinced that with an improved signal-to-noise ratio of the
data our technique would be highly relevant for research
purposes and also for clinical use cases. The participants
consider it useful to segment the umbilical cord and the
cotyledons. The measurements of linear sizes were also an
interesting suggestion, since they could improve the compass
overlay to be applicable for quantitative measurements.

The flattening inevitably introduces some distortions.
After interacting with our tool, we interviewed three experts
regarding the acceptance of these distortions for clinical and
exploratory usage. In the clinical use case the distortions are
regarded as very acceptable, especially if the inspection only
concerns the quantification of areas and counting cotyledons.
The participants stated that our technique is much more
useful than cutting planes. However, the simultaneous
display of the undistorted view is necessary to provide the
relationship to the unchanged anatomy. In the exploratory
use case, the distortions are definitely acceptable for the
intended purposes. One expert stated, that this technique is
exactly what clinical research of the placenta currently needs.
An appropriate training is deemed necessary in order to
fully understand the placenta maps. In conclusion, it seems
that the benefits of standardization, comparability, and fast
assessment of unusual placentas outweighs the distortions
introduced by our approach.

We quantified the distortions in all presented datasets
using the distribution of area deviations as metric. For all
faces fj

′ ∈ L0
′ we compute the area deviation η

(
fj
′) using

Equation 7. We then aggregate the results into bins of size
0.2 and plot the resulting histogram. As shown in Figure 10,
in all four datasets at least 43% of projected faces have areas
that deviate less than 20%. This clearly indicates that our
technique only introduces minor distortions.

8 LIMITATIONS

Our technique has some limitations that are discussed in
the following. First of all, it slices the placenta in a discrete
manner. A continuous layer definition is desirable in order
to display the details between the layers. Such a continuous
definition, however, was not in the focus of this work.

In general, our distance field-based solution extracts the
offset surfaces while avoiding self-intersections. However,
the topology of deeply located layers changes as the placenta
thickness varies. By correcting the distance field using the
information derived from the medial axis surface, it could
be possible to preserve the topology. However, this requires
further exploration and investigation.

Fig. 10. Distribution of area deviation η (·) of all presented datasets. Most
faces exhibit a low distortion in the interval of [0, 0.2).

In our splitting step, the distance term of the cost function
is increased incrementally with every face in the breadth-
first traversal. Currently, the cost function does not consider
the area of a face, which is considered a future aspect. As
confirmed by the positive feedback of our collaborating
clinical experts, our approach delivered satisfactory results
for all presented datasets.

The ultimate goal of placenta maps is to aid researchers
in the examination of placentas and to compare them in large
population studies. With placenta maps, this now seems
feasible. It is still an open topic how the comparison should
be performed. Our technique cannot yet be utilized to create
precise matches between multiple placentas, as there are
currently no landmarks detected to align the compass overlay.
Techniques from comparative visualization can be used to
improve the compass overlay functionality with respect to
multiple placentas. To validate and further improve our
technique, larger user studies have yet to be carried out.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented placenta maps, a novel technique
to visualize the in utero placenta in MRI data. It features
an automatic reformation of the placenta into the fetal and
maternal side, which creates occlusion-free 2D views respec-
tively. In addition, it enables structure-aware slicing, which
shows the internal tissues, and also the anatomical context of
the placenta. The positive outcome of our conducted survey
indicates that our technique may open new possibilities for
in utero placenta examinations.

We see several directions for future work. One of the
most interesting extensions is to integrate secondary tissue
information, for example obtained by diffusion weighted
imaging. According to the experts, the ability to compare the
entire surface of multiple placentas is highly relevant and
potentially will increase our understanding of the placental
attachment to the uterine wall.
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Multiscale Visualization and Scale-Adaptive Modification
of DNA Nanostructures

Haichao Miao, Elisa De Llano, Johannes Sorger, Yasaman Ahmadi, Tadija Kekic,
Tobias Isenberg, M. Eduard Gröller, Ivan Barišić, and Ivan Viola

Abstract—We present an approach to represent DNA nanostructures in varying forms of semantic abstraction, describe ways to
smoothly transition between them, and thus create a continuous multiscale visualization and interaction space for applications in
DNA nanotechnology. This new way of observing, interacting with, and creating DNA nanostructures enables domain experts to
approach their work in any of the semantic abstraction levels, supporting both low-level manipulations and high-level visualization and
modifications. Our approach allows them to deal with the increasingly complex DNA objects that they are designing, to improve their
features, and to add novel functions in a way that no existing single-scale approach offers today. For this purpose we collaborated with
DNA nanotechnology experts to design a set of ten semantic scales. These scales take the DNA’s chemical and structural behavior
into account and depict it from atoms to the targeted architecture with increasing levels of abstraction. To create coherence between
the discrete scales, we seamlessly transition between them in a well-defined manner. We use special encodings to allow experts to
estimate the nanoscale object’s stability. We also add scale-adaptive interactions that facilitate the intuitive modification of complex
structures at multiple scales. We demonstrate the applicability of our approach on an experimental use case. Moreover, feedback from
our collaborating domain experts confirmed an increased time efficiency and certainty for analysis and modification tasks on complex
DNA structures. Our method thus offers exciting new opportunities with promising applications in medicine and biotechnology.

Index Terms—Nano, nanotechnology, assembly, multiscale, abstraction, DNA, origami, scale-adaptive modification

1 INTRODUCTION

All organisms have their construction plan stored in the exceptional
macromolecule DNA. While the data storage capability of DNA using
the four bases Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Thymine (T) and Guanine (G)
is broadly recognized, other outstanding features are less known. For
instance, DNA double-helix molecules are extremely stable: they have
a length of several centimeters but a diameter of just two nanometers
(nms). Due to its great chemical stability, DNA can even be recovered
from fossils several hundreds of thousands of years old [37]. Moreover,
DNA can also fold into chemically reactive 3D structures such as the
horseradish peroxidase mimicking G-quadruplex, which is an important
signal reporter in biotechnological applications [49]. These properties
as well as its sequence-dependent self-assembly capability and modern
automated DNA production facilities have led to DNA becoming a
building material for complex 2D and 3D nanoscale objects.

The resulting potential applications in medicine and biotechnology
have caused DNA nanostructure research to progress rapidly. DNA
vessels to transport and release drugs specifically at cancer cells, e. g.,
have been proposed [3, 16]. Andersen et al. [3] presented a DNA box
with a controllable lid that can trap a cargo inside. Even significantly
more complex structures such as DNA robots have already been de-
veloped [43]. With the increasing complexity of DNA nanostructures,
however, novel computational DNA design concepts are needed be-
cause the current tools have been developed just for simple, static DNA
objects. The current in silico design of nanoscale objects is a convo-
luted process. The user has to manually consider many aspects to create
a reliable structure that can be self-assembled in vitro later on.
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We address this problem with a new multiscale visualization that
allows experts to deal with DNA nanostructure objects of increasing
complexity, to observe, inspect, and manipulate them at the level best
suited for a given task, and to connect the different levels with each
other using a continuous semantic abstraction that distributes the com-
plexity among the scales. This approach allows domain experts to break
down the DNA building blocks of their nanostructures into different
distinguishable parts and thus different descriptions at several levels.
Beginning at the lowest level of the atoms with their bonds, our seman-
tic abstraction gradually simplifies the depiction and allows the experts
to deal with increasingly complex nanoscale objects and their intended
behavior. Moreover, we describe interactions with our representation
that are designed in such a way that they are interpreted similarly,
regardless of the scale at which they are being used. We implement
our approach using a custom data hierarchy for DNA nanostructures
within SAMSON [35], an established tool for the adaptive modeling
and simulation of nanosystems. In summary, we contribute

• a problem characterization of designing DNA nanostructures and
analyzing the problem from the perspective of visualization,

• the enhancement of the nanostructure design process by reducing
complexity through a continuous semantic abstraction of the DNA
representation across many multiple scales,

• the integration of consecutive detailed and abstracted representa-
tions and the seamless, cohesive transition between them,

• scale-adaptive interactions that facilitate consistent manipulations
of the nanoscale objects on multiple scales, and thus

• a general visual representation of DNA nanostructures that is able
to depict the result according to different DNA design concepts.

2 DNA NANOSTRUCTURES

The creation of nanoscale architecture consists of two steps: (1) the
object design on the computer and (2) work in the laboratory to ex-
perimentally test the design. Because it can take weeks to months
to carry out the experiments and finally assemble the objects in vitro,
the computational design is crucial in assessing whether the structure
will self-assemble in vitro. Visualization thus plays an essential role
in optimizing an efficient in silico design of these structures. Before
discussing the related work on molecular visualization and the require-
ments for our new multiscale visualization, we review the domain
background and terminology.



2.1 DNA

DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is a macromolecule that consist of two
single strands, paired and twisted around each other to form the char-
acteristic double helix structure. The single-stranded DNA consists of
smaller units called nucleotides or bases (A, G, C, T). A nucleotide is
composed of a backbone and a side-chain. The backbone comprises
a sugar with an attached nitrogenous base and a phosphate group.
Nucleotides are connected via the phosphate group (5’ end) with the
sugar of the next nucleotide (3’ end). Single-stranded DNA can bind to
another strand via hydrogen bonds at their side-chains using base pair
complementarity: T bonds with A and G bonds with C. A sequence
of these nucleotides defines the specificity under which two single
strands can be paired to create the double-stranded DNA, or duplex.
Researchers in the field of DNA nanotechnology use these outstanding
properties to manufacture custom shapes from synthetic DNA.

2.2 DNA Assembly Concepts

In 1982, Seeman [46] proposed to use the base pairing rules to bind
parts of DNA strands together. Since then, DNA has become a building
material for complex 2D and 3D nanoscale objects due to its sequence-
dependent self-assembly capability and the establishment of modern
automated DNA production facilities. In the last decade, three different
design approaches were developed to create DNA nanostructures: DNA
origami, wireframe, and DNA tiles. The general principle, however, is
the same—they all are based on folding a DNA strand by making the
parts of the sequence complementary to different strands. The specific
DNA sequences thus have to be determined beforehand to facilitate the
spontaneous assembly. The long strand is therefore often referred to as
scaffold, while short strands are called helper or staple strands.

The most popular DNA nanostructure designs are based on a tech-
nique referred to as DNA origami [41]. It uses hundreds of 20–60
bases helper strands to fold a long DNA scaffold (approx. 7300 bases)
into a condensed DNA object. High magnesium concentrations are re-
quired to facilitate the folding reaction and to stabilize the DNA origami
nanostructures. The software caDNAno [14] supports the design of
such objects [17]. In caDNAno, the user draws the schematic target
structure in two orthogonal 2D interfaces. The rules of DNA origami
are then embedded into the schematic representation. This process
facilitates fast prototyping and provides the domain experts, in combi-
nation with external online resources such as Cando [28], information
on the stability of the structure. Furthermore, the schematic approach
of caDNAno always aligns the duplex in parallel in one of the 2D views,
whereas the target structure is three-dimensional. This setup requires
the user to mentally reconstruct the 3D shape, for example to understand
design constraints. To address this problem, caDNAno also provides a
3D interface that depicts the duplexes of the target structure as tubes.
Detailed information on its composition, however, are only available in
the 2D schematic view. The schematic view, therefore, is appreciated
by many researchers for its high flexibility. With progressively intricate
designs of nanoscale objects, the schematic view becomes overloaded
with many connections and is, therefore, increasingly difficult to read.
In our work, we ensure that we can load caDNAno designs and then
propose our multiscale visualization as a complementary approach to
enhance the current workflow.

In contrast to DNA origami, the so-called wireframe design ap-
proach allows experts to create nanostructures that are stable at physio-
logical ion concentrations, a characteristic that is important for potential
in vivo applications. The wireframe structures also comprise a long
scaffold and short helper strands but are less condensed and, thus,
structurally more flexible. vHelix [8] and Daedalus [29] are the most
popular tools to create these DNA objects. Daedalus uses an automatic
approach [52] that takes a closed polyhedron as an input and produces
the scaffold and staple strands in the atom representation as the result.
This process, however, leaves the user with little control and only the
high-level target geometry can be modified as an input. The other tool,
vHelix [7], defines a pipeline for creating the target geometry using
several scripts. vHelix allows the user to interact with the object on a
nucleotide level such as breaking bonds or placing new nucleotides. In

contrast to Daedalus, however, less symmetrical structures are created
and the pipeline works only semi-automatically.

Both Daedalus and vHelix need to route the scaffold over all edges
of a target geometry. This approach is equivalent to finding an Eulerian
circuit in a graph whose nodes and edges are the vertices and edges of
the target geometry. Moreover, this problem is NP-hard [18] and both
tools handle this complexity differently. vHelix might introduce dupli-
cated edges to ensure a solution to the problem and runs an efficient
systematic search to find an optimal routing. Daedalus, in contrast,
doubles all edges and introduces new vertices to produce a cycle graph
where finding an Eulerian circuit is a trivial problem. After the routing
is finished, both tools apply different stapling algorithms to complete
the DNA nanostructure. The disadvantage of this method is that, once
the Eulerian circuit has been calculated and we wish to introduce new
edges, the whole computation has to be repeated. We see our proposed
method as complementary to these design concepts as we facilitate in-
tuitive manipulations on all levels of detail, which is difficult to achieve
with the existing methods.

The third design approach is based on DNA tiles that form periodic
and large DNA nanostructures such as tubes and sheets. A single tile
comprises only a few short single strands and is, in general, designed
by hand due to its low complexity.

2.3 Overall In-Silico Design
In all of the mentioned three concepts, the experts start by creating an
abstract description of the targeted geometry—a high-level plan of the
objects they want to create. They describe the overall shape by vertices,
edges, and sizes—without much attention to DNA-specific structural
behavior. Next, they route the scaffold strand to create the overall
shape and then place staples along the scaffold to fixate the shape. This
process creates crossovers at appropriate locations to join parts of the
scaffold together. The sequence of a strand also determines the stability
and structural behavior [36], both of which have to be considered
carefully during the process. For example, the melting temperature
is assessed by the experts using external tools to roughly understand
the stability conditions of the structure [28]. With this assessment in
place, the experts further optimize the structure’s stability. Finally,
the atomistic details are of interest. Low-level modifications can be
carried out on the atomic scale where the nucleotides are modified
to add additional function, such as creating binding sites for specific
molecules. When a design is finished, the experts return to high-level
tasks such as connecting different architectures with each other.

All three design principles described above allow domain experts to
create DNA nanostructures that can be assembled in vitro. However,
they are all based on modeling the DNA from scratch, rather than on
effectively modifying existing assemblies. As technology moves to-
ward increasingly intricate structures with many levels of detail, better
computational tools are needed to assist in the design process. Optimal
tools would support an iterative design process in which experts exam-
ine the created structures at many levels of abstraction. This multiscale
approach would allow them to assess the global shape and function as
well as the mentioned smaller-scale and low-level properties.

The ability to inspect and modify the structure at many different
levels of detail is thus essential for the whole process. High-level tasks
are tedious to be carried out on a low-level representation, and vice
versa. A multiscale approach would allow the experts to effectively
assemble and test designs in silico, before testing them in vitro. For
this purpose, we extend the assembly concepts described above with
a multiscale visualization approach that supports the inspection and
modification of DNA nanostructures in a scale-adaptive way.

3 RELATED WORK

Visual models of biomolecular structures used for the depiction of
DNA at atomistic detail can be divided into atomistic models and
into illustrative (visually abstracted) models [20]. Atomistic models
directly depict the chemical bonds or the surface of a molecule. Such a
realistic depiction is necessary if the atomic structure itself is essential
for determining molecular properties. The bonds convey the chemical
properties of a molecule and are most commonly represented by (ball



and) stick models. We use this representation in our Scale 2. Surface
models, in contrast, depict the interface between a molecule and its
environment. Kozlikova et al. [25, 26] and Alharbi et al. [2] gave a
comprehensive overview of such atomistic representations.

In large-scale models like a complex DNA machinery, large num-
bers of atoms have to be displayed simultaneously. To facilitate the
rendering of such complex scenes at interactive rates, many approaches
use instancing and proxy geometry/impostor rendering [6, 31, 32]. In
addition, illustrative and abstract models are used to convey features
that are not or hardly visible in realistic atomistic visual representations.
Further, they allow for a sparse, occlusion reducing representation of
the dense atomistic data. Especially in large molecule complexes like
DNA strands, higher-level molecular properties such as the overall
shape and the chemical stability are typically of more interest than the
atomistic detail. With the introduction of a cartoon representation for
molecules [40], other abstract illustrations emerged, such as ribbons
to schematize the helix structure, or arrows to indicate the secondary
structures of molecules [22, 53]. These visually abstracted represen-
tations are, specifically used for the visualization of DNA (and RNA)
structures. The ladder-like double helix of the DNA is typically rep-
resented by a ribbon or tube for the phosphate-sugar backbone and
by sticks or ellipsoids for the nucleotide bases. We use several such
abstractions in the higher scales of our representation.

Ellipsoids [1] and beads/spheres are used as generic abstractions
for coarse-grained representations of DNA structures. A related rep-
resentation was chosen by Benson et al. [7], which relied on spheres
and arrows to depict the nucleotides and their direction in the design
of DNA wireframe structures. The authors colored the spheres to in-
dicate their affiliation to the respective staple or scaffold strand. We
extend this idea and separate the information encoded in the spheres
into our Scales 3–4 (see Fig. 2). Coarse-grained abstractions, in gen-
eral, significantly reduce the geometric and visual complexity while
retaining the high-level shape of a structure [13,48]. Many of the listed
examples are supported as standard representations by a wide range of
molecular visualization tools (VMD [23], PyMOL [44], Chimera [15],
and Maestro [45]) that are also used by our partners. In contrast to
the visually more abstract coarse-grained representations, Cipriano and
Gleicher [10] simplified the form directly from the molecular surfaces
to preserve significant shape features and use surface glyphs to visually
encode additional properties. In another approach, Cipriano et al. [11]
used multiscale shape descriptors for surface meshes to statistically
characterize surface regions of varying size. Later, Cipriano et al. [12]
proposed a web-based tool for the analysis of molecular surfaces. The
underlying algorithm abstracts the natural bumpiness of molecular sur-
faces, while preserving large-scale structural features. Ertl et al. [19]
combined isosurfaces of the ion density around molecules with stream-
lines that indicate ion direction and velocity to analyze the motion of
ions around the DNA in a nanopore. In our case, the overall shape
of the DNA structure and, consequently, of the double helix is of the
highest importance. In Scale 3, we abstract the atoms that of individual
nucleotides into spheres that correspond to a beads representation. In-
stead of using molecule shapes, we derive the visual properties of the
various scales from the atom positions and the chemical properties.

Additional properties of molecular structures such as the base pair
type or the chemical stability can be included in the three-dimensional
representation of the molecules [6] or can be conveyed by multiple
linked views. Bernier et al. [9], for instance, used a combination of
1D plots, 2D sequence diagrams, and 3D visualizations for the visual
analysis of RNA structures in ribosomes. We directly encode the
information in the color of the abstracted representations.

Approaches that support multiple molecular representations have
also been proposed by several authors. Bajaj et al. [6] revealed molec-
ular properties by blending together several biochemically sensitive
level of details of molecular representations. Guo et al. [21] transi-
tioned between LOD representations based on view distance. Van
der Zwan et al. [33, 51] seamlessly transformed the visualization of
a molecule along three independent abstraction axes: the structural
abstraction level, the visual stylization, and the support of spatial per-
ception. Krone et al. [27] proposed a molecular surface extraction

approach that can also be used for LoD renderings. The user can in-
teractively adjust on a continuous scale the display of structural detail
between atomic resolution and various levels of surface abstractions.
We apply the same principle of seamless transitions between different
representations of molecules. However, in our case the different visual
scales are specifically designed to support certain tasks and we cover a
large range of semantic scales. Asbury et al. [4] offered a visualization
of the human genome at multiple scales with the GENOME tool. Simi-
larly to our solution, each scale is intended to support a specific task.
In GENOME, however, the different scales are displayed in separate
windows while we provide a single interactive view.

4 MULTISCALE DNA NANOSTRUCTURE VISUALIZATION

The overall goal with this work is to address the needs of our collabo-
rators for a better visualization and interaction support for designing
DNA nanostructures as outlined in Sect. 2. For this purpose, we started
to closely cooperate with a team of domain scientists working on DNA-
based molecular diagnostics and DNA nanotechnology. Their research
interest focuses on the development of highly innovative detection
technologies including the creation of a cell-drilling DNA robot [5].

We started with a planning period over several months that Mun-
zner [34] would describe as the characterization of the domain. During
this time, we had six meetings involving junior and senior researchers
from the visualization and the DNA nanotechnology fields to brain-
storm research challenges and to discuss multiple conceptual ideas to
address these challenges. Our main problem here was to find the appro-
priate visual encoding for the DNA nanostructure design-process. The
resulting discussions of different forms of abstraction for the DNA led
to the insight that no single visual encoding would suffice to depict the
intricate structures, in particular if also taking the interactive modeling
aspect into account. We thus began to integrate several semantically
different representations into a multiscale visualization.

Subsequently, this paper’s first author (FA) joined the DNA nan-
otechnology group and spent 2.5 days per week for 3 months with them.
Most closely involved in the discussions and the development of the
concept were two domain experts, a female PhD student in physics
and computational biology (C1, 30 years old) and the male Principal
Investigator with a background in molecular biology (C2, 35 years
old). In addition, a PhD student in chemistry (C3, female, 31 years old)
focusing on DNA origami design and a PhD student in bioinformatics
(C4, 28 years old, male) working on atomic details provided additional
feedback throughout the development. C1 and C3 had a year of expe-
rience, and C4 had less than one year of experience working on DNA
nanostructure modeling/design, while C2 had 10 years of experience in
single-stranded DNA design. All of them are co-authors of this paper.
Occasionally, also other group members were consulted.

The core team consisting of C1–4 and the FA further developed the
concept and the integration of the visualization into the software used by
the domain experts. The FA conducted a number of informal interviews
about the domain experts’ workflow and interaction challenges. Based
on this, the FA together with C1–4 developed, in multiple iterations,
the concept of using several distinct semantic levels of abstraction
of the DNA structures, occasionally discussing the concept with the
remaining authors of the paper. The FA reported the progress in regular
presentations to the DNA nanotechnology group, where he gathered
additional feedback to improve the concept. The implementation was
carried out mainly by the FA and C1.

4.1 Overall Approach
With our multiscale visualization we do not aim to show different
spatial scales (i. e., sizes) of the DNA macromolecules. Instead, we
intend to display different semantic levels of abstraction. Each of these
semantic levels is based on or inspired by traditional representations
and fulfills a well defined purpose by highlighting specific features of
the structure. While some of these scales reduce the level of detail of
the depicted structures, others adapt the visually encoded information.
Moreover, we order the semantic abstractions and allow the experts
to seamlessly transition between them (see Fig. 1)—inspired by the
continuous transition between primary and secondary structures for
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Fig. 1: The DNA’s atomic details are increasingly abstracted and seamlessly transitioned across ten semantic scales. Based on this
multiscale visualization, scientists apply operations such as DNA strand breaking, concatenating, and connecting at different scales.

proteins from van der Zwan et al. [51]. In our approach, however,
we not only explore a much higher number of abstraction stages and
connect the molecular data to abstract, higher-level geometric struc-
tures (e. g., wireframe representations) but also designed a number of
interaction techniques that can be applied in a scale-adaptive fashion.
This means that the interactions can be applied in a similar way at a
number of levels (lower part of Fig. 1) and the specific interpretation is
then automatically adjusted to the given level. This combined approach
is thus novel not only in the field of visualization but also, for the first
time, allows the scientists to inspect important aspects of the structures
such as chemical stability, overall shape, and potential connection sites
to other structures in a way that would be difficult to assess in a single
visual scale. In addition, the different scales offer different entry points
for editing the structures as we will discuss later in Sect. 4.4.

In the following detailed discussion we demonstrate our visual encod-
ing on a sample dataset of a cube-shaped wireframe structure (Fig. 2).
The cube was generated by our partners using the method described
by Veneziano et al. [52]. Although it is a simple geometric primitive,
a cube can be used as a basis for creating more intricate structures,
as demonstrated by Andersen et al. [3]. The edges are built by two
parallel DNA duplexes with 31 base pairs (bps) each, the edge length is
10.5 nm, and the entire cube consists of 1608 nucleotides (nts), 32903
atoms, one scaffold strand, and 20 staples.

4.2 Ten Semantic Levels of Abstraction
We begin the description at the lowest levels of abstraction. Scales 0–2
thus depict the DNA structures at the highest level of detail available,
i. e., at atomic resolution. The main purpose of these scales is to
facilitate manipulations of nucleotides on an atomic level. Such edits
of the atomic structure are typically localized to particular sites to
change the function of specific nucleotides. It is important that atomic
composition and local and global geometry are easily available to
scientists in order to complete these tasks. With input from our partners,
we thus created three different visual encodings of the atomic structures
that highlight various aspects.

In Scale 0 we display the atoms and bonds in the licorice represen-
tation (Fig. 2(a)). The atom type is indicated by color. This common
visualization is appreciated by our collaborators for its representation
of the atomic bonds that hardly occlude the overall structure. Moreover,
it allows them to efficiently spot the molecular geometry, e. g., the
hexagonal and pentagonal shapes of the bases.

Scale 1 uses the sticks representation of the atoms and bonds
(Fig. 2(b)). Here the bonds are thicker, i. e., the cylinders have a radius
of 0.3Å. This scale conveys the structure of the entire molecule better
than Scale 0, especially if observed from a greater distance.

Scale 2 shows only the atoms as balls with a radius of 0.35Å, without
bonds (Fig. 2(c)), highlighting the different atoms of the DNA.

Next, in Scales 3 and 4 we represent each nucleotide as a sphere
with a radius of 1.6Å that we call nucleosphere. By reducing the visual
clutter of Scales 0–2 we achieve a cleaner depiction of the overall

geometric structure and a more direct representation of the chemical
composition of the DNA strands. The color of each nucleosphere
indicates one of the four bases (T: orange; A: green; G: yellow; C:
pink). The connection of the backbone is depicted by cylinders between
the spheres with radii 0.32Å. This encoding allows the scientists to
analyze the sequence of the DNA strands. Scale 3 and 4 differ from
each other in the spatial encoding of the nucleotides, each encoding
conveying a different aspect of the helix structure.

We newly developed the spatial encoding of nucleotides in Scale 3.
Here we highlight the potential crossovers between helical DNA strands.
These crossovers are exploited in DNA nanotechnology to connect a
long strand at different locations. Because crossovers can only appear at
locations where the strands come close (i. e., where the double helices
turn towards each other), we encode their proximity (Fig. 2(d)). Exist-
ing crossovers are displayed by long gray connections between double
helices. We position the spheres in this scale at the center of mass of
the atoms in the sugar and the phosphor group, with the weight of each
atom set to 1—this weight standardization is crucial for the depiction
of the helix turns. Taking the actual atomic weight into account would
result in an irregular pathway of the single strands.

The nucleosphere layout in Scale 4 more clearly shows the nu-
cleotide pairs (Fig. 2(e)). We achieve this representation by setting
the nucleosphere positions to the centers of the side-chains. The small
turns of the double helices make it easy to observe the pathway of
the single strand as well as of the duplex. In more densely packed
scenes, this compressed spatial encoding also better conveys the strands
that are part of the same duplex. Potential crossovers, however, are
more difficult to spot. We deliberately omit the explicit depiction of
connections between paired nucleotides to avoid an otherwise cluttered
representation. Moreover, the pairing information can be read from
spatial proximity alone, according to our collaborators.

In most DNA designs, a long scaffold strand is used as discussed
in Sect. 2. While the location, length, and sequence of the staple strands
can be adapted during the modification of DNA structures, the scaffold
strand and its sequence remain constant. In Scale 5 we thus visually
separate the scaffold strand from the staple strands (Fig. 2(f)) to allow
the scientists to focus on the composition of the staples. We achieve the
explicit visual separation by replacing the nucleosphere representation
of Scale 4 with what is called the single-strand representation. The
single strand is uniformly depicted as a gray tube of radius 1.6Å.

In Scales 6 and 7 we display the scaffold and staple strands in the
single-strand representation. We abandon the nucleosphere base infor-
mation to allow the scientists to focus on the strands’ spatial composi-
tion. To visually separate the staple strands from the scaffold, we color
them using a set of eight colors. We call this representation plaiting
due to its resemblance to basket plaiting. Analogous to Scales 3 and 4,
Scales 6 and 7 differ in their spatial strand layout.

In Scale 6, we route the single strands along the nucleobases (analo-
gous to Scale 4). This representation clearly shows how the scaffold
is approximating the geometric shape of the intended target structure
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Fig. 2: The ten scales of our multiscale visualization, from high
detail (lowest abstraction) to low detail (highest abstraction).

(the cube in our example). Fig. 2(g) shows how the three edges come
together at each vertex of the cube and demonstrates that the edges, at
each high-level geometry vertex, are held together by one staple strand.
Along the high-level edge, one staple holds two parts of the scaffold
together, thus creating rigidity. The long straight edges of the staples
at crossover locations are a result of this spatial encoding and do not
contain any nucleotides, which would be revealed in a lower scale.

Scale 7, in contrast, depicts the strands along the backbone of the
DNA (analogous to Scale 3) to indicate the locations of potential
crossovers. While Scale 3 depicts the nucleotide details of the strands,
it can be difficult to determine the specific strand to which a sequence
of nucleotides actually belongs, especially in cluttered structures. The
more abstract representation in Scale 7 clearly separates the individual
staple strands from each other, enabling the user a stronger focus on
potential crossovers between individual strands. In Fig. 2(h) the arrow
indicates a potential crossover location of the scaffold.

In Scale 8 we merge the paired strands of a double helix into a single
tube representing the duplex (Fig. 2(i)), placing it along the center of the
two paired strands. This highly abstract representation of the double
helix allows the scientist to focus on higher-level properties of the
design that are otherwise difficult to see. In this scale, we highlight in
red the non-paired regions at the vertices of the target structure. These

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Two metrics for assessing stability: (a) the melting
temperature (20–75°C) and (b) the Gibbs free energy (0 to
−10.000 kcal/mol). Both properties are mapped to a color
scale (red: low stability; blue: high stability).

regions are of particular interest because, in wireframe designs, staple
strands that span over two adjacent edges are used. At these points, the
DNA double helices have to bend and it has been shown that unpaired
sequences such as those depicted in red can help bending (a sequence
of Ts or polyT) [47]. The polyT region can also be observed in Scale 5,
but Scale 8 more clearly shows that each vertex of the cube is modeled
with three polyT regions. In addition, the target structure’s geometric
shape as well as the crossovers and junctions between duplexes become
clearer. The zoomed-in view in Fig. 2(i), for instance, shows that the
cube edge has three crossovers.

Scale 9, finally, depicts the input geometry from the mesh-based
DNA structure generation ( [7,52]). It allows the scientists to verify how
faithful the structure generation algorithm approximated their input
design. The two parallel strands of Fig. 2(i) represent a single edge of
the cube in Fig. 2(j). Angles between edges can be clearly inspected
at this scale, an aspect that is of great importance to our partners. For
example, it is suspected that certain angles have an adverse effect on
the structure’s overall stability.

Together, the ten scales are the foundation of our visualization ap-
proach. Next we describe a number of specific representations for
visualizing local properties, before focusing on the seamless interpola-
tion of the scales and the interactions they facilitate.

4.3 Stability Assessment

One challenge in DNA nanotechnology is to create structures that are
stable under many conditions. The melting temperature is a metric that
is widely employed to analyze the stability of two-paired synthetic DNA
strands. It is defined as the temperature at which 50% of the sample
has denaturated to single-stranded DNA and can be computed using
a thermodynamical model [42]. Binding regions with a high melting
temperature thus are more stable than those with a lower temperature.

The Gibbs free energy [42] is another stability metric. It is related
to the melting temperature, is relevant in DNA structure design, and
is important for our collaborators. For negative energies, the binding
reaction is spontaneous and the duplex state is preferred over the single-
stranded state. This means binding regions with negative energy are
more stable than regions with a positive one.

We thus included both metrics in our visual encoding to allow the sci-
entists to identify potentially unstable parts of the structure and to inter-
actively optimize them with the operations introduced in Sect. 5. First,
we define the binding regions for which the metrics are computed—i. e.,
those parts of the duplex that are not interrupted by an end or a junction.
Then, we map both metrics to a color scale between red and blue and
display them at each binding region directly on the scaffold strand to in-
dicate the local stability (Fig. 3). Both metrics can be displayed at those
scales where the scaffold is displayed as a single strand, i. e., in Scales
5–7. In Scale 5, the scientists can analyze the nucleotide sequence that
is responsible for the stability. Complementary to this analysis, Scale 6
and 7 show the influence of the staple length and binding regions on
these properties. We also allow the users to toggle the visibility of the
staple strands when activating the depiction of either metric (Fig. 3).



Fig. 4: Seamless transitions between two neighboring scales through linear interpolation.

4.4 Seamless Transitions Between Scales

Beyond the individual scale representations discussed so far, for being
able to successfully interpret and effectively work with the semantic
scales the scientists have to be able to mentally integrate the depicted
information. We assist them in this task with a seamless transition
between the scales, which supports mental integrations better than
multiple linked views. In our case, the latter would require at least ten
independent views, reducing the space available for each individual
view. We thus co-register all scales with each other on the data level and
then linearly interpolate between the corresponding positions, radii, and
colors of the displayed visual elements. This interpolation allows the
viewer to understand the relationship between the scales and interpret
their composition correctly. Fig. 4 demonstrates the transition between
the scales, showing the scales and the results of the interpolation half-
way in-between each pair of consecutive scales.

The transitions between the atomic scales (Scales 0–2) are straight-
forward: the radii of the bonds and atoms are linearly interpolated.
Next (Scales 2–3), we grow, relocate, and change the colors of the
atoms until they merge into nucleotides. At the same time, we let a tube
appear to represent the backbone and, later, the connection between the
nucleospheres. As we transit from Scale 3 to Scale 4 we relocate the
nucleospheres from their backbone positions to the newly developed
side-chain arrangement. To move to the plaiting representation from
here, we first grow the connecting backbone tube of the scaffold strand
until it hides the nucleospheres (Scale 5), before doing the same for the
staples (Scale 6). Next, we relocate the scaffold and staples back to
their backbone positions (Scale 7). Then we relocate both and merge
them into a single double helix representation depicted in blue (Scale 8).
The final transition merges parallel double duplexes into single edges
of the target geometry (Scale 9), in particular to allow the scientists to
understand the scaffold routing along the edges of the target structure.
This transition avoids Schlegel diagrams to project the geometry from
3D to 2D for demonstrating the scaffold routing as done in previous
work [7, 52]. In practice, scientists can precisely and intuitively transi-
tion between the ten scales using a slider or by direct scale entry and
thus relate neighboring scales to each other.

5 SCALE-ADAPTIVE DNA MODIFICATION

In addition to having a visualization that allows the scientists to view, ex-
plore, and understand the different abstraction levels, an essential goal
of our work is to enable them to make modifications to their designs.
Such operations are crucial for increasing a structure’s chemical and
structural stability as well as for the assembly of individual structures
into more complex architectures or even robots. These interactions,
however, are not independent from the multiscale visualization, but
have to be applied to a specific or a range of semantic abstraction levels,
depending on the given task. Therefore, we created scale-adaptive mod-
ifications of the DNA structure at all scales where individual strands are
visible. With scale adaptive we refer to the execution of each operation
so that it is adapted to the semantic granularity, i. e., the visual level of
abstraction of each scale. The same operation can thus be carried out on
atoms, nucleotides, or single strands, but with an impact that is consis-
tent across all scales. Visual elements can be selected across all scales
for this purpose. In Fig. 5, for instance, the selection is carried out
directly in Scale 4 by simply clicking on a nucleosphere—in contrast
to individually selecting all scattered atoms/bonds of a nucleotide.

Below we first describe three basic operations that we currently sup-
port. Then, we discuss how these operations are applied in three specific
tasks that are essential for the modification of DNA nanostructures.

5.1 Basic Scale-Adaptive Operations

All of our modifications are single-strand operations, which are widely
employed in DNA manipulation. They can be carried out on the atomic
scales (0–2), the nucleotide scales (3–5), and the single-strand scales
(5–7). It does not make sense, however, to carry out single-strand
operations on Scales 8–9, as they are visual encodings of higher-level
abstractions, such as duplexes and edges. Nevertheless, the results of
the operations are visible on all scales. To facilitate the manipulations,
we allow the scientists to select visualization elements based on the
depicted scale. On the atomic and nucleotide scales, individual atoms,
nucleotides, or the bonds between them can be selected. On single-
strand scales, a specific position on the strand can be selected which,
internally, corresponds to a specific nucleotide within the strand.

Strand Breaking: This operation breaks the DNA backbone by
removing the bond between the P and O 3’ end atom in the 3’ end direc-
tion, splitting one strand into two. Experts use this modification to cut
strands, to shorten them, or to prepare them for crossovers. Depending
on the scale, users can break a bond directly between specific atoms
(Scales 0–2), between specific nucleotides (Scales 3–5), or between
specific locations on a DNA strand (Scales 6–7). On the nucleotide and
single-strand scales, we thus remove the bond that corresponds to the 3’
end direction of a selected nucleotide. On the atomic scales, scientists
specify the specific atom at a bond location between nucleotides or the
bond itself that they want to remove. We propagate the effect of this
operation to every scale as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5.

Strand Concatenating: This operation is inverse to strand breaking
and is also shown in Fig. 5. Two strands can be merged if their 3’ and
5’ nucleotide ends are direct neighbors. Analogous to strand breaking,
for Scales 3–7 we add the bond that corresponds to the 3’ end direction
of a selected nucleotide. In Scale 0–2, the scientists have again full
control and can select the specific atoms to create a new bond. With
such strand concatenating operations scientists can create crossovers
and merge several short strands into a single longer one.

Strand Connecting: In contrast to strand concatenation, strand
connecting joins two single strands by adding a user-specified sequence
of nucleotides (Fig. 6). Scientists use this operation to make a longer
connection between two strands. The number of nucleotides that are
necessary to bridge the gap between disconnected strand ends can be
manually adjusted and is estimated. We divide the length between
the two selected ends by the approximate radius of a nucleotide. Our
collaborators estimate this radius to be 0.35 nm in analogy to B-DNA
structural properties, even though we are manipulating single-stranded
DNA. We then ask the user to specify the desired nucleotide sequence
(see dialog in Fig. 9(b)). We place this sequence on a straight line
between the previously selected nucleotides. We intentionally do not
pair the newly created single strand with a complementary strand.
Therefore, it does not have the characteristic helix shape. Moreover,
the number of nucleotides in the sequence considerably influences the
conformation of atoms. The atom placement can thus only be accurately
calculated by a molecular dynamics simulation, which is outside the
scope of this work. In contrast to the other elementary operations, the
strand connecting operation also does not make sense for Scales 1 and
2 because it would be too tedious.

5.2 Applications in DNA Structure Modeling

The scale-adaptive basic operations are illustrated with three higher-
level operations, frequently carried out by our collaborators for DNA
structure modeling.

Strand Merging: Short strands have a negative impact on the struc-
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Fig. 5: Breaking & concatenating single strands, in multiple scales. After changes are done in one scale, we propagate the effects to
other scales. Breaking a single strand does not break the double strand, thus Scales 8 and 9 are not visually affected.
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Fig. 6: Strand connection with a user-specified sequence. Here, atomic scales are out of scope because the atom and bond
conformation is subject to molecular dynamics simulations. The higher-level representations in Scales 8 and 9 are also out of scope.

(a) Two staples to be concatenated. (b) Crossover removed.

(c) Concatenating staple ends. (d) After merging.

Fig. 7: Strand Merging. The green and violet staple strands are
to be merged. First the crossover is removed by breaking the
strand. The strand ends are then concatenated. Views in other
scales are included manually for demonstration purposes.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8: Creating crossovers using scale-adaptive operations: (a)
at a potential scaffold crossover location (arrow), the scaffold is
broken, (b) first the right strand then (c) the left strand; (d) the
newly created ends are concatenated.

ture’s chemical stability. The scientist may merge two short staples to
form a longer strand as shown in Fig. 7. The scientist starts by selecting
the respective position to interrupt the crossover of a staple (green in
Fig. 7(a)). As mentioned above, Scale 6 is well suited for this task
because it prominently shows the crossovers. This operation results
in two new, separate strands (green and brown in Fig. 7(b)). Next,
the scientist applies the strand concatenation operation to connect the
previously separate staples. First the brown and the purple strands in
our example are connected to yield the longer purple strand in Fig. 7(c).
Then the purple and the green strands are connected (see Fig. 7(d)). The
result of the operations is a longer single staple, without a crossover.
The closeups in Fig. 7 demonstrate how the scale-adaptive operations
are propagated to the nucleotide and atomic scales.

Crossover Removal & Creation: The strand merging operation
just discussed was demonstrated for the important operation of remov-
ing a crossover. In addition to this crossover removal, DNA nanostruc-

(a) Before (5’ and 3’ end selected). (b) Sequence input.

(c) Connected staple. (d) Added sequence.

Fig. 9: Prolonging staples with a user specified input sequence.

ture design often requires the opposite operation: creating a crossover.
Scientists thus start by inspecting the structures for potential crossover
locations, which our Scales 3 and 7 support best. If the double he-
lices are aligned in parallel, these locations appear every 10.5 base-
pairs at one full helix turn. For example, Fig. 8(a) shows a potential
crossover in the scaffold strand (gray), indicated by an arrow. Again
using strand breaking, scientists interrupt the previously continuous
scaffold (Fig. 8(b) and (c)). Then they re-connect the loose ends using
strand concatenating operations to establish the crossover (Fig. 8(d)).

Strand Prolongation: Beyond the local operations, it is sometimes
also necessary to add entirely new strands. These are either new pillars
to increase the rigidity within a DNA structure or binding sites for other
molecules that can add new functional behavior to an existing structure.
For both tasks, scientists can now use the strand connecting operation
we provide. The example in Fig. 9 demonstrates this operation by
adding a diagonal to the cube. First, the scientists select two strand
ends (arrows at green and red staples in Fig. 9(a)) and then enter the
new nucleotide sequence from the 5’ to 3’ direction (Fig. 9(b)) based on
the estimated length (20.5 nm) and suggested number of 60 nucleotides.
Our strand connecting operation then adds the new strand (Fig. 9(c)),
which can also be inspected in other scales (Fig. 9(d) shows Scale 4).

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE

We implemented our concept within a nanostructure design suite, which
our partners are developing, based on the established SAMSON [35]
platform for fast prototyping in computational nanoscience. The im-
plementation can thus be used for other projects with the SAMSON



framework. Specifically, we use SAMSON’s capability for illustra-
tive rendering of geometric primitives. SAMSON itself takes care of
the specific GPU-based implementations of the primitives, while we
compute the transitions on the CPU. For our data model we directly
extend SAMSON’s data graph and its logic to realize the multiscale
visualizations and scale-adaptive modifications. We also use the ntthal
package from the Primer3 software [50, 54] for calculating both melt-
ing temperature and Gibbs free energy. Based on a loaded project, we
automatically create all scale representations. The user interface com-
prises a 3D view for basic interactions. The representation is precisely
controlled through a single slider to depict the current (interpolated)
scale. Depending on the scale, the user can select all visible elements
and apply the scale-adaptive operations through respective buttons. We
tested the implementation on a laptop with an Intel Core i7 CPU and
an Nvidia GTX 1060 GPU. For the datasets shown in this paper, we
achieve approx. 20 fps including the transitions—fast enough for a
smooth exploration and fluid interaction.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND VALIDATION

Our approach applies to structures from different concepts and we make,
e. g., no difference between DNA origami or wireframe structures.
First, we discussed the feedback on two different designs of a cage
received from focus group discussions with our collaborators. Next,
we present a case study that demonstrates how different components
can be connected with each other, to create a higher order of nanoscale
devices. We show the realization using our approach, compare it to the
existent approach, and report a tremendous increase in time efficiency.

7.1 Focus Group Discussions
The cage shown in Fig. 10(a)–(c) is a DNA origami structure with an
estimated height of 16 nm. We loaded the structure into our system and
demonstrated it to C3, the creator of this object. The familiarity with
the data allowed her to make a direct comparison to the existing tools
she was used to. In contrast to tools such as caDNAno, she immediately
appreciated the ability to analyze the structure in 3D. In contrast to
the limited 3D views, existing in some established tools, where one
“cannot see much,” she particularly appreciated our novel way to show
all important details depending on the chosen semantic scale. She
noted that the multiscale concept allows her an “all-in-one” solution
for the design of structures with modified behavior that would require
scientists with different specializations. While the design of the static
nanostructure could be done by her using Scales 3–7, another scientist
(e. g., C4) can work on the same dataset and modify the atomic details
available in the Scales 0–2. The multiscale concept thus provides them
with a collaboration possibility that did not exist before. Furthermore,
Scale 4 was appreciated for its “straightforward” representation of the
single strands and their sequences. Before, this information could only
be obtained by combining two views. Although C3 appreciated the
color coding of the nucleotides, she would have preferred an optional
labeling, especially while still unfamiliar with the software. In Scale
5, she could clearly see and understand the sequence of staples along
the paired scaffold due to the 3D depiction. For her work, she stated,
Scales 6 and 7 are the most useful ones as they allow her to inspect
the staple placements. A limitation of our approach for DNA origami
structures is, however, that we cannot display all scales: the duplex
representation of Scale 8, which is computed as the center of two paired
bases, is not available in the data and Scale 9 is missing because DNA
origami structures have no underlying geometry definition.

When asked about modifications, she saw no need to change this
structure because the design was already mature. She stated, however,
that the abstractions and visual encodings are “simple” and easy to
understand—a prerequisite for efficient modifications. C3 also asked
to see the computational predictions of the solution shape, but such
a representation would require an advanced finite-element analysis,
which is beyond the scope of this work. Furthermore, C3 suggested
to create an untwisted and parallel representation of two paired single
strands, a feature which we plan to add in the future. Overall, C3 highly
appreciated our visualizations and asked us to integrate them with her
current tools to enhance the nanostructure design workflow.

(a) Scale 1.5. (b) Scale 4. (c) Scale 6.

(d) Scale 1.5. (e) Scale 5. (f) Scale 6.

Fig. 10: A DNA origami (top) and a wireframe structure (bottom).

In a second focus group, we discussed the wireframe cage shown in
Fig. 10(d)–(f), created using the approach by Veneziano et al. [52]. This
object is larger and more complex than the cube we used as an example
throughout the paper. Our partners’ current approach for modifying
such structures is to interact on the atomic level to connect staple strands
or to change the input to the entirely automatic pipeline. Considering
the large number of atoms and bonds, this is a very tedious process
that, according to our partners, was up to now only possible in this way.
Moreover, any change to the input polyhedron has a global effect in
the current approach, resulting in the scaffold being rerouted and the
staples being replaced. With our approach, we allow the scientists to
modify the structure at all scales, always with local effects. C1 stated
that she is very satisfied with this possibility—it allows her to inspect
the structure in a “high-level” visualization that goes beyond atomistic
representations. C1 is working on the development of DNA algorithms
for wireframes, and she mentioned that our visualizations assist her a
lot in the process. In general, the edges and vertices of the targeted
architecture can be much easier recognized in Scales 3–8 than with
atomic details. The routing of the scaffold strand along the edges is an
important task, as described in Sect. 2, and can be inspected in Scales
5 and 6. The placement of staples completes the wireframe design.
According to the C1, our Scales 6–7 were often used to inspect the
placed staples. Finally, the transitions from Scale 9 to 0 allows her to
comprehend the link between the input data and the resulting DNA
wireframe design. No conventional tool provides this interaction, which
drastically simplifies the design process.

7.2 Case Study
To better understand the practical application of our tool, we created a
case study for connecting two individually designed components. The
concept of such connections is illustrated in Fig. 11(a) where a nanotube
is connected to a longer rod. With existing tools this is a difficult task.
Based on the structures modeled in caDNAno, scientists have to identify
the correct strands that are candidates for prolongation/connection
in a simple 3D viewer. Then, both components cannot be spatially
aligned in caDNAno for the connection—the scientists have to mentally
integrate both parts and their individual schematic representations.
Next, they have to consider the lengths and distances, without being
able to estimate these values from the dimensionless schematics. All
these aspects make it difficult to decide on the strands to connect and
on the lengths of the needed extensions. According to C3, such a task
takes several weeks with the existing tools. Moreover, the scientists
have to rely on their experience to be confident that the created structure
will assemble in vitro, making the existing approach temporally and
financially expensive and inefficient.

In the case study, we asked C3 to carry out exactly the same task
using our system. She started by loading the two datasets to create
the multiscale visualizations, which allowed her to quickly inspect
the structure. She first inspected the sequence and then the overall
placement of the staples and scaffold. The atomic details were not



(a) Schematic view. (b) Connection site.

(c) Side view. (d) Two components connected.

(e) Transmission electron microscopy image of the result.

Fig. 11: Connecting two components via strand prolongation.

of interest for her at this point. Because C3 was not familiar with
3D interactions, the FA assisted her by arranging the two parts to
be connected (Fig. 11(b)). C3 particularly appreciated the spatial
arrangement in the same 3D view, which allowed her to inspect both
structures for finding the best possible location for the connection.
Fig. 11(c) shows views of this inspection. Next, C3 identified six staple
strands of the rod and the nanotube, which she wanted to connect.
She applied our strand prolongation method to add the appropriate
sequences from the 5’ to 3’ direction using the same sequences as
in her traditional tools. Because C3 stated that the strand ends are
not always easy to see due to the density of the overall structure, we
deactivated the visibility of the scaffold (Fig. 11(d)). One way to
improve the interaction would be to highlight the strand ends. While
this contradicts our general design guideline of reducing the complexity
as much as possible for each scale, it would be possible to show this
information on-demand. After C3 had completed all six prolongations
(Fig. 11(d)) she inspected the connection in a close-up view in Scale
4. C3 stated that the ability to visually inspect the result with our
straightforward visualizations gave her great confidence of the resulting
stability. Finally, we exported the connected structure and compared
it to the result of the old method, verifying that it was identical. The
transmission electron microscopy image of this structure is shown in
Fig. 11(e). The entire work on this dataset took C3 less than 30 minutes,
demonstrating the potential for a much more economic design process
than is possible with existing tools. As a result, C3 and her entire team
are very satisfied with the new possibilities.

8 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

With this paper we have provided the first effective way of representing
DNA nanostructures and for allowing scientists to manipulate them. We
have achieved this result based on two fundamental contributions: First,
we derived a meaningful multiscale semantic abstraction sequence
for representing the DNA structures and, second, we introduced the
concept of scale-adaptive manipulation to facilitate manipulations.
The series of semantic abstractions starts at established atom/bond
representations via secondary and tertiary structures. These are then

connected seamlessly to the different domain of high-level geometric
shapes, which are the building blocks in nanotechnology. Moreover,
with the scale-adaptive manipulations we are the first to discuss and
solve fundamental interaction issues in abstract visualizations in which
the user freely controls the abstraction level.

With our approach we have demonstrated an application of illustra-
tive visualization concepts to a practical domain with realistic datasets
(e. g., 264,005 non-hydrogen atoms in Fig. 10(a)) and use cases from
the DNA nanotechnology field. We grounded our work by first ana-
lyzing the domain and its needs (i. e., a UWP approach [24, 30]) and
then by working embedded in the team of our collaborating domain
scientists. Throughout the work, we asked for direct feedback and,
after completing our new system, discussed its applicability to solve
their relevant tasks (VDAR evaluation [24, 30]). With this analysis we
showed the applicability of the overall visualization and interaction
design, and also demonstrated a drastic increase in time efficiency.
The implementation is integrated into the software suite used in DNA
nanotechnology and will soon be released as open source. At the time
of writing, the collaborators are in the first stages of integrating our
system into their work practices and have already completed the first
experiments based on it, as documented in Fig. 11(e).

Of course, our approach is not without limitations. The multiscale
concept only lays the foundation for basic operations to allow domain
scientists to solve essential tasks. In this ongoing project we will
continue to work on novel scale-adaptive operations for multiple scales
to create advanced multi-component complexes. Multiple levels of
semantic abstractions, for example, may leave us with an extreme
number of primitives to display in high-detail scales. Currently we are
limited to datasets that have less than half a million of atoms. Larger
assemblies can no longer be rendered at high-enough refresh rates. We
are exploring the use of view-dependent abstraction techniques [31,
38, 39] to later also be able to process datasets with millions of atoms,
which is already possible in some DNA nanostructures. Applying
our approach to other domains is limited by requiring a sequence of
abstraction stages that can be meaningfully interpolated.

The field of nanotechnology is starting to use the outcome from
decades of research in computational geometry and graph drawing. The
adopted algorithms are just the tip of the iceberg of all the opportunities
for scientific cross-pollination between nanotechnology and computer
science. For example, while our modeling happens directly in 3D, a
2D modeling is certainly needed when focusing on a certain detail. 2D
views eliminate many ambiguities and orientational issues associated
with 3D. As a next step we will investigate techniques for structural
local flattening of nanostructures for interactive computer aided design.

We see that currently we are dealing with modeling a structure,
modeling a function will likely involve the generation of hybrid macro-
molecules, partially constructed from nucleotides and partially from
aminoacids. Such models will require more complex abstraction
schemes, but they will also require understanding the needs for a CAD
design of functional components.

Currently we are building the most elementary structural compo-
nents. Soon there will be larger collections of nanomodels available,
forming the screws-and-bolts of the nanoscale. On a long term, we en-
vision to build and support a digital warehouse with nanocomponents.
Designing nanostructures will be similar to producing macroscopic
man-made artifacts such as cars and furniture: more complex objects
are a composition of pre-made simpler objects.
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Figure 1: A nanotube transitions from a 3D shape model to a diagrammatic 2D representation and finally to a clean 1D alignment of single
strands. Orthogonal to the dimension axis is the scale axis, which shows different semantic scales. The orange rectangle tracks a single strand
through the dimensions and scales.

Abstract
We present a novel visualization concept for DNA origami structures that integrates a multitude of representations into a
Dimension and Scale Unifying Map (DimSUM). This novel abstraction map provides means to analyze, smoothly transition
between, and interact with many visual representations of the DNA origami structures in an effective way that was not possible
before. DNA origami structures are nanoscale objects, which are challenging to model in silico. In our holistic approach we
seamlessly combine three-dimensional realistic shape models, two-dimensional diagrammatic representations, and ordered
alignments in one-dimensional arrangements, with semantic transitions across many scales. To navigate through this large,
two-dimensional abstraction map we highlight locations that users frequently visit for certain tasks and datasets. Particularly
interesting viewpoints can be explicitly saved to optimize the workflow. We have developed DimSUM together with domain
scientists specialized in DNA nanotechnology. In the paper we discuss our design decisions for both the visualization and the
interaction techniques. We demonstrate two practical use cases in which our approach increases the specialists’ understanding
and improves their effectiveness in the analysis. Finally, we discuss the implications of our concept for the use of controlled
abstraction in visualization in general.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Scientific visualization; Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms; •Applied computing
→ Computational biology;

1. Introduction

DNA nanotechnology is a young yet rapidly progressing field that
aims to design nanoscale devices by employing DNA as the main
building block [See82]. The great chemical stability of DNA and
the availability of synthetic DNA production facilities make it a pre-
ferred material for intricate nanostructures. The resulting, increas-
ingly complex nanoscale shapes show great potential in medicine

and biotechnology. DNA nanotechnology exploits the base pairing
capability of DNA and the synthesis of short staple strands to fold
the long scaffold strand (hence the name origami). DNA origami
is a widely established method for creating DNA-based nanoscale
shapes as introduced by Rothemund [Rot06].

For this application domain we designed and developed an in-
teractive data exploration and modeling approach that relies on a
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two-dimensional abstraction space. It spans multiple conceptual
scales as well as multiple spatial dimensions for the data represen-
tation (Fig. 1). We use it as a navigational map to select the best
suitable visual representation for a specific task (Fig. 2). With this
concept we go well beyond the approach taken in the domain’s
popular software tool caDNAno [CD16], which implements func-
tionality of the DNA origami method and enables scientists to design
nanoscale shapes in silico. However, advanced computational DNA
design concepts are needed, as the current tools are not designed for
the ever-increasing complexity of DNA nanostructures. Available
tools currently only support the design of 3D shapes on 2D DNA
diagrams. As a result, the diagrams exhibit a high degree of clutter
and overlapping edges. Although domain scientists employ different
representations of these complex structures, they are not able to
mentally link between them visually. The resulting cognitive load
on their workflow increases the overall duration of designing intri-
cate nanostructures and decreases the confidence in their in silico
design. Moreover, undiscovered errors in the design can lead to
failed experiments, which can take from several weeks to months
until the self-assembled structures are inspected in a microscope. As
a consequence, these problems in the in silico design currently slow
down the research progress.

With our 2D abstraction map DimSUM, we integrate and visually
link the representations of the 3D target structure, the 2D diagrams,
as well as 1D arrangements to enable designers to effectively ap-
ply manipulations in the dimension that is most suited. With Dim-
SUM we also integrate seamless transitions that allow researchers
to mentally link different representations. With this multi-scale and
multi-dimensional approach we thus facilitate researchers to gain
more confidence in the design and in the end enable them to create
increasingly more intricate structures. They can effectively analyze
and understand the structural properties of these complex objects, to
gain confidence in the in silico design before carrying out the exper-
iment in the laboratory itself. Ultimately this significantly reduces
the time and costs needed for typical design operations.

Our interactive visualization design is based on a close collab-
oration with an interdisciplinary team that aims to create a DNA
nanorobot, which consists of several complex DNA origami com-
ponents. We started by analyzing the requirements and the needed
visual representations of this domain. Based on this analysis, we
extended a previous multi-scale concept [MDLS∗18], which only
abstracts the 3D structure on one scale-axis. Indirect 2D and 1D
representations are widely used in the domain, due to their occlusion
free layout, but they are not suited for estimating the actual 3D shape
of the structure. Therefore, we integrate the 2D and 1D represen-
tations into a comprehensive and novel abstraction space, spanned
by a scale and a dimension axis. Using our resulting abstraction
map DimSUM as a tool to navigate the different representations,
we designed a number of additional interaction techniques that sup-
port domain scientists in their tasks. We illustrate these practical
tasks needed by our collaborators, using several design studies. Our
contributions are as follows:

• An integration of novel and existing DNA nanostructure repre-
sentations into an interactive abstraction map that allows domain
scientists to perceive and understand the conceptual space and
geometric relationships between established and new DNA nanos-
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Figure 2: The DimSUM abstraction map is spanned by a dimension
and a scale axis and integrates existing and novel representations.

tructure representations. We extend the multi-scale approach of
Miao et al. [MDLS∗18] with an orthogonal dimension axis to
utilize the strength of 2D and 1D layouts to analyze, make sense
of, and especially modify the complex structures.

• With this design, we advance the discussion of the concept of
abstraction in illustrative visualization. We demonstrate that the
spatial layouting of the visual elements along the dimensionality
is an important axis of abstraction. The axis goes from a realistic
shape depiction to a successfully simpler representation of the
elements where alignment details are gradually abstracted.

• We integrate a number of specific interaction techniques that
support the DimSUM design including abstraction axis snap-
ping, guiding (heat-)maps, and saving viewpoints to support both
navigation of the abstraction map as well as the analysis of task-
specific interaction behaviors.

2. Background: DNA Origami

DNA origami [Rot06] relies on the self-organizing nature of DNA
molecules to construct nanoscale objects. The method uses one long
(approx. 8000 bases) single stranded DNA (ssDNA) and numerous
shorter (20–80 bases) synthetic ssDNA strands. These shorter staple
strands bind to specific regions on the long scaffold strand to fold it
together into a targeted shape. A strand has a directionality and it
goes from the 5’ to the 3’ end of the nucleotide sugar ring, which
is relevant for the anti-parallel pairing of ssDNA. DNA nanotech-
nology exploits the base pairing capability of DNA, i. e. two strands
only pair and form double stranded DNA (dsDNA) if the sequence
of nucleotides are complementary to each other. The Watson-Crick
complements [WC53] describe that Adenine (A) only pairs with
Thymine (T) and Cytosine (C) pairs only with Guanine (G). The
helices are then held together by crossovers at designated positions,
where one ssDNA switches from one helix to an adjacent one. Con-
straining the adjacent helices to potential crossover locations results
in a regular pattern of dsDNA alignment, which facilitates the cre-
ation of stable structures. Based on this, Douglas et al. [DMT∗09]
proposed two lattices, a honeycomb and a square lattice, for their
caDNAno tool.

The DNA used in these experiments is typically described by
different structural representations as shown in Fig. 3. Scientists
thus have to consider each representation carefully when designing
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these nanostructures. The primary structure is determined by the
sequence of ssDNA. It is usually depicted as a string of bases from
the 5’ to the 3’ direction, which motivates the 1D view we use in our
representation later-on. The DNA’s self-assembly is determined by
the sequence of the scaffold and staple strands. The scientists need
abstract representations, which allow them to inspect aspects of the
individual strands. For example, long staple strands (> 80 bases)
are increasingly costly to synthesize. In addition, the occurrence of
C and G on a strand have to be carefully considered as they tend
to be stickier than other nucleotides. Finally, a high frequency of
crossovers per strand could have an adverse effect on the stability of
the structure. All of these analysis steps require a separate view on
each staple strand, yet in the state-of-the-art-tools like caDNAno the
strands are interwoven in 2D DNA diagrams.

We employ 2D diagrams to show the secondary structure, which
describes the base paring interaction of the ssDNA, that forms the
dsDNA. The 2D view indicates adjacencies of the double helices by
placing the double strands underneath each other. This 2D layout for
the design of a 3D structure results in many connections between
adjacent double strands in 3D that are not neighbors in the 2D
diagram, cluttering it with many overlapping edges as the structure
grows in complexity (see the example in Fig. 3). The resulting
diagram is difficult to understand—in a situation where a correct
design is crucial for the success of experiments.

The three-dimensional shape of the target structure, finally, results
from the tertiary structure that encodes the spatial 3D model. This
motivates our use of an additional 3D representation. The correct
folding of the scaffold strand, for example, can only be achieved if
the spatial properties of the strands are carefully considered. The
exact folding can only be seen by imaging the results of in vitro
experiments—the best in silico predictions of foldings are computa-
tionally very expensive and have limitations. An approximate 3D
representation of what the nanostructure would look like if it were to
fold properly, however, already allows the domain experts to study
the properties on the model. Another advantage is that distances can
be estimated in a 3D spatial model—a crucial task for the domain
scientists. The combination of this model with already tested design
techniques increases the confidence in the in silico constructions.

3. Related Work

Our work builds on concepts and methods in DNA nanostructure
visualization, visual abstraction, and HCI, which we review below.

DNA nanostructure visualization: For our visualization con-
cept, we integrate existing as well as several novel representations.
Among the former, diagrams have been used by domain researchers
as simplified DNA representations for a long time. In Rothemund’s
work on DNA origami [Rot06], for instance, dsDNA is depicted in
an unrolled way, showing it as colored arrows to indicate the ssDNA
and their crossovers. Douglas et al. [DMT∗09] proposed a tool to
rapidly prototype DNA origami structures based on a similar rep-
resentation. In addition, he depicts the arrangement of the dsDNA
on a lattice that shows the structure from an orthogonal direction.
Based on the regular appearance of potential crossover positions
on the dsDNA, this representation leads to a hexagonal honeycomb
lattice and a square lattice. In addition, a view of the target 3D form

helps the user to understand the final shape of the structure. Using
an alternative representation, Benson et al. [BMG∗15] described a
technique to semi-automatically model polyhedral nanostructures in
3D space, representing nucleotides as spheres. For both types of rep-
resentations the authors have made well-motivated design decisions
that allow the users to build the desired target shape. Various struc-
tural details are not described, which are necessary for advanced
tasks such as structural modifications of functional nanostructures.
The 2D diagrams, for example, are not well suited for tasks in which
spatial features have to be considered. Nonetheless, the 2D diagrams
by Douglas et al. [DMT∗09] are widely known in the field of DNA
nanotechnology. We thus integrate them as part of our 2D view, and
extend them with seamless transitions to other representations of
different dimensionality such as 3D views.

Visual abstraction: The visual abstraction of spatial data is a
core concept of illustrative visualization [VI18] that has been ap-
plied in numerous domains.† For example, the schematization of
network data such as streets has been studied in detail, both for
traditional geography applications [CdBvK05] and for artistic pur-
poses [Ise13]. A continuous transition of different presentation
styles of city models based on task, camera view, and image resolu-
tion has been proposed by Semmo et al. [STKD12]. Researchers
have also investigated the non-uniformly controlled adjustment of
abstraction [AS01] to support, in particular, navigation. Similar to
the linear structures in cartography, the DNA strands in our applica-
tion domain exhibit information that is not always relevant. As an
example, for certain analysis tasks the twist of the double helix or
the pathway might be irrelevant. In our 1D view we thus straighten
the DNA strands and indicate crossover locations—in a way similar
to subway lines and maps which share similar characteristics to
preserve topological information [Rob12]. For this representation
we are also inspired by the straight alignment of single tracks as
proposed by Wu et al. [WTLY12] for the purpose of customizing
travel paths.

A core advantage of visual abstraction is that it can preserve a
visual variable or the (screen) space for the depiction of additional
data [VI18]. Cipriano and Gleicher [CG07], for example, abstracted
the molecular surface while keeping significant shape features, al-
lowing them to place glyphs on the surface to encode additional
properties. We use the same principle in our work to depict data, for
instance, about the stability of the DNA origami structures.

A lot more recent work on visual abstraction concerns the dedi-
cated control of the amount of abstraction to support various visu-
alization purposes. One way to control the degree of abstraction is
to show different representations of the same object, depending on
the distance to the viewer. Parulek et al. [PJR∗14] demonstrated this
approach also for molecular data, where it serves the visual compre-
hension and also makes it possible to visualize complex biological
environments at interactive rates [LMAPV15]. In addition to such an
application, controlled abstraction can also support the exploration
of different semantic scales. Miao et al. [MDLS∗18], integrated
several representations of DNA nanostructures and arranged them

† For a more complete survey of related work on visual abstraction we refer
to Viola and Isenberg’s recent survey/meta paper on the subject [VI18]. Here
we only point out aspects that closely relate to or inspire our own work.
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on an axis of semantic abstractions that smoothly controls the rep-
resentation. We use their linear interpolation-based transition and
adapt the ten semantic scales to our 2D and 1D layouts. We add the
abstraction along different spatial dimensions to facilitate a much
more comprehensive exploration of DNA origami structures that
also integrates 2D schematics and 1D alignments of DNA strands.

This process leads to the creation of a multi-dimensional abstrac-
tion space [VI18] that can be used for the exploration of visual
structures by assisting users to mentally integrate different repre-
sentations. Zwan et al. [vdZLBI11] were the first to construct a 3D
abstraction space with several components: structural abstraction
(‘geometric abstraction’ in Viola and Isenberg’s terminology), ab-
straction of the illustrativeness, and different degrees of support of
spatial perception (the latter two are ‘photometric abstractions’ in Vi-
ola and Isenberg’s terms). Recently, Mohammed et al. [MAAB∗18]
discussed a similar concept for the controlled abstraction of connec-
tomics data. They constructed a 2D abstraction space, the first axis
depicting representations of astrocytes and the second axis depicting
neurites. In contrast to their work, our approach is more general and
not limited to two structures, as our abstraction map is spanned by
different axes of abstraction (scale and dimension).

While we employ a similar interaction concept in our work, we
augment the novel DimSUM abstraction map with specific interac-
tion techniques that specifically support navigation. Furthermore,
we enable viewers to control the transition between 1D, 2D, and
3D space without constraints. The dimensional transitions act as
dedicated illustration tools to support the understanding of the rela-
tionships between the dimensions.

Interaction: The interaction facilitated by the DimSUM wid-
get relates to the concept of multiple coordinated viewss (MCVs)
[BC87, BMMS91, Rob07, Wil08]: Users interact with the presented
data and visually inspect them through different views that are
linked to each other. However, our domain users require operations
on many scales, dimensions, and their intermediate transition states.
Having many views using MCVs would not be feasible, as the
single views would get too small. The DimSUM widget provides
a different interaction concept as it allows users to transition be-
tween representations shown in another view. Our interaction is thus
more akin to approaches like Jianu et al.’s [JDL09] exploration of
three-dimensional brain fiber tracts using a previously generated
abstract 2D representation. We use animations to transition between
the differently abstracted representations. Animation is shown to
facilitate comprehension, learning, and memory communication by
Tversky et al. [TMB02] and has been previously applied for molec-
ular abstractions by Sorger et al. [SMR∗17]. In addition, we also
employ brushing and focusing [BMMS91] for selecting elements
and observing their transition through dimensions and scales.

4. Methodology and DimSUM Concept

Our work has been motivated by collaborations with a team of DNA
nanotechnology researchers whose ambitious goal is to create a cell-
drilling nanorobot. The first author (C1) of this paper, a visualization
researcher, has been working for 11 months as a member of the nan-
otechnology team and works 50% of his time at their lab. The team
is led by the Principal Investigator (C2) who develops innovative

concepts of parts of the nanorobot. The existing tools in the DNA
nanotechnology domain to support such complex work are reaching
their limits. This is the case in terms of functionality and especially
in terms of available visual representations for the features of these
structures. From early-on, many challenges emerged regarding the
visualization and modeling of the involved complex structures. f
C1 was thus asked to develop a new visualization concept and, ulti-
mately, a system required for reaching the goal of creating functional
DNA nanorobots using stable DNA origami structures. Based on
observations, interviews, and focus group discussions, C1 extracted
the necessary context and challenges (Sect. 2). Together with the
entire team, he derived the tasks and the design considerations for
the visualization system. For example, domain scientists analyze
different structural properties using different layouts, as described
in Sect. 2. Then, they would like to directly examine and manipulate
the structure in the appropriate layout. C1 also extensively collab-
orated with a physicist (C3), and C1 and C3 were responsible for
developing a novel software system required for reaching the goals
of the ambitious nanorobot project. In addition, a biochemist (C4)
focused on the design of DNA origami structures, while another
molecular biologist (C5) was specializing in the creation of novel
functional structures. C4 and C5 were also responsible for carrying
out the experiments and assembling the designed nanostructures in
the laboratory, after the in silico design was finished.

Depending on the scientists’ subgoals and tasks, they use differ-
ent representations for modeling, editing, analyzing, and creating
conceptual designs. For instance, C2 and C4 heavily relied on 2D
diagrams where the structure can be quickly modeled. This work
requires a deep understanding of the relationship between the 2D
diagrams and the associated 3D model—yet they had no direct way
of manipulating the structure in 3D space. C5 depended on having a
detailed view on the atomic configuration for changing nucleotide
conformations at an atomic level with a 3D spatial model. Since
he collaborated with C4 for trying to connect the different compo-
nents together, he needed a way to understand the newly designed
structure in 2D as well. This integrated handling of representations
across spatial dimensions is not possible with existing tools. The
generation of functional structural motifs required C3 to understand
the relationship between the conformation of atoms and the twists
of the double helices. For scaffold routing, she did not require a
realistic spatial model, but needed to see the entire structure in 2D
and without visual occlusion. To evaluate the potential crossovers,
she relied on analyzing potential crossover locations in a 3D view
and also on being able to manipulate the structure in the same view.
After finalizing the design, the experts exported the sequence of
single strands as a simple sequence of the bases (Fig. 3). While it
was common that this sequence of strands would still be modified,
there was no way to relate these changes back to the initial 2D or 3D
representations. In summary, the current in silico design process is
inflexible and complex. New visualization technology that integrates
the different representations is urgently needed.

4.1. DimSUM: Integration of Dimension and Scale

As caDNAno is the state-of-the-art tool to create DNA origami struc-
tures, we focused on its data representations. We demonstrate our
design concept on a prototypical nanotube, consisting of a smaller
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Figure 3: We provide many ways of interacting with and seamlessly
transition between multiple structural representations using the
DimSUM. Here we show which parts of the abstraction map depict
equivalent content as the state-of-the-art tool caDNAno.

shaft and a wider body, as shown in Fig. 4. We used caDNAno’s
automated staple placement to create it. The scientists did not apply
any further modifications, so that we can demonstrate the use of our
approach to analyze and improve the structure. The nanotube has
a length of 260 Å and a diameter of 50 Å at the shaft and 120 Å at
the body. The scaffold is 1003 nucleotides long and the structure
is folded by 24 staple strands. In Fig. 3 we compare the views that
caDNAno provides and show how we integrated equivalent ones
into our DimSUM abstraction space. Each of the four boxes depicts
a view provided in caDNAno. We isolate the different spatial di-
mension (d) of the representations and treat them as one axis of our
abstraction space. In addition, we also use different semantic scales
(s) of DNA nanoscale structures [MDLS∗18] as a second abstraction
axis. By arranging the existing representations appropriately and
adding the missing ones, the two axes create a unifying, continuous
space to access and interpolate between representations (Fig. 2). We
first describe the three different spatial dimensions. Afterwards we
discuss the transitions between them and interaction mechanisms to
assist in the navigation.

3D Representations. We based our three-dimensional represen-
tations on Miao et al.’s [MDLS∗18] continuous sequence of multiple
semantic representations of DNA nanostructures. These representa-
tions range from concrete (all-atoms) to abstract (double strands).
We extended their concept by more accurately representing the
atoms as spheres with van der Waals radii, encoding the 5’ to 3’
direction of ssDNA in Scale 5 and 6, and representing the strand
in the most abstract scale as a tube with a realistic radius of 10 Å,
which the dsDNA occupies (Fig. 4).

These 3D representations realistically encode the spatial arrange-
ment of the DNA origami model after self-assembly. It is important
to assess the final overall design (i. e., size and space that the struc-
ture occupies) but also to estimate the distances between nucleotides.
The multiple scales allow the scientists to visualize the structure
without distracting clutter of the 2D views. Most importantly, they

(a) d = 3.0, s = 2.0 (b) d = 3.0, s = 4.5 (c) d = 3.0, s = 9.0

Figure 4: Cylindrical nanotube: examples of representations in 3D,
i. e., d = 3.0 and variable scales s.

Figure 5: The 2D diagrammatic representation and several exam-
ples of views are shown where d = 2.

are not required to mentally link to the 3D spatial model from a
2D view when applying modifications because they are able to edit
directly in 3D space.

2D Representations. Abstract DNA diagrams are widely em-
ployed in the domain due to their visual occlusion-free layout. The
arrangement in 2D facilitates an overview of the entire structure. In
contrast to the existing representations, we use the same semantic
scale representations as in 3D space (Fig. 2) so that the scientists
can choose the scale most appropriate to their tasks (e. g., Fig. 5).

Equivalent to the 3D representation, the grey tube depicts the
scaffold strand and the colored tubes represent staple strands. In
an alternating manner, the staple strands are placed underneath or
above the scaffold strand with a distance of 5 Å. The vertical distance
between the double strands is now 20 Å which guarantees that the
complementary strands are spatially close to each other.

With this approach we distribute the complexity of traditional
diagrams among several semantic scales. Depending on the scale, we
allow the scientists to view detailed features such as atoms and bond
conformations in 2D or to simplify the ssDNA to colored tubes.
In addition, the depiction of complementary strands in parallel,
without the helicity of the strands, is automatically provided by our
semantic abstraction in Scales 3–7. This feature allows the user to
get a quick glance of the sequence of a strand and its complementary
counterpart. Except for translations in one plane and zooming into
details, the user can thus explore the entire structure without having
to change the view angle to account for visual occlusions.

1D Representations. After the 2D representations have already
removed parts of the spatial context in favor of schematization, 1D
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(a) d = 1.0, s = 1.5 (b) d = 1.0, s = 3.0 (c) d = 1.0, s = 7.0

Figure 6: Examples of representations in 1D, shown at different
scales and sorting by (a) strand ID, (b) GC content, and (c) length.

representations only provide a list of straightened single strands. The
strands are vertically arranged, aligned side-by-side with a distance
of 20 Å. This abstract depiction is motivated by the last step of the
in-silico design workflow, in which the sequence of the strands are
simply depicted as linear strings as shown in Fig. 3, which allows
scientists to analyze their individual properties as well as the overall
list of strands needed for synthesis and extraction in order to build
the structure in vitro.

With the strands aligned straight, it also becomes possible to sort
them by certain properties, as shown in Fig. 6. A straightforward
sorting is by length. The length of strands is of interest to our
domain scientists as it allows them to identify strands with unusual
lengths, which cause high costs in the synthesis as described in
Sect. 2. The advantage of the DimSUM abstraction map is that it
allows the viewer to relate the sorted strands back to the 2D and 3D
representations. Furthermore, we enable the sorting of strands by
their respective content of C and G with respect to the length which
indicates the stickiness of a single strand. Such stickiness can either
be a desired or an undesired property, depending on the purpose
of the staple strand and its placement in the design. The melting
temperature and Gibbs free energy can be computed for the binding
regions of the strands as done by Miao et al. [MDLS∗18], using
the thermodynamical model proposed by SantaLucia et al. [SH04].
These two properties can also be used for sorting, roughly indicating
the stability of the strands based on their secondary structure. Sorting
the strands by the accumulated stability thus enables the user to
quickly spot the strands that could compromise the self-assembly,
as they pose the weakest link in the chain.

4.2. Seamless Transitions Across Dimensions and Scales

To effectively work with the representations, the scientists have to
mentally link the representations. To externalize this mental link-
ing, we support control the abstraction and representation process
through seamless transitions. We co-register the data and linearly
interpolate the positions of elements to guarantee a uniform change
between two adjacent representations. In addition, we combine the
position-based transformation with the interpolation of shape and
color across the scales. There is no rotational or scaling component
in the interpolated transformation.

Fig. 1 demonstrates the general transition from 3D via 2D to 1D
and from Scale 7 to 1 at the same time, including the intermedi-
ate interpolated structures. In Fig. 7 we show a specific transition

Figure 7: After two strands are selected in 1D, we transition along
the orange arrow and show examples of the changing representation.

along the orange arrow, going from d = 1,s = 6 to d = 3,s = 2.3,
and depict some of the interpolated representations. This example
demonstrates how we transition from an abstract to a concrete repre-
sentation of the same structure, allowing the scientists to visually
connect the involved parts.

Transitioning from 2D to 3D thus enables the viewer to under-
stand how the structure folds together from the schematic display to
its 3D shape. Transition from 2D to 1D depicts how the structural
design decomposes into the single strands. Combining transitioning
across dimension with transitioning across scales enables the scien-
tists to seamlessly move between any two points of the abstraction
space, and to take specific paths in this space to intuitively explore
the data. The interpolation guarantees a uniform positional change of
the elements. Obviously, the current interpolation of positions does
not realistically depict the movement and folding of strands, which
would require large-scale molecular dynamics simulations. The sim-
plified transition, however, illustrates relationships and allows the
viewer to mentally integrate between any representations.

4.3. Cross-Dimension and Scale Highlighting

In order to boost the coherent connection between the different
dimensions and scales, we enable the user to highlight structures at
any location in the abstraction map. The viewer can either manually
select the elements or automatically highlight certain features and
then observe how they transition into other representations.

Manual Highlighting. We allow the viewer to mark elements of
interest (atoms, nucleotides, single strands, double strands) at any
position in the abstraction map, which we highlight (e. g., in yellow).
We then color context elements with a visually less salient color
(e. g., in gray) to increase the focus on the highlighted elements.
Fig. 7 shows how two strands are selected at d = 1,s = 6 in the
abstraction map and how they are depicted in other locations in the
map as the user transitions along the marked path. The transitions
allow the user to observe where the particular strands end up in the
2D schematics and the 3D structure. The figure also illustrates the
transition across scales. In the detailed atomic view, the atoms that
are part of the strands are highlighted as well.

Automated Highlighting. Interesting features that appear re-
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Figure 8: Crossovers are highlighted in green. Short segments be-
tween crossovers could have an adverse effect on the stability, which
is best observed in 1D.

peatedly in the entire structure can also be detected automatically.
Crossovers, for instance, are fundamental in DNA nanotechnology
(Sect. 2). A relatively high number of crossovers has an adverse
effect on the stability of the strand binding, as the segments could
have low stickiness. These crossovers can easily be observed in 3D
but visual occlusion may make it difficult to gain an overview. This
overview is instead provided by the 2D schematics which indicates
how well the double helices are held together. In 2D, however, it is
difficult to track an individual strand and to see how many crossovers
are performed. In contrast, at d = 1 in our abstraction map, indi-
vidual crossovers can be easily observed. We compute crossover
locations in the structure and then highlight (e. g., in green) the
two nucleotides that form the crossover from one double helix to a
neighboring one. An example is shown in Fig. 8. This way we do
not deemphasize the context—it is important to keep the contextual
information encoded here. The number of crossovers can be simply
determined and the length of the segments between crossovers can
be visually inspected. Usually, long segments tend to bind better,
provided that the sequence is complementary. This sequence com-
plementarity is best seen at d = 2,s = (3|4). In Fig. 8 we marked
the brown strand that has relatively short segments of only four nu-
cleotides between crossovers. This configuration could potentially
compromise the stability of the entire structure. The arrow points
to the pink strand, which has no crossovers and does not contribute
to binding adjacent double helices together. The pink strand could
thus be a good candidate for connection with another strand. These
features are best discovered in our abstraction map at d = 1.

4.4. Abstraction-Adaptive Modifications

Structural modifications are an important part in the workflow of
the domain scientists. Deleting, breaking, connecting, and concate-
nating are basic operations that allow them to carry out advanced
modifications of a structure. We provide such structural modifica-
tions at any point in the abstraction map with a well-defined behavior
and scope of the respective effect. While Miao et al. [MDLS∗18]
proposed Scale-Adaptive Modifications, we extend these modifica-
tions across dimensions, enabling users to modify a structure in 2D
and 1D layouts. A particular task can be carried out at the scale
where it makes most sense and the system propagates automatically
the modification not only across scales but also across dimensions
(abstraction-adaptive). Next, we demonstrate two tasks for which
this operation across dimensions is particularly useful.

Figure 9: The addition of a bridging strand inside the nanotube re-
quires work in different dimensions and scales. Top row: crossovers
are broken in 2D. Bottom row: after breaking, the broken strands
are connected with a specific sequence.

Figure 10: Deleting of undesired short strands. Left: a sort by
length in 1D reveals the short strands. Top row: one of them is
selected in 1D and deleted. The same strand is shown in 2D and 3D.
Bottom row: representations in all dimensions show that the strand
is removed.

In Fig. 9 we demonstrate a task where a bridging strand is added
to the inner part of the nanotube. First we depict the nanotube in
3D (d = 3,s = 7) and highlight the two crossovers that need to
be broken. Due to the visual occlusion in 3D, which we have just
described, we select the crossovers in 2D (d = 2,s = 5.5) and break
them. We then create a new connection of the nucleotides at the
broken crossover location and we add a sequence of ten nucleotides
(TACGTAGTTT) in-between in 5’ to 3’ direction.

In Fig. 10 we demonstrate the removal of a particularly short
strand that does not contribute to the stability of the structure. Ac-
cording to the domain scientists, these short strands can cause prob-
lems during the self-assembly as they have a high probability to
bind to regions and would be in the way of the intended folding. In
addition, they generate costs during the synthesis. To identify short
strands, the scientists can now sort the strand by length and quickly
see that there are three staple strands of only length three. They can
select one strand and depict it in the other dimensions for demonstra-
tion purposes. After removal, Fig. 10 shows that the scaffold strand
is unpaired at the respective location. However, the brown staple
strand can not be extended along the helical axis because crossovers
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(a) Frequently visited places on the
abstraction map. We marked the
places that were used to create the
figures in this work.

(b) Snapping to the discrete dimen-
sion and scale or current location.
The thumbnails show the explicit
viewpoints defined by the user.

Figure 11: We augment the DimSUM with additional informa-
tion. The heatmap depicts the accumulated time a user spent
at a particular point. The time in milliseconds is mapped to a
heatmap with colors representing the intervals
[0;1000), [1000,2000), [2000,3000), [3000,4000), [4000,+∞).

cannot be formed at locations where the helical twists move away
from each other. This can be seen in our 3D representations.

5. Interaction and Navigation in the Abstraction Map

As we provide a large set of representations, we developed a two-
dimensional widget that allows the user to easily change represen-
tation by moving an icon on the abstraction map. Our abstraction
map not only serves as a concept to organize the transitions across
semantic scales and dimension, but we use it directly as a naviga-
tion widget to access the abstraction space—in a similar way as
done previously by Mohammed et al. [MAAB∗18]. In contrast to
their approach for connectomics, our abstraction map is completely
continuous, despite the transitions between spatial 3D representa-
tions and abstract 2D and 1D depictions. In addition, we augment
the DimSUM abstraction map with a heatmap to mark interesting,
frequently visited locations, which indicate particularly relevant
representations for a given dataset or task. In a collaborative setting,
such highlighting allows team members to understand each others in-
terest when working on the same dataset. The heatmap also provides
individual users with a way to track their own interaction and data
exploration patterns. Finally, it allows the scientists to understand
which parts of the abstraction space they have not yet investigated
in detail, to look for potentially interesting representations.

The heatmap in Fig. 11a, for example, depicts the places that we
visited to create the figures in this paper, highlighting the distinct
abstractions that we used. It shows that we not only visited the
discrete dimensions and scales but also the space in-between. For
the teaser in Fig. 1, for instance, the transition is clearly marked,
indicating the frequent use of this space.

We also support the navigation in the abstraction map by allowing
users to snap the cursor to either a discrete dimension (with the d-
key) or a discrete scale (s-key) if the cursor lies within a radius of
0.25 units. Alternatively, users can snap the curser to its current
non-integer location (g-key). The display of dotted vertical and
horizontal lines (Fig. 11b) further assists this interaction. Finally,
we allow users to explicitly mark locations by placing view points
in the abstraction map, enabling them to come back to this location
at a later point in time. As shown in Fig. 11b, we add thumbnails to
visually mark such locations.

6. Realization / Implementation

Our system has to effectively integrate all the data required for
the visualization in the various dimensions and scales. We employ
a model that hierarchically represents the strands, the base pairs,
the nucleotides, and atomic details, which we describe next. We
initialize this model with the original caDNAno 2D diagrams, from
which we derive all the information, such as 2D and 3D positions.

CaDNAno diagrams are based on a lattice, which covers a plane.
As design principle it is assumed that the helical axis of all ds-
DNA are perpendicular to this plane. On the lattice the positions
of the virtual helices are defined. Double strands can be formed
by conducting the scaffold strand through them. In the caDNAno
file format it is specified which virtual helices are in fact used in
the design by indicating their rows and columns in the lattice. The
positions occupied by scaffold nucleotides and/or staple nucleotides
within every virtual helix and the routing of every strand across the
virtual helices is also specified. The used lattice and the sequence of
the scaffold must be provided by the user as it is not contained in the
data. For the datasets in this paper we take the standard m13mp18
bacteriophage DNA as scaffold sequence as this is used by our do-
main scientists. However, any other sequence in the FASTA-format
can be input into our system.

The 3D, 2D, and 1D layouts depend on the positions of nu-
cleotides. Each nucleotide defines a position in each dimension.
From caDNAno we derive the 2D conformations. We then deter-
mine the corresponding 3D positions using the 2D conformation and
the lattice information. We can, finally, compute the corresponding
1D locations from a side-by-side placement of single strands. We use
the sorting criteria described in Sect. 4 as the different ssDNA are
now completely described according to our model. In all dimensions
we make use of the geometric properties of a typical double helix to
achieve models as realistic as possible. Furthermore, to generate an
all-atom 3D model we use idealized base pairs [LO03]. We generate
additional scales by aggregating data and, for the transition along
the scale-axis, we linearly interpolate colors, shape parameters, and
positions from one discrete scale to the next, both as described by
Miao et al. [MDLS∗18]. For the transition along the dimension-axis,
we interpolate positions. By combining both interpolations we gen-
erate a morphing-like transformation between any two points in the
abstraction map.

We implementated our system using the SAMSON frame-
work [NAN16], a platform for fast prototyping in computational
nanoscience. We used its capability of rendering geometric primi-
tives such as spheres and cylinders for depicting the primitives in
our visualizations. We implemented the user interface using the Qt
framework [The17]. For calculating the melting temperature and
Gibbs free energy, we used the ntthal package from the Primer3
software [WRU∗16, UCK∗12]. We tested our system on a laptop
with an Intel Core i7 CPU and an Nvidia GTX 1060 GPU. For the
datasets shown in this work, we achieve 20 fps or more.

7. Results and Discussion

Because we realized our work in close collaboration with domain
experts (Sect. 4), we could directly derive their requirements by
observing their workflow. The case studies, which we describe next,
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(a) Nanocage. A staple needs to be elongated towards the target in the center.

(b) Two candidates for
elongation. On the left,
the helical twist turns to-
wards the targeted cen-
ter. On the right, the
strand turns away.

(c) The same strands are
depicted in 2D, which
does not provide means
to estimate the helical
twists and positions of
strands.

(d) The logged abstrac-
tion map depicts which
locations expert C4 vis-
ited in order to ana-
lyze the structure and to
carry out this task.

Figure 12: Demonstration of the detection of specific surface strand.

are the result of focus group discussions as well as of feedback
we received during the regular progress reports to the team. We
further developed the case studies in two final sessions in which
we provided the domain scientists with our system, observed their
interaction, and logged their behavior in the DimSUM abstraction
map. The results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
approach. Furthermore, the experts could gain insights about their
work that were not possible before, in particular with respect to the
missing connection between 3D and 2D representation.

7.1. Surface Strand Analysis

A main challenge in the design of nanostructures is that scientists
need to rely on realistic estimations of distances and location of the
structural elements. Fig. 12 depicts a cage that we use to demonstrate
the case. Here, a common task is to identify the strand endings
that are on the inside of the cage. These endings are candidates for
elongation. Such identification tasks are challenging when designing
and modifying DNA nanostructures. With the existing tools such as
caDNAno it is difficult to determine the strand endings according to
expert C2: Not only their locations but also their directions of the
helical turn have to be carefully considered.

Therefore, expert C2 suggested to carry out this task in our system.
We asked expert C4, who is very experienced with the traditional
tool, to find the surface strands and provide us with feedback. She in-
vestigated the DNA origami cage with dimensions of 200 Å × 200 Å
a dataset with which she was not familiar before. It contains 56 sta-
ple strands and one scaffold strand with 2 197 nucleotides, aligned in
a honeycomb lattice. Her goal was to identify those strand endings
that could potentially be elongated to create a connection towards a
target in the center of the cage, as illustrated in Fig. 12a.

While she was familiar with our project, she did not actively

use our system before. We first gave her an introduction into the
user interactions and explained the visualization concepts. Then she
used our system to explore the data and become familiar with it.
We logged her interactions during task executing on the DimSUM
abstraction map, and we show the resulting heatmap in Fig. 12d. As
it is apparent in the figure, the 3D representations at the higher scales
were the most interesting ones for identifying the surface strands.
According to the expert, she was able to have a straightforward view
of the spatial model in 3D and to relate it back to the familiar 2D
view. She stated that one big advantage of our approach is that she
could get an overview of all possible strand endings and quickly
identify those on the inside of the cage. She quickly found two
candidates, which we highlight in Fig. 12a. We give a zoomed-in
image in Fig. 12b, which shows that these endings are located on
the bottom of the lower double helices. She realized that, although
both strands end at the bottom, only the left yellow strand turns
towards the target in the center of the cage, whereas the right orange
one turns away and is, hence, not an ideal candidate for elongation.
According to C4, this precise analysis in the planning stage enables
her to conduct a time-efficient and accurate in silico design and thus
reduces the probability of introducing errors that compromise the
successful assembly of the nanostructure in the wet lab later. Finally,
she transitioned to the 2D representation as shown in Fig. 12c, in
order to compare the 2D depictions, which she is familiar with.

This case demonstrates how our approach can assist the domain
scientists in tasks that require a good understanding of both the
schematic design and the resulting spatial layout. This makes the
workflow in such cases much simpler. We also learned that navigat-
ing through the 3D scene can pose a challenge to some users such
as C4, as they might need prolonged time to familiarize with 3D
navigation. Later we discussed this case with C2 and he suggested
to automatically detect the surface endings in the future and then to
highlight them in our visualization. According to C2, however, our
system allowed the scientists to perform the manual identification
very well in comparison with existing tools, where the detection of
these surface strands is a tedious task.

7.2. Parametrized Generation of Structural Motifs

One domain scientist (C3) has been using our system intensively
throughout the development and has embedded it into her workflow,
starting at an early point in time. She specializes on the compu-
tational design of DNA nanostructures and her goal is to develop
methods for the parametrized generation of structural motifs and
the computational design of functional nanostructures. The reliance
on visualization and the exploratory nature of her work, however,
requires her to analyze her results with different methods. She pro-
vided regular input and was therefore actively involved in the con-
ceptual development of this work.

In a final interview we asked her again to explain how the system
supports her and logged her interaction with our system on her own
machine. She loaded the robot/man dataset, used in the work of Cas-
tro et al. [CKK∗11], to demonstrate how our new approach helped in
her tasks. As shown in Fig. 13a, she first selected the shoulder of the
man and then transitioned from 3D to 2D to observe where this part
of the structure is located in the 2D diagram. She stated that the 3D
spatial model is necessary for her to understand the 2D schematics,
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(a) Transition from 3D to 2D.

(b) s = 8 (c) s = 9 (d) Abstraction map.

Figure 13: Using transition to mentally link between 3D to 2D.

which is sometimes challenging due to the loss of spatial context.
According to her, this problem is solved because she can now relate
between these two representations in DimSUM. In the heatmap of
the logged session (Fig. 13d) we can observe the corresponding fre-
quent transitions. As she is already experienced with our system, she
could quickly navigate to the appropriate representation using the
proposed interaction techniques. Her feedback regarding transitions
between dimensions focused on the development of new algorithms
for DNA origami design. The visualization of these transitions made
easier for her to understand the DNA origami method in general.
She also noted that it can greatly reduce the amount of time spent
on debugging DNA nanostructure designs.

Overall, she described that the ability of visualizing the same
structure in many dimensional and semantic representations and
having the ability to relate between these representations helped
her to visually examine the results to validate the correctness of the
computational methods she developed. She stated that, for exam-
ple, a faulty in silico design will produce incorrect foldings in the
laboratory. Using our system and being able to visually examine
the in silico design in the proposed manner, she could find errors in
the computational methods. She stated that this saves costs and also
time spent for assembling potentially erroneous structures.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we discuss the application of visual abstraction to DNA
nanotechnology. DimSUM, our two-axes abstraction space goes
beyond the work of Mohammed et al. [MAAB∗18], which actually
encodes geometry and dimensionality on a single axis. We advance
the concept of abstraction by demonstrating that dimensionality is an
important axis, where different layouts provide specific advantages
in analyzing and modifying complex data.

Because we integrated the visual abstractions into an interactive
widget we facilitate seamless transitions. This possibility to men-
tally integrate all representations in our abstraction space, allows
domain scientists to include our visualization concept into their
workflow, and to improve it. Another contribution includes the use
of the DimSUM abstraction map as interaction widget. Traces of
user interaction can be taken to optimize visualization settings for
particularly focused tasks that do not use the entire visual abstraction
space. We could also apply user traces in a systematic design of
custom MCV systems. Only a task-dependent subset of views that

have been visited during the interaction will then form the simplified
visual interface. A MCV could be advantageous if it allows the user
to immediately understand the implications of a modification in
views other than the one he or she is currently operating with.

Our DimSUM approach can potentially be generalized to data
based on linear structures. The key idea is to share the complexity
of data among several layouts and scales, each representation high-
lighting a certain aspect of the data. As noted in Sect. 3, abstractions
of linear structures are important, e. g., in cartography. Here, line
representation of streets are continuously generalized depending
on the distance to the viewer. Blood vessels also share traits with
DNA w.r.t. their different semantic representations (volume, sur-
face, centerlines, etc.) and are typically abstracted to 2D depictions.
Another example are fibrous structures in material sciences, where
defective fibers could be singled out easily in a 1D arrangement. For
the future, it could be of great interest to explore the possibility of
localized glimpses into other dimensions and scales while keeping
the context—similar to the magic lens [BSP∗93] metaphor.

Furthermore, we showed how our visualization concept of inter-
active abstraction is helpful to the domain of DNA nanotechnology.
We provide domain scientists with a proof-of-concept implemen-
tation that is already in the daily workflow of some experts, (e. g.,
C3). One of the limitations of our approach is that we currently
are only implementing model modifications. We do not yet provide
from-scratch modeling of new designs. Another drawback is that we
are not using the positional data available from simulations. DNA
origami structures could exhibit twists and bends in their shape
model, for example. We want to incorporate these structural predic-
tions in the future to provide better approximations. A more general
limitation is that large datasets are increasingly difficult to inspect:
elements can become too small for an effective work if viewed from
far away. This scalability issue is not necessarily a drawback specific
to our approach, but of DNA diagrams in general. Furthermore,
users have remarked that the transitions from 2D to 1D are not
easy to follow when working with larger datasets. Nonetheless, this
concern could be addressed in future work that looks at the design
approaches in DNA origami in general to provide a scalable and
efficient workflow. Our next research opportunity is to extend the
presented work to general DNA nanostructures, including, but not
limited to, wireframe structures [VRZ∗16, BMG∗15], which exhibit
a great potential for applications under physiological conditions. In
the near future, the implementation of our approach will be released
as part of a open-source software toolkit.
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